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OFFICE OF THE STATE FORESTER, 

Mapison, Wis., Dec. 31, 1910. 

State Board of Forestry. 

GrenTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit herewith my report 

for 1909 and 1910. ‘ 

Very respectfully, 

E. M. Grirritu, 

: State Forester.



Report of the State Forester 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is now over seven years since the passage of the first for- 
estry law in 1903, so that the recommendations in this report are | 
based upon experience. The state forest reserves have grown i 

in these years from 40,000 acres to 340,000 acres, but the state - 

must have a reserve of at least 2,000,000 acres in order to pro- a 

tect the headwaters of our most important rivers; to aid in re- ” 

taining our wood-using industries within the state by supplying 24 

them with timber, their raw material which they must have, and 0 

to protect the beauty of our wonderful northern lake region 

that should annually bring millions of dollars into the state, 

through tourists, campers, hunters and fishermen. 

Our loss of forest resources by forest fires has been simply = 
appalling amounting to $9,000,000 in 1908, and to over $5,000,000 ah 

in 1910, and our town fire warden system has proved absolutely A 
inadequate, as it is based upon the wrong principle of fighting ; 

fires after they occur and not of preventing them. ; 

All who have studied the question agree that the time has j 

come when the legislature must look at the forestry work from 

the broad view point of the best state policy and decide definitely 

- what the future policy shall be. 

Wisconsin has ranked as one of the greatest lumber produc- 

ing states in the Union and much of her wealth has and should 

come from her forests. However, the figures compiled by the 
U. S. Census Bureau show us how rapidly Wisconsin is losing 

her proud position in lumber production, for while she ranked 

first in 1900 the figures for 1910 show that she has dropped to 
- eighth place and that the decrease in production has been 40%, 

which is a greater loss than that of any other state. 
Our wood-using industries consume annually more than 930 

million board feet of lumber valued at $20,000,000, and this
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1s cnly a part of the lumber industry of the state, as the figures 
given do not include the output of the sawmills or other torest 
products that are riot considered as raw material for further 
manutacture. ven at the present tume only 50% of the lumber 
that is used by our wood-using industries is grown in Wisconsin. 

The wonderiui forest resources of the state have been fear- 
fully depleted by forest fires and in order to save the remaining 
iorests and retain the wood-using industries within the state, the 
enormous annual losses from fires must be stopped. It is worse 

i than useless to temporize or try to cheat ourselves into thinking 
that some of the old makeshifts will do. 

The State Conservation commission, the Special Legislative 
committee on Waterpowers, Forestry and Drainage, and the State 
Board of Forestry, after careful study of the whole situation, all 

; join in recommending to the legislature that a general state tax of 
2-10 of a mill be levied and collected annually for twenty years 
and that the proceeds be granted to the State Board of Forestry 
in order to purchase the lands that it is absolutely necessary for 
the state to own in order to consolidate the forest reserves and 
thus make forestry management possible; to pay for the protec- 
tion and improvement of the forest reserves and also for a forest 

’ fire patrol system that will be organized to prevent, as far as pos- 
sible, the starting of forest fires in all the forest regions of Wis- 
consin. Such a tax will yield about $600,000 a year and it is esti- 
mated that in ordinary seasons of average fire danger, the patrol 
system will cost $250,000, leaving $350,000 a year for the pur- 
chase of state forest reserve lands and their improvement and 
protection. 

To many members of our legislature this will seem a very 
large sum to devote to the work but such a revenue is absolutely 
necessary if our forest lands are to be saved from destruction by - 
fire and if the state is to acquire an adequate forest reserve. 
The patrol system will be called upon to protect some 13,000,000 
acres of land and the amount asked for this work, $250,000, 
means therefore an expenditure of only 2 cents per acre annually 
which is the very lowest amount for which any reasonably ade- 
quate patrol can be secured. 

As explained, the state should acquire a forest reserve of - 
2,000,000 acres, while the reserves now comprise 340,000 acres, 
leaving 1,660,000 acres to be purchased. These lands can prob- : 
ably be secured at an average cost of $4 per acre and upon this
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basis $6,640,000 must be expended in twenty years, leaving some 

$400,000 for the protection and improvement of the reserves. 

It will be seen from the above that at least $600,000 will be 
required annually and that a 2-10 of a mill tax will yield this 
amount, As State Forester, I have attempted in the following 

report to make plain the great necessity of taking prompt action 

in this matter and the absolute need of spending a large amount 

of money to protect and conserve our forest resources. 
This question is not presented for the first time but has been 

before the people for the past two years, and it is believed that 

they fully appreciate the need and would readily pay the tax 

that is asked. The matter is now clearly before the legislature : 

and it is hoped that they will see the great importance of prompt 

action and will carry out the recommendations of the Special ! 

Legislative committee, which has studied this matter for two s 

years, by providing that the State Board of Forestry shall have 2 

the proceeds of a 2-10 of a mill tax for a period of twenty years. a 

Mere talk or good intentions will not conserve our forest re- 23 

sources, and the great importance of deciding upon a clear, de- a 

finite forest policy demands the best efforts of our legislature. ’ 

/ 
. 

zt 

j
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GROWING PUBLIC SENTIMENT FOR FORESTRY. 

The great importance of the forestry movement has been em- 
phasized repeatedly of late years in the utterances of prominent 
men, in the official messages of our governors and presidents, in 
resolutions and declarations formulated by conventions and con- 
gresses, in political platforms and in trade journals and many pe- 
riodicals of more general interest. It would be impossible to re- 
produce here any large number of such statements advocating 
forestry, but a few have been selected to show the great growth 
of public sentiment for forestry, both in the state and in the na- 
tion, : Aus 

Theodore Roosevelt. Special Message to Congress, Jan. 22, 1909. 
We know now that our forests are fast disappearing, that less 

than one-fifth of them are being conserved, and that no good 
purpose can be met by failing to provide the relatively small sums 
needed for the protection, use and improvement of all forests still 
owned by the Government, and to enact laws to check the waste- 
ful destruction of the forests in private hands. There are differ- 
ences of opinion as to many public questions; but the American 
people stand nearly as a unit for waterway development and for 
forest protection. 

Message of President William H. Taft to C ongress, Dec. 5. 1910 
Nothing can be more important in the matter of conservation 

than the treatment of our forest lands. It was probably the 
ruthless destruction of forests in the older states that first called 
attention to the necessity for a halt in the waste of our resources. 

Governor Robert M. LaFallette of Wisconsin. Special M. essage 
of April 12, 1905. 

- - . . The state forestry legislation, adopted two years ago, 
very defective in many respects, will it is hoped be so amended 
as to establish this important work upon a permanent and effi- 
cient basis. It is referred to in this connection because the pre- 

¥
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servation of our forests and the reforesting of lands about the, 

sources and along the head waters of our principal streams, are 

absolutely essential to the preservation of Wisconsin’s splendid 

waterpowers. The restoration of our forests, and the preserva- 

tion of our waterpowers go hand in hand. 

Governor Charles E. Hughes of New York. Message of January ' 

: 1, 1908. 
It would be difficult to name any matter of greater importance 

to the people than the conservation of our forests. To this 

end the State should largely extend its purchases and so 

far as possible avoid the increased cost which will be entailed by 

delay. Any effort on behalf of private interests to invade the ; 

common right in these lands and their maintenance for the pub- i 

lic benefit should be defeated. ; g 
af 

Governor James O. Davidson of Wisconsin. Message of January a 

13, 1909. a 

For many years thoughtful men throughout this nation have a 

been sounding a warning against the wholesale destruction of oa 

our forest areas. . . . Our forest reserve now comprises 300,- : 

000 acres of land . . . The acquiring of other lands for for- ‘ 

estry purposes, especially on or near the headwaters of our . 

streams, should be encouraged. : 5 

Declaration of Governors at the Conference of Governors in the ra 
White House, Washington, D. C., May 13—15, 1908. , 2 

We agree . . . that the forests which regulate our rivers, ‘ 

support our industries, and promote the fertility and productive- 4 

ness of the soil should be preserved and perpetuated . . . 

We urge the continuation and extension of forest policies a- 

dapted to secure the husbanding and renewal of our diminishing 
timber supply, the prevention of soil erosion, the protection of 

headwaters, and the maintenance of the purity and navigability 

of our streams. We recognize that the private ownership of for- 
est lands entails responsibilities in the interests of all the Peo- 

ple, and we favor the enactment of laws looking to the protec- 

tion and replacement of privately owned forests. 

Report of the Naticnal Conservation Commission, Dec. 7, 1908. 

The conservative use of the forest and of timber by American 

%.
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citizens will not be general until they learn how to practice for- 
estry. Through a vigorous national campaign in education, for- 
estry has taken root in the great body of American citizenship. 
The basis already exists upon which to build a structure of for- 
est conservation which will endure. This needs the definite com- 
mitment of state governments and the Federal Government to 
their inherent duty of teaching the people how to care for their 
forests . . . j : 

Under right management, our forests will yield over four times 
as much as now. We can reduce waste in the woods and in the 
mill at least one-third, with present as well as future profit. We 
can perpetuate the naval stores industry. Preservative treat- 
ment will reduce by one-fifth the quantiy of timber used in the 
water or in the ground. We can practically stop forest fires at 
a cost yearly of one-fifth the value of the merchantable timber 
burned. 

Declaration of Principles Adopted by the North American Con- 
servation Congress, held at Washington, D. C., Feb. 23, 
1909. : 

We recognize the forests as indispensable to civilization and 
public welfare. They furnish material for construction and manu- 
facture and promote the habitability of the earth. We regatd 
the wise use, effective protection, especially from fite, and prompt 
renewal of the forests on land best adapted to such use as a pub- 
lic necessity and hence a public duty devolving upon all forest 
owners alike, whether public, corporate or individual. 

We consider the creation of many and large forest reserva- 
tions and their permanent maintenaice under government con- 
trol absolutely essential to the public welfare, 

Summary of recommendations contained in the Report of Sena-~ — 
tors Paul O. Husting and Henry Krumrey, Members of Spe- 
cial Legislative Committee appointed to investigate and rec- 
ommend Legislation relating to water powers, forestry and 
drainagé, January 24, 1910. 

1. The passage of bill No. 502, S., so amended as to provide 
a state tax of two-tenths of one mill for each dollar of the as- 
sessed valuation of the taxable property in the state, to be col- 
lected annually for a period of twenty years, the tax when levied 
and collected to constitute “a forestry investment fund” to be used
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for the purchase, improvement and protection of forest reserve 

lands. 
2. The passage of amendment No. 2, to bill 468, S., which 

provides for the piling and burning of white, Norway and jack 
pine slash in Wisconsin. 

3. To the careful consideration of the lumbermen of the 

state of Wisconsin the utilization of hardwood slash by means 

of chemical plants. 

4. The employment of an effcient fire patrol by the state 

board of forestry. 

Report of the Committee on Forestry of the National Hardwood ‘1 
Lumber association at the 13th annual convention held in 

Louisville, Kentucky, June 9—10, 1910. 
Among the nations of the world the United States has for the $ 

past fifty years been noted as a country of deplorable waste, and, x 

as we know, the hardwood lumber industry has keenly felt this € 
lack of economy. We believe that our association has had much f 
to do with the present recognition on the part of the chief execu- ¢ 

tive of our nation and of Congress, as to the crying need for the 3 

enforcement of such regulations as will effectively bring about a 

real conservation of the natural and national resources of this 

COURLEY = a" i a 

At the present rate of consumption in the United States of : 

over 50 billion feet of lumber per annum, it requires no prophet ys 
to foresee a complete exhaustion of the visible supply, unless a m 

superhuman, effort is exerted by the national and state legisla- - 

tures, together with co-operation on the part of all men inter- j 

ested in lumber, to safeguard the standing timber and adopt ef- ' 

fective measures for reforestation. 

| Platform of the second National Conservation congress held at 

| St. Paul, Minnesota, September 5—9, 1910. 

| We earnestly recommend that the states and federal govern- 
ment acquire for reforestation lands not more valuable for other 

purposes, and that all existing forests publicly and privately 

owned be fully protected by state and federal governments. We . 

recognize the invaluable services of the forest service to the 

people and earnestly recommend that it be more generously sup- 
ported by the federal government, and that state, federal and 

private fire patrol be more generously provided for the preserva-
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tion of forests and human life; and appreciate and approve of 
the continuance of the service of the United States army in fire 

patrol in emergencies. 

From the statement of principles and policies of the Southern 
Conservation congress held at Atlanta, Georgia, October 8, 

1910. 

We hold firmly and unalterably, that such conservation of our 

natural resources as is consisitent with their proper and wise util- 

ization is a deep moral obligation, and that only through recog- 

nition and observance of this obligation can the perpetuity of 
our people be assured . . . . 

Approving the federal forest policy and indorsing the service 
whereby this policy is carried out, we urge upon our states the 
establishment of state forests and the enactment of laws insuring 

the conservation of forests in private possession; such laws to 

provide for more equitable taxation, prevention of forest fires 
and reforestation of lands less valuable for other purposes. 

Recommendations of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood 
Manufacturers’ Association. 

The Forest Fire Committee of the Association met with State 
Forester E. M. Griffith, and Assistant State Forester, F. B. 

Moody at Milwaukee on Nov. 12, 1910 to discuss plans for the 
prevention and control of forest fires in Wisconsin. After con- 

sideration of the tentative measures proposed by the State Board 
of Forestry, the Committee decided to recommend the following 

propositions : 

First, that a two-tenths of a mill state tax be levied to provide 
a fund for fire prevention and the purchase and protection of 
state forest reserve land. 

Second, That the State Board of Forestry expend such por- 

tion of this fund as may be necessary for patrols in the forest 

counties on the basis of not less than one patrol to each 40,000 
acres of total area. 

Third, that efficient county fire wardens be substituted for the 

present town fire wardens. 

Fourth, that there be strict regulation of the burning of brush 
and debris to clear land during the dry season under the direc- 
tion of patrolmen. : 

Fifth, that the State Board of Forestry should have the right
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to order the disposal of slash adjacent to standing timber or other 

valuable property in such manner as to provide a reasonably 

safe fire line. 

Resolutions of the Lake States Forest Fire Conference. 

The Lake States Forest Fire Conference was held in St. Paul 

December 6 and 7, under the auspices of the Minnesota State 

Forestry Board and the Minnescta Forestry Association. It was 

composed of strong representatives of the lumbermen, timber 

owners, railroads, state boards, United States Government and 

others who are vitally interested in the prevention of forest fires 

in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan. ; 

After thorough discussion of all phases of the question, the j 

following resolutions were unanimously adopted : 3 

Resolved, That we recommend to the legislatures of our F 

States: _ 

First. That the forest fire protection of each State and such a 

other branches of state work as may be deemed best to combine = 

with it, be placed under the control of a non-partisan Commission ea 

empowered, as fully as possible under the Constitutions of the : 

different States, to carry on the work, and under civil service : 

rules. Such Ccmmission should represent all the interests in- =" 

volved as far as possible, atid we recommend that such Commis- : 

sion place the work in charge of a Chief Forester who should be : 

a professional graduate Forester and that the Commission em- . 

ploy such trained Foresters and cther assistants as may be neces- ’ 

sary; define their duties and fix their salaries; said employes to ‘ 

be engaged under such civil service regulations as the Comm’s- f 

sion may prescribe. 

Second, Resolved, That it is the sense of this Conference that 

the present Forest Fire Warden Service of Michigan, Wiscon- 

sin and Minnesota, is totally inadequate to meet the existing fire 

hazard to both life and property, and that forest protection serv- 

ice, to become efficient, must be greatly extended. To this end 

we recommend an adequate Forest Patrol System, maintained by 

the State, organized and operated by the Commission referred to. 

Third. We further recommend, that the Commission be au- 

thorized to co-operate with the National Government, the several 

adjoining States, and such associations and organizations as the 

Commission may find necessary to best protect the timber re- 

sources of the State.
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Fourth. Resolved, That this Conference is opposed to a gen- 

eral slash burning law, as experience has proven it unsatisfactory, 
impractical and dangerous. We recommend, however, that the 
Commission should be given authority to order the disposal of 

dangerous slashings sufficient to establish a safe fire line around 

standing timber or other valuable property. 

Fifth. Resolved, That this Conference advocates legislation 

providing strict regulation of the burning of brush and debris in 

clearing land during the dry season, such burning to be under 

the direction of the State fire patrolmen under such regulations 
as the Commission may prescribe. 

Sixth. We further recommend, that the burning of all debris 

on the rights of way of the various railroads be under the con- 
trol and direction of the State Forest Patrol. Further, that un- 

der special conditions as directed by the State Forest Patrol the 
railway companies maintain a patrol, properly equipped follow- ~ 

ing their trains, also that all railroad and logging locomotives 

and traction engines must be equipped with the most practical 
spark arresting devices subject to inspection and approval of the 

Commission. 

Seventh. Whereas, The building of fire lines around exposed 
property including settlements, villages and towns, has proven a 

most effective means for the control and extinguishment of fires, 

we recommend, that one of the principal duties of the patrol- 
men working under the direction of the Commission, should be 

to establish such fire lines where necessary for protection of pro- 
perty. 

Eighth. We recommend, as the most effective measures for 
preventing and fighting serious fires, adequate means of transpor- 

tation and communication, to include trails, telephone lines and 

lookout stations, and that the efforts of the Commission should 

be exerted toward the construction and establishment of the 

same as rapidly as consistent. 

Ninth. The appalling sacrifice of life and the continued great 
loss of State and private property resulting from fires in our for- 
ested area, are a disgrace to our civilization and a most serious 
drain upon our natural resources, and we believe that the expend- 
iture of such amount as may be necessary to prevent these losses 
is fully justified. 
We therefore recommend, that the appropriations by the State 

Legislatures to maintain forest protection should be sufficient to
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provide for a Forest patrolman for each forty thousand acres re- 
quiring protection as well as for the expenses necessary to suc- 

cessfully carry out all of the measures suggested by these reso- 

lutions. : ; 
Tenth. We recommend, in addition to the Patrol System, an 

auxiliary County fire fighting force to be appointed by and under 

the direction of the Commission, to be paid by the State and 

charged back to the Counties. Such expense to be ultimately 
borne by the Counties or towns in which the fires occur. 

Further Be It Resolved, That as it is shown by statistics that 
there are a large number of fires set each season through the q 
carelessness or the general public, including campers, fishermen, i 

hunters and others, we recommend, that a campaign of educa- f 
tion be energetically carried on through every possible channel to “ 
the end that this hazard be reduced through a better understand- #3 

ing of forest conditions by all the people. *y 

Recommendations Contained in the Report of the State Conser- 
vation Commission of Wisconsin. Submitted December 16, ; 
1910. 

1. That a state tax of two-tenths of a mill be levied and col- 
lected annually for a period of twenty years for carrying on the r 4 

work of the state board of forestry. ; 
2. That a more rational method or taxing timberlands be = 

adopted so that it may be practicable for owners to hold growing ; 
timber on lands not primarily valuable for agriculture. 

3. That an efficient system of state fire patrol be organized 5 
under the charge of the state board of forestry, and that the 

burning of slashings be under the charge of the same board. 

4. That the cost of this system be defrayed in the first in- 
stance by state funds under the charge of the state board of 

forestry, and that so far as practicable the cost of the protection 

of forest lands, privately owned, be charged back to the owners 
of such lands. 

Democratic State Platform of September, 1910. 

The democratic party favors the conservation of all the na- 

tural resources of the state for the benefit of the many instead 

of the few. We believe that the resources of the state are the 
heritage of all and should be conserved for the benefit of all.
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Republican State Platform of September, 1910. 
The conservation of the natural resources of soil, forest, mines, 

and water power and the settlement of the uncultivated lands 
suitable for agriculture, are the foundations of the prosperity of 
the state. We pledge legislation that shall encourage the earliest 

and highest development of these resources, while we claim all 
the rights of the people in them. A general law should be passed 

. outlining a comprehensive plan for the development and opera- 

tion of water power plants and providing proper restrictions un- 

der which water power franchises may be obtained, to the end 
that all persons holding water power rights may be subject to the 

same general law. Private monopoly should be controlled by the 

leasing of water power on limited permits subject to regulation 

and valuation compensation. Prompt action should be taken to 

complete the forest reserve as soon as practicable and to preserve 

our forests from destruction by fire. 

Address of Gifford Pinchot before the American Forest Con- 

gress, held at Washington, D, C., in January, 1905. 
The National Forest Service has three principal objects. First, 

it is responsible for the general progress of forestry in the United 
States among the people at large, so far as the national govern- 

ment is concerned. This work rests upon the fact that in a gov- 

ernment such as ours no movement can be permanently suc- 

cessful unless it is based on a general public recognition of its im- 
portance and utility. Since, therefore, it is essential to the well- 
being of the nation that its forests should not be destroyed, the 

first duty of the Forest Service is to place that fact clearly be- 

fore the people... . 
Not only are the forest reserves in general for use, but every 

individual resource is likewise to be used, under the single re- 
striction that it shall be so used as to become permanent. Tim- 

ber, water, grass, minerals, are all to be open to the conservative 

and continued use of the people. They must be used but they 

must not be destroyed... . 
The extension of the present forest area, by restocking cut-over 

lands and by making plantations where there are no forests, is one 

of the chief duties of the present moment. This will be accom- 

plished by the helping the States to formulate their own policies, 

by active co-operation in studying the local situation in each, and 
by recommending the best procedure under the conditions that
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are found to exist. In particular, the farmers in every section of 

the country must be aided, either to develop their woodlots or to 

plant trees upon the prairies. - 

Speech of Henry S. Graves, Chief Forester of the United States, 

at the Conservation Congress at St. Paul, Sept. 5—9, 1910. 

It is not my intention in this address to dwell at length on the - 

fundamental importance to the country of forest conservation. 

To those who know the needs of the people for forest products, 

the available resources, and the manner in which ther are now be- 

ing used up and destroyed, it must be clear that we are facing ; 

a problem which must be met with prompt and vigorous action. 

A survey of the forest resources of the world shows cleariy that 

in the long run this nation must be dependent chiefly upon its a 

own supplies. Those who believe that we may destroy our own 

forests and then draw upon foreign resources of timber are ignor- ef 

ant of the facts, for those supplies wiil not be long available. 

Foreign countries will need for their own use what they can pro- 

duce, and many of the exporting countries are exhausting their 

forests just as rapidly as America. The timber supply in this 

country is being rapidly depleted. We are extravagant in our | 

use of forest products; there is waste in logging and manufac- 

| ture, and the loss by fire is a shame to the country. To offset 

this reduction of merchantable resources the annual production } 

of timber by growth amounts to much less than one-third the 

average quantity used and destroyed. In other words, we are 

actually using up our forest supplies. ; 

2
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PROPOSED FOREST PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION. 

All thinking people realize that the wonderful forest wealth of 
chis country cannot be conserved through wise use until the gov- 
ernment, the states and private owners are willing to spend the 
large sums that will be necessary to stop the annual and appalling 
loss from forest fires. This country is growing out of its ir- 
responsible boyhood days, with its reckless waste and utter dis- 
regard for the future, and as it has grown older, and as elbow 
begins to rub elbow with the enormous increase in population, we 
are beginning to learn a truth long known in older countries, that 
the state in order to do its duty to all its citizens must use its ge- 
neral police powers much more freely than in the past, and that 
the selfish interest of the individual must give way to the infinitely 
greater good of the whole people. 

The United States census of 1900 gave Wisconsin the proud 
position of ranking first among all the states in the production of 
lumber. The census of 1910 will show that Wisconsin has fallen 
back in these ten years to eighth place, and that her production 
of lumber in the same period of time has decreased 40%, which 
is more than that of any other state. The wood using industries 
of the state, not counting the sawmills, use annually over 930 mil- 
lion board feet of lumber, valued at $20,000,000, but the state 
will lose these industries, and many others even more important, 
as sawmills, paper and pulp mills, etc., unless all forms of need- 
less waste are stopped, and certainly forest fires are the most use- 
less and needless forms of forest waste. 

The Lake States Forest Fire conference, held in St. Paul De- : 
cember 6th and 7th, 1910, proved that the severe fire losses of 
1910, following the even greater losses of 1908, have aroused us 
all as never before, and if our legislature can truly appreciate 
the situation, they will not fail to act. Let us see what the fire 
losses have been in Wisconsin. 

In 1908, according to the reports of our fire wardens, 1,200,000 
acres were burned over, and the loss in timber and young growth 
amounted to $9,000,000. For 1910 our reports, which are not
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fully complete, show that 892,833 acres were burned over and the 

loss in timber and young growth amounted to over $5,000,000, 

thus making a total loss for 1908 and 1910 of $14,000,000 or 

enough to pay for an adequate forest fire patrol for 45 years. The 

direct loss of merchantable timber, however, is not by any means 

the most serious in its lasting results, but rather the loss of the 

industries that depend upon the forests for their raw material, 

and the still greater ultimate loss through the destruction of 

young, growing timber, upon thousands of acres, which are 

burned over every year. Wisconsin has a wealth of fertile land 

awaiting cultivation, but she also has large areas more valuable 1 

for forest growth, and the people of our state do not as yet begin 

to appreciate the great future value of the young timber upon j 

such lands, and the careful protection that such small timber 7 

needs. Mature merchantable timber that is burned can often be t 

cut and so saved, but young timber when burned is almost al- 

ways a total loss. : 

At present Wisconsin has the following system of town fire : 

wardens: The State Forester is authorized to appoint as many 

fire wardens in each organized town in the state as he deems 

necessary, and we now have over 500 fire wardens in the north- 

ern or forest portion of the state. These fire wardens post no- / 

tices, have authority to call upon any person to assist them in 

fighting fire, are given the same authority as sheriffs to arrest 1 

without a warrant, and when in their judgment a dangerously dry 

time exists, and it is unsafe to set fire for clearing land, or for 

any other purpose, they have the authority to post special warn- 

ing notices, forbidding the setting of any fires. The fire wardens, 

and the men called out by them, are paid by the town boards for 

the time that they actually serve, at a rate not exceeding 25 cents 

per hour, but the total amount that can be expended annually is 

limited to $100 per township, or 36 sections. It will be noted 

that the fire wardens have a considerable amount of authority, 

and as the best available men, irrespective of politics, have been 

appointed, they have put out thousands of small fires and thus 

averted much heavier losses, but the whole system is faulty from 

the fact that it is based upon the plan of putting out fires after 

they occur, while it is now becoming a well known truth that the 

greatest efforts in forest protection should be centered upon fire 

prevention. 

It must have been an old forest fire fighter who coined the ex-
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pression “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” and 
probably he had seen as we nearly all have, a small neglected 

blaze fanned and spread by the winds until it became a fire of 

such proportions that men were powerless before it. 
The present limit of expense in fighting fire of $100 per town- 

ship is absolutely inadequate in very dry years, such as 1908 and 

1910, and the time when the wardens are needed the most is not 

the time to have the financial cog of the system break down. 

Theoretically, the plan of allowing fires to be set at any time, 
except when the local fire warden posts notices forbidding any 
fires, is correct, for it imposes the least possible interference 
with individual rights and especially the clearing of forest lands 

by settlers in order to make farms, which is of course so neces- 

sary, provided it is done at the proper time, and in the proper 

manner, so as to avoid the wide destruction of the past. Such 

enormous damage has been done in Wisconsin during the last 
six years, through fires set by settlers in clearing land, and it is 

so difficult to secure convictions as the settler can merely claim 

that he did not see the special warning notices forbidding the 

setting of fires, that we feel we have the cart before the horse 

and that a radical change in the law is demanded. 

We must prevent as far as possible the starting of forest fires, 

and therefore the State Board of Forestry of Wisconsin has de- 

cided to urge upon our iegislature the great importance and ne- 
cessity of providing a forest fire patrol in northern Wisconsin, 
upon the following lines: 

A Chief Forest Fire Patrol, appointed by and under the super- 

vision of the State Board of Forestry, with headquarters at some 
central point. He should be a practical woodsman, with a wide 
knowledge of the northern part of the state, and the ability to 
handle men. He should be supplied with an office and such cler- 

ical help as may be necessary. 
In each of twenty-two or more of the northern counties, there ; 

should be located at some central point a Head County Fire 
Patrol, in charge of the work in his county. He should be under 
the direct orders of his chief, report to him weekly, be obliged to 
keep one or more saddle horses, and should cover every part of 
his county at stated intervals. 

Under the direct supervision and orders of the Head Patrols 
in each county, would be County Forest Fire Patrols, varying in 

number according to the size of the county, and the amount of
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forest land to be protected, but sufficient in number so that each 

man would not have over 40,000 acres of land to patrol. For 

the twenty-two northern counties that it is proposed that the pat- 

rols shall cover, it is expected that at least 322 men will be re- 

quired. ‘The plan is that all these men shall be secured from 

lumber companies who operate only in winter, as thus their best 

men would be given work every summer, the state would secure 

the services of trained woodsmen, and both the state and the 

lumber companies would gain the great advantage of having per- 

manent men upon whose ability they could count. Each county 

patrol would have a given territory to look after, for which he 

would be responsible, would live in a cabin or shack, and when- ‘ 

ever possible would be mounted, so as to patrol quickly, and get 

to a fire with the least possible delay. The county patrols should 

be instructed to at once call upon every settler in their territory, o 

explain the fire laws thoroughly, and in every way try to make the q 

settler appreciate that they are working for his interest and want 

his hearty co-operation. ; 

As soon as funds are available, telephone lines should be built 

to connect all the patrol camps or cabins, so that the head patrol 

could call all his men together at any point in the county to fight 

fire, and wherever possible watch towers should be built, where 

men would be stationed in dangerously dry times to immediately 

report signs of fire in any direction. Such watch towers have , 

been built by the lumbermen in Maine and have proved very use- 

ful. | 

During wet seasons when there is practically no danger from 

forest fire, the head patrol in each county should call his men te- 

gether and clear up old logging roads, logging railroad rights of 

way, trails, etc., so that they could be used as fire lines. This is 

very important as our experience in fighting fires for the last few 

years has proved over and over again that the men are seriously 

handicapped in checking fires promptly, from the fact that there 

are so few roads that are kept clear of brush, and therefore they 

have no fire line to fall back upon in case of necessity. Much 

good can also be done by felling old snags, which are the means of 

spreading fire to a great distance in a heavy wind, and also by 

burning at favorable times heavy and dangerous slash where it is 

a constant menace to adjoining timber or other property. 

In this connection it should be noted that it is proposed to in- 

clude in the law an important provision giving the State Board of
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Forestry power to order the burning of dangerous slash, so as to 

provide a reasonably wide strip next to adjoining property that is 
menaced by such slash, and that if the owner of the land or the 

timber fails to comply with the order of the Board within a spec- 

ified and reasonable period, the State Board of Forestry shall 

burn such slash, the cost thereof to be a first lien upon the land 
or timber. If the state of Wisconsin is not to have a general slash ~ 

burning law, it is absolutely necessary that the state, through some 

board or commission, should have the right to determine when 

and where slash is such a public nuisance that it must be de- 
stroyed. In this way eash case can be carefully considered and the 
law, if enforced fairly and efficiently, should be a very effective 
means of forest protection. 

One of the most important provisions of the proposed law is 

to provide that no fires shall be set by any one from April first to 

December first (except for warming the person or cooking food) 

without a written permit from a patrol or fire warden. This 

would mean that any fires set for the purpose of clearing land, 

burning brush or slash, without a written permit, would be abso- 

lute evidence of violation of the law, sufficient to secure convic- 

tion. The objection may be raised that the settler is obliged to 

use fire very freely in order to make a farm on land covered 
with young timber, brush and slash. This is of course true, but 
our records of forest fires in Wisconsin for the last six years 
show that from 40 per cent to 70 per cent of all the fires have 

been caused by settlers burning brush. A large proportion of 

the settlers in the forest regions of the state are grossly negli- 

gent in the use of fire, and often apparenfly indifferent to the 
damage they may cause to the property of others. They fre- 

quently select the driest and most dangerous times to start their 

fires, and fail to take reasonable precautions to prevent the fire 

spreading. 

Under the proposed plan, the local patrols and fire wardens 

would be authorized, as agents of the State Board of Forestry, ~ 

to issue permits to set fire when it was safe to do so, and the 
patrols would be instructed to assist new settlers by showing 
them how to burn safely and be directed to use their authority 
reasonably, so as to secure the co-operation of the settlers. 
Campers, hunters and fishermen must be allowed to build fires 
at any time, as this is necessary both for cooking and warmth, 
but the patrols should keep in close touch with all such parties
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and arrest them promptly for leaving a camp fire unextinguished. 

It will be noted in this proposed plan that the patrols are in- 
tended to prevent in every possible way the starting of fires. : 

They will, of course, be a well organized body to fight fires when 

they occur, but their first and main duty will be to prevent fires 

starting. However, under the best possible system some fires 

will always occur, and in order to have an auxiliary force, under 

the direction of the patrols, which they can call in time of ne- 

cessity, it is proposed to appoint county fire wardens and do away 
entirely with the present system of town fire wardens, Many 

of the town boards have seriously handicapped the work of the 
wardens by failing to promptly pay the wardens, and the men 

called out by them. Men will refuse to fight fires if they are 8 

obliged to often wait a year for their pay. Most town boards 5 

are also strongly averse to allowing any pay if their wardens ° 

help to fight fire in adjoining towns, though such fires may at any t 
time destroy much valuable property in their own town. There- 7 

fore, it is necesary in order to secure good results to appoint the : 

wardens for the county, instead of the town, and give them full z 

authority to fight fire anywhere in their own or adjoining coun- 2 
ties. The present limit of $100 per township, or 36 sections, for ? 

fighting fire is entirely inadequate, and therefore it is proposed ' 
to increase the limit that any county may expend in any one year 7 
to $300 per township. Thus, if a county contains 20 townships 3 

it could expend a total of $6,000 in fighting fire, but it should ’ 

also be provided that the county board of supervisors could ex- - 

ceed this amount in cases of great necessity. 
In arder that the fire wardens and the men called out by them 

shall be paid promptly, it is proposed that the state shall pay the 

men and collect the expense from the counties. The ; atrols 

should keep in: close touch with the wardens and arrange with 

them as to the men who should be called out in case of fire, and 

thus build up a well trained organization for the control of forest 
fires. 

Wisconsin now has a forest reserve of some 340,000 acres, 

largely upon the headwaters of the Wisconsin and Chippewa 
rivers, but in order to protect this important watershed, pre- 
serve this beautiful lake region as a summer resort for the citi- 

zens of Wisconsin, and other states, and also to have a forest 

reserve large enough to be a factor in supplying the wood using 

industries of the state with timber, the State Board of Forestry
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will urge the necessity of acquiring a forest reserve of approxi- 

mately 2,000,000 acres. The land must be purchased and in 

order to raise the necessary funds for the creation of an ade- 

quate forest reserve, including its protection and improvement, 
and also to pay for the fire patrol system in northern Wisconsin, 
the legislature will be asked to grant the State Board of Forestry 
the proceeds of a 2-10 of a mill state tax for a period of twenty 

years. This general state tax will yield a yearly revenue of ap- 

proximately $600,000, and it is estimated that the cost of the 
patrol system will amount to $250,000 per year. However, the 
amount which may be expended in the patrol system. should be 

extremely elastic in order to meet varying conditions, and the 
jorestry board should be authorized to expend the entire income 

of the department if it was found necessary to do so, in an un- 

usually dry and dangerous year. 

At first glance, $250,000 may seem a very large amount to ex- 
pend annually for forest fire patrols, but in the 22 counties which 

it is proposed to patrol, there are about 13,000,000 acres of wild 

or unimproved lands, most of which are covered with some kind 

of forest growth, so that the cost would be from 2 to 3 cents per 

acre, and if the patrol system is at all successful, in protecting 
property, the cost will really represent a very low rate of insur- 

ance. 
The American people as a whole are uncivilized in their ap- 

parently stoical indifference to the appalling annual losses from 
forest fires. The problems involved are tremendous ones, but 
they can be solved if only the nation, state and individual care 

enough to devote the hard work and large sums that will be re- 

quired. The fearful destruction of the forests in 1908 and 1910 

leads me to hope that the time of mere talking is drawing to an 
end, and that now real action to save our forest resources will 

commence.
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A STATE TAX OF TWO-TENTHS OF A MILL FOR FIRE 

PATROL AND PURCHASE OF FOREST 
RESERVE LANDS. 

Both the special legislative committee on water powers, for- 

estry and drainage, which was appointed in 1909 to investigate 

these subjects, and the state conservation commission, recom- ; 
mend that an annual state tax of 2-10 of a mill be levied and F 
collected annually for a peirod of twenty years, and that the : 

State Board of Forestry is authorized to use the proceeds for a “f 

state forest fire patrol, and for the purchase of lands to be added 7 

to the state forest reserves and for their protection and improve- ; 

ment, ; 

In 1905, through the enactment of chapter 264, the state took i 

the first step towards a broad and comprehensive policy to grad- 

ually acquire adequate forests reserves at the headwaters of the 
most important rivers of the state. This law withdrew from sale 
and set aside for forest reserve purposes all state lands north of ; 

town 33, and the most effective provision of the bill was that the ‘ 

State Board of Forestry might dispose of the agricultural and 
scattered lands, not suitable for forestry, the proceeds of such 

sales to constitute a “forest reserve” fund to be available for the 

purchase of lands to be added to the forest reserves. 

The state lands north of town 33 that remained unsold in 1905, 

were so badly scattered that they could not be systematically 
managed as forest reserves, or adequately protected from fire 
and timber trespass. The State Forester, therefore, after exam- 

ining the lands and consulting with the higher officers of the 
U. S. Forest Service, recommended to the State Board of For- 
estry that the main forest reserve be located in the wonderful 

lake region, lying at the headwaters of the Wisconsin and Chip- 

pewa rivers in Oneida and Vilas counties, and that the agricul- 

tural and scattering lands in other counties should be appraised 

and sold, at public sale, at such times as the lands and timber 

could be disposed of to the best advantage. In 1905, the state 
lands in Oneida and Vilas counties comprised 50,347 acres, and
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up to January Ist, 1911, the State Board of Forestry has pur- 

chased 62,919 acres in these two counties, so that the present 

acreage is 113,266 acres. In addition to these lands there are 
some 35,427 acres in Forest county, 29,910 in Iron county, and 

27,474 acres in Price county, most of which will be retained 

within the permanent reserves, so that the foundation of our fu- 

ture forest reserves is now 206,077 acres. There remain some 

91,492 acres of agricultural and scattered lands to be disposed 
of in other counties, and they are being ottered for sale. 

The sale of these remaining lands, however, will not begin to 

provide sufficient funds to purchase the lands that it is abso- 

lutely necessary to procure in order to block up the reserves and 

thus make forestry management possible. As previously stated, 

the lake region in Oneida and Vilas counties, at the headwaters 

of the Wisconsin and Chippewa rivers, is very unusual in the 
numbe.’, extent and beauty of the lakes. Those lakes also have 

a very important economic value, for if the forest growth upon 

their watersheds is protected, and some of the lakes also used 

as reservoirs, the flow of the rivers rising in this region can be 
made remarkably uniform, and thereby the value of these rivers, 

both in the development of power and for any possible future 
needs of navigation, will be assured to the people of the state for 

all time. 

But this lake region, which is such a valuable asset to the 

state, cannot be protected until the necessary lands are acquired 

and placed under forestry management. The cut-over lands that 

are adjacent to, and mixed in among, the state’s holdings, owned 

largely by non-residents and uncared for, are a serious and con- 

stant menace to the forest’ reserves, as they are the source from 

which start many of the destructive forest fires. The trtest 
economy on.the part of the state will be to acquire these lands 

as soon as possible, so that the young growth that is coming up 
may be protected and denuded lands reforested. : 

Tne State Board of Forestry has secured the 62,919 acres, al- 

ready purchased in this region, at the very low average price of 

$2.50 per acre, but timbered lands, which should be secured to 

protect the shores of the rivers and lakes, and which will prove 

to be most profitable investments, cannot, of course, be pur- 

chased at such a low figure. The Board has, during the past 

five years, examined the areas that should be purchased and it 

has been found that the state should own and control at least
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2,000,000 acres in forest reserves. It is the intention to appoint 

forest rangers who will live in the reserves, act as fire patrols to 

prevent the setting or spread of forest fires, build fire lines, roads 

and trails, plant areas that have been denuded, and scale the ma- 

ture timber that is cut from reserve lands by the purchasers. 
As stated, the lands necessary to block up the reserves should 

be purchased as soon as possible, and an organization perfected 

so that the reserves shall be brought into condition to yield ar 

increasing revenue to the state. Therefore there is urgent ne- 

cessity for the passage of the bill introduced in the legislature of 

1909 as No. 502, S., so amended as to provide a state tax of * 

two-tenths of one mill for each dollar of the assessed valuation 2 

of the taxable property in the state, to be collected annually for g 

a period of twenty years, the tax when levied and collected to — 

constitute “a forestry investment fund,” to be used for the pur- Ec 

chase, improvement and protection of forest reserve lands and 2 

for a forest fire patrol. Such a tax of two-tenths of one mill 

will make it possible for the State Board of Forestry to at once ' 

enter into land contracts to secure the lands that are needed and to 2 

pay for them as the money becomes available. ? 
This may appear to be a large sum to devote to forestry work, ; 

but it should be remembered that the purchase of forest reserve 2 

lands will be a most excellent investment for the state for the a 

following reasons : Fs 
1. The young timber on the reserves will be protected and de- ¥ 

nuded acres planted so that in future years the state will receive 

a direct and increasing revenue from the sale of mature timber, 

which can be cut and removed from time to time, and at the 

same time improve the character of the forest. . 

2. Indirectly the state will receive even a greater revenue by 
retaining industries within the state that will become more and 
more dependent upon the forest reserves for raw material as the 

forests are cut off of private lands. 

3. In the same way the state will gain an indirect revenue 
from the preservation and improvement of the water powers, 

which will be assured by extensive forests at the headwaters. 

4. Preserving the forests in the beautiful lake regions of north- 

ern Wisconsin will both protect and greatly enhance its present 

attractiveness as a resort region, for not only the citizens of this 

state but of the entire Mississippi valley as well. The value of 

such a resort region is not generally understood, even from the
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dollar view-point, but the report of the bureau of labor of New 

Hampshire for 1905 shows that the resort business yielded in 

that year over $10,000,000, and the report of the Forest, Fish and 

Game commission of New York for the same year states that it 

was over $7,000,000. 

If we protect our lakes, rivers and forests in northern Wis- 

* consin, they will attract summer visitors from all over the coun- 

try, and not only will the settlers have a near and ready market 

for all they can raise, but a large amount of money will be paid 

*to hotels, boarding houses, resorts, guides, etc. 
It will also be desirable to set apart a portion of the reserves 

as a bird and game preserve. : 
As will be noted from the following statements both New York 

and Pennsylvania through generous annual appropriations are 

rapidly acquiring splendid forest reserves, which they appreciate 

are investments that will constantly increase in value. 

NEw York. 

Forest Reserve Lands. 

Purchased, 1907 <2....5.0-.tesscine ss! 46,156 acres 

Asean W908 ne ical 5. Os or arias swisieo ciel OSS) AO0e acres 

Purchased: 9908 2.5.26... se seis 63,367 acres 

Area, A909 2.5.2 ccne ss wise essen LOE Oli-aeres 

Purchased, 1909) 2.2 <2 osscns es asene 43,943 acres 

Potal see ews cioesn se Haws <644 1659, HOO acres 

Appropriation, 1908, for purchase of lands, $603,516. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

Forest Reserve Lands. ; 

rea) S908 o.oo ee siemens oa tie cinete en DEO; OOS ALTE, 

Area 4906) cons os oss nena oa eee Oe oo Actes 

Contracted for in 1906 ...............- 100,000 acres . 

MiGtal: 5 sulesce oh wdinis caeane ce HOUNG eo bactes 

Appropriation for 1907 and 1908, $600,000.
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WISCONSIN WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES. 

The following is a very brief and necessarily incomplete out- 

line of the report on “Wisconsin Wood-Using Industries” pre- 

pared by Franklin H. Smith and H. S. Sackett of the Federal 

Forest Service, in co-operation with this department. The com- 

plete report can be secured from the State Board of Forestry, ® 

Madison, Wis. ? 

ie e 
INTRODUCTION. - 

The importance of Wisconsin as a lumber producing and a lum- 

ber consuming state has been long apparent, as evidenced by the E 

industrial data gathered for the entire country, though less in- : 

formation concerning the consumption of forest products in the i 

state has been gathered than in the matter of the production. For * 

several years the commonwealth, through the agency of the State 

Board of Forestry has been urging protection of its forest lands 5 

as well as reforestation for the purpose of prolonging the life of 2 

the lumber business and increasing the number of industries Z 

wherein wood in its various forms enters exclusively or partially ¥ 

into the manufactures. Data showing the number, character, 

and variety of the products of the wood-using concerns located 

within the state, and the expenditures for raw material for these 

products, were not available, and it was with the view of com- 

piling and publishing these data that the State Board of Forestry 

entered into co-operation with the Office of Wood Utilization of 

the United States Forest Service for the purpose of collecting 

them. 

Statistics covering the production of lumber and other products 

of the saw mill and woods of the United States are compiled and 

published annually by the bureau of the census in co-operation 

with the Forest Service. In 1860 Wisconsin ranked seventh in 

 the-list of states arranged according to the quantity of lumber 

produced. Ten years later fourth place was occupied, third in 

1880, second in 1890, first in 1900 and 1904, second in 1905, 

third in 1906, and fifth in 1907 and 1908. For the last mentioned
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year, figures were furnished by 899 sawmills in Wisconsin, re- 

porting a total production of 1,613,315,000 board feet, or 4.9 

per cent of the total output of all the mills in the country. 

Though showing a decrease in production in comparison with 
the figures of the preceding year, 1907, Wisconsin retained its 

relative position among the states for production. The cut of 

white pine in the state has decreased largely in the last few 
years, though this loss in production has been offset by the in- 
creased output of hemlock and hardwoods. The state ranked 

second in the cut of white pine, first in hemlock, third in maple, 

first in birch, basswood, and elm, fifth in ash, and second in tam- 

arack in 1908. 
In view of the position of the state as a producing territory, 

the reports of the wood-using industries should be of much value 

both to lumber manufacturers and lumber consumers. The fig- 

ures given in the report indicate the volume of each kind of . ° 

wood grown both in and out of the state which is used by wood- 

consuming factories. A comparison reveals the importance to 

the dependent industries of perpetuating the home supply. 

In the report consideration is given only to the use of Jumber 

which by machinery or some other process has been changed in 

form either wholly or in part from the rough material. No et- 

fort was made to embrace in the report that volume of lumber 

which by mere shaping by hand or tool becomes a part of a 

structure without first having passed through some stage of man- 

ufacture. While sash, doors, blinds, and interior and exterior 

finish might possibly be construed as an integral part of a build- 

ing, these products for the purpose of the report have been in- 
cluded as finished manufactures. 

Individual reports were asked from all wood manufacturing 

plants listed in current directories, and this work was followed 

by personal requests for information where such action became 
necessary. Generally, the data was furnished without hesitation 
on the condition that no publication of the figures would be made 
in such a manner as to reveal the business of any concern. 

An attempt was made by providing space on the inquiry form 

used to collect the data, to ascertain from the manufacurers what 

methods were employed to utilize waste material. Presumably — 
the difference of opinion which exists as to what constitutes 

waste, resulted in so few definite replies. Reports received from 
many manufacturers would indicate that the small pieces left
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after lumber is cut up at the factory and which are used as fuel 
are not considered as waste, though it is open to question whether 
closer utilization of lumber and the use of some other fuel would , 
not prove more economical. The growing employment of dimen- 
sion stock in furniture and chair factories and by the makers of 

vehicles and agricultural implements has done much toward les- 

sening the waste at the consuming end. However, inspections 

made in various factories show a waste of from 5 to 35 per cent 

of the total volume of lumber consumed, and a conservative es- 

timate places the average waste at 20 per cent. It is believed 

that this proportion of waste of raw material in many factories * 

could be reduced by working up the cuttings which now go into a 

the firebox or disposing of the material to some manufacturer B 

who is in a position to utilize it in turning out a product of = 

smaller size. The introduction of box factories as adjuncts to a 
sawmills has materially decreased the waste of lumber at many - 

mills. “1 
As an illustration of how large concerns are utilizing what has | 

heretofore been considered waste, the case of a prominent con- ’ 

cern in its operation of a sawmill and chemical plant may be 
cited. After the timber suitable for manufacturing lumber is . 

cut on the tracts owned by the company, all the small and de- 2 

fective hardwoods are felled and together with the tops of the ¥ 

trees down to a 1% inch limb are cut into lengths easy to handle FA 
and hauled to the chemical plant. The wood is then treated and * 

from one cord is secured 60 bushels of charcoal, 10 gallons of 
wood alcohol, and 145 pounds of acetate of lime. Not only does 

the company enjoy a source of income from this phase of utili- 

zation, but the removal of the slash does much to prevent fires 
and promotes reforestation or settlement to agriculture as de- 

sired. 
Through the establishment of the Forest Products Laboratory 

at Madison, Wisconsin, plans are being worked out by the State 

Forester for an extended inquiry into the closer utilization of 
waste, with a view of increasing the profits of the lumbermen 

and the saving in cost of raw material to the various industries. 
The faculty of the University of Wisconsin contemplate intro- 
ducing courses in the training of young men in wood utilization 

so that within a few years men having intimate knowledge of 

the qualities and uses of woods may be at the service of the man- 
ufacturers.
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The State Board of Forestry expects to supplement at an 

early date the data which has been gathered in this report, by a 

: census of the standing timber in the state. With knowledge of 
the needs of the manufactures and knowledge of the timber re- 

sources, a rational forestry policy can be outlined so that the pro- 

ducing and consuming industries dependent on wood may be 

perpetuated and enlarged. Not only is it desirable to conserve 

the forests of the state for their products, but to secure forever 

the maintenance of the immense. water powers on the Wisconsin, 

Chippewa, Eau Claire, Fox, Menominee, St. Croix, Wolf, and 

other rivers through the protection of the watersheds.. It has 

been shown by recent investigations carried on by engineers that 

the water powers of the state approximate one million horse- 
power, developed and undeveloped—a tremendous natural re- 

source that means much to the commercial life of the common- 

wealth. 

Woop-Usine INpusTRIES OF WISCONSIN. 

Chiefly by reason of its proximity to raw material, its excellent 

shipping facilities by rail and water, its geographical position in 

relation to consuming markets, and the existence of skilled labor, 

Wisconsin assumes an enviable position among the states wherein 

wood forms a large part of the manufactures. An inquiry into 

the wood-using industries of the Badger state reveals the fact 

that more than 930 million board feet of lumber valued approx- 

imately at $20,000,000 is utilized annually in the numerous lines 

of manufacture carried on. This is but part of the lumber in- 

dustry of the state, as the figures given do not include the vast 

volume of material turned out by the sawmills as well as other 

forest products which are not considered as raw material for 

further manufacture. The value of the raw material only is set 

forth; were the labor expended upon it and the cost of: other 

materials with which the lumber is combined, included, however, 

the total value of the finished products would soar into addi- 

tional millions. Of the 930 million feet reported, a little more 

than one-half of that quantity originated in the state. The fig- 

ures by no means represent the total amount of wood used, as fin- 

ished products such as staves and heading used by the cooperage 

trade and complete wheels and gear used in assembling car- 

riages and wagons were not included in the investigation. 

Neither was there included in the totals the heavy volume of
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lumber that goes into flooring, ceiling, siding, and other products 
of the planing mill. 

Forty species, some native to foreign countries alone, are shown 

in Table I, which follows, exhibiting the quantity of each wood 

used, the total cost at the factory, and the per cent grown in and 

out of the state. 

TABLE I.—XINDS OF WOOD USED, QUANTITY OF EACH, WITH TOTAL COST 
AND THE PER CENT. GROWN IN THE STATE AND OUT. 

| | | Grown out- . 
| Feet used. | Cost at Grown in | side of Wis- % 

Species. B.M. |  faetory. Wisconsin. | — consin. 
| | @ereent.) | (Per eent.) = 

| z ae : 
Spruce ...............200208-) 164,458,000 | $8,123,598 23 | 2 = 
Western Pine ..............| 79,220,000 | PAGE NSS | bocccenes cesses 100 “ 
Oak, red and white........| 55,349,000 | 2,259,001 2 | a t 
NE cen cen cnn semns 101,029,000 | 2,051,020 71 2 2 

Hemlock serestestecteseeeee] 150,008,000 | 1,814,405 oT | 33 i 

Basswood ..................| 77,054,000 | 1,444,612 20 10 : 
SEUOU eee en cineeeanaeecaas ae 75,181,000 1,316,139 88 Rr + 
Maple 220.0000. 49;796;000 | «1 195,358 2 48 
PON ose occeess seas] SIRO 881,346 a 3 $ 
Yellow Pine ................| 21,090,000. | COB OOD feo n ences] 100 " 

Malye ste 22st al Se SOOO 877,194 | 80 20 
Cypress 2000020000 IIINI!|  “g]679000 SE SE coco tehee 100 : 
Oak, quartered 220000002011) 5,005,000 | 342,002 | ow) 90 2 
BUCKOFY <.0..-osicccescee0e| 5,075,000 | BIE LG fo. ce ness vansence 100. % 
POPE cesses | EO | 306,290 | 61 | 39 a 

Balsam .e.s.ceceeeeseseeee| 25,000,000 | 988,399 ee) 6 # 
Cottonwood ............... 5,804,000 BOAT Ninn ssvacsesassns} 100 
Douglas Fir ...............! 5,002,000 | YMG MBE fe voceceeccsctess| 100 ¥ 
Norway Pine...........000. 7,505,000 | 124,350 8 16 y 
Beech — 6,431,000 106,485 43 | 57 

Western Spruce ........-+++| 9,287,000 1oL.s9 Nera adetcus, JF 10 
UM co seccceccccccccceccees 3,497,000 SET ceeeseeccccccee 100 

Ohestaat Tossccsc.csssc-] 2,808,000 EWG |osaceccccessrecs 10 
MANOGODY  ..-eaks.cescecees 560,000 FE BOD |b cacocuscsecccas 100 
Jack Pine ....000clciiicc.:| 5,150,000 58,850 es | 4 

Tamarack ..c......e.c.----| 25480,000 25,924 | o | 10 
Papelo Gum ......-s0sces00 855,000 20,075 steeeeseeereeeee! 100 
Spanish Cedar <..000..000.0) 105,000 YE 80 | ceecos acs 100 

BE ceresecssiscvctcosccsce 5 > 37 
WN cosas we kncewtcccass 153,000 WMD foc ccecccescesee] 100 

| | 
ee eccsecsemasecmsece} cue | a= 100 feeteaeae ee 

MN io reese ns ne cseceiee 2,! OU edn mG atesses eat 100 
Redwood 22 | 1137000 WE Voc nescoeeeeace 100 
BRCRMNONO Hiren meccapenacces) 155,000 RNG le ceenacoacacaees 100 
English Oak ......2...2..02/ 19,000 BW acca c oases 100 

Red Cedar ......-.e.ceseeee| 40,000 SIO [Oo teneseetccc] 100 
Ce Wala sees] 500 Ole fn<snycccessacces 100 

enc! MN eecdnnnssinas: 5, SOME Piven gcenctgsnee 100 
HID Naf cat eccessasastevas| 100,000 970 100 Pioctcaeescacace 
Rosewood seettetee esses eee, 1,000 SOO f....... ccc. nes 100 7 

Total ..............-.| 980,382,000 | $20,298,084" | a1 49 
| a ea ee ee 

* The average price per thousand feet for all the lumber reported was $21.81. 

: :
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Table I shows that of the 930,382,000 feet used, at a total cost 

of $20,293,034, 51 per cent of the total quantity, or 474,494,820 

feet, was cut from the forests of the state and 49 per cent, or 

455,887,180 feet, was cut in other states or countries. When the 

figures on the quantity grown in the state and out are considered 

in connection with the position Wisconsin holds in comparison 

with other lumber producing states, a discrepancy seemingly ap- 

pears. However, it is partially explained by the fact that 72 per 

cent, or 118,204,000 feet, of spruce (Picea mariana) and79,220,000 

feet of western pine used, is credited to the volume of wood cut 

in other states, and which greatly swells the total amount of 

lumber imported into the state. The term “western pine” as 

given in the table includes the several species of pine grown in 

the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast states, and embraces the 

true western white pine (Pinus monticola), the sugar pine (Pinus 

lambertina), and the western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa), it 

being impracticable to segregate them under certain commercial 

conditions. While Wisconsin produces sufficient white pine to 

meet the needs of its manufactures, the cheapness of the western 

pine and its quality has resulted in its wider use, particularly in 

the sash, door and millwork industry. Of the native woods, 67 

per cent of the hemlock, 90 per cent of the basswood, 88 per cent 

of the birch, 52 per cent of the maple, 77 per cent of the elm, 80 

per cent of the ash, 100 per cent of the butternut, and 84 per cent 

of the Norway pine used, originated in the state. As a matter 

of fact the manufacturers of the state draw their supplies of lum- 

ber from every section of the country, freight rates permitting 

the stock to be turned into finished products and these products 

shipped in many instances into the same sections from which the 

material was drawn.
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THE TAXATION OF FOREST LANDS IN WISCONSIN. : 

The following is a synopsis of the exhaustive report prepared 
on this subject by Alfred K. Chittenden and Harry Irion of the 

U. S. Forest Service, in co-operation with the State Board of 
Forestry, and with the assistance of the State Tax Commission. 
The complete report will be published and can be secured from ut 

the State Board of Forestry. Ee 

InrRoDUCTION. ef 

On the initiative of the Wisconsin State Board of Forestry the o 

Forest Service of the United States Department of Agriculture : 
in April, 1910, entered into a co-operative agreement by the terms 
of which it was to undertake a study of forest conditions in the an 

state of Wisconsin. | 
The main purpose of the study was to determine the extent of . 

the burden now carried by timberlands as a result of the present i 
methods of taxation, and what influence, if any, such methods of # 

taxation have or will have on the practice of forestry by private 
owners. ; 

That the perpetuation of this country’s forests, and their man- 
agement along conservative lines, is an object of grave concern to 
the nation and to individual states, and a proper subject of legis- 

lation, all admit. Nor will it be denied by those having a proper 
regard for the future, that the time has arrived when affirma- 
tive action must be taken if this end is to be attained. Every day 
of delay lessens the chance of sticcess. 

Forest conservation by private owners depends primarily upon 
one point: Does it pay? If forestry can not be made to pay 
without granting it special favors it has no place in the business 
world of today. The two great obstacles to the practice of 

forestry by private owners are forest fires and an unjust and un- 

equal system of taxation. Without proper control of the forest 
fires that yearly run over the cut-over lands, no private owner 

can hold his cut-over lands for a second cut. Without a fair 
system of taxation no private owner can hold his cut-over lands
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and give them adequate fire protection in order to get a second 
cut of timber. With a fair system of taxation, owners of tim- 

berland will be better able to protect their cut-over lands from 
fire, and can, perhaps, afford to hold these cut-over lands for 

future timber production. 
A study of forest taxation has already been made in New 

Hampshire, and the report has been published by the Forestry 
commission of that state in its biennial report for the years 
1907-08, but up to the present time no such study has been made 
in the Lake states. While the general conclusions reached in 
New Hampshire may in a way be applicable to other states and 
regions, they can not be applied in toto. Local conditions and 
present methods of taxation, the relative area of forest land, the 

rate of growth of the forest, as well as other considerations, 

must be taken into account. 
Wisconsin stands fifth in the list of timber-producing states of 

the Union. In 1907 it was fourth. In 1908 it ranked second in 
the production of white pine. It is being rapidly drained of tim- 
ber by lumbering, but timber removed in this way is converted 
into money and brings about the development of the country. 
Very large areas in Wisconsin, however, are being stripped of 
timber in another way—by fire. In 1908 an area of 1,209,432 
acres was burned over by 1,435 forest fires. No small portion of 
this acreage was young growth pine, hemlock, spruce, and hard- 

woods, some of it nearing merchantable size, while the propor- 

tion of mature timber burned was also large. It is estimated 
that 499,495,791 board fect of merchantable timber were de- 

stroyed, worth, at a conservative estimate, $2,996,975. The 

value of the young growth destroyed by these forest fires in 1908 

is estimated at $6,047,060. 

Wisconsin is typical of the great region around the lakes. The 
northern ‘part of the state is largely white pine land; south of this 

is found a wide extent of hardwood land; and the southern por- 

tion of the state ranks with the best agricultural land in the 

United States. A study of forest taxation, then, in Wisconsin 

will be applicable to a wide territory,.and the conclusions herein 
reached may be applied to a territory larger than the state alone. 

The study was confined largely to the northern part of the 

state. The southern part is principally farming land, and the 
value of the soil for farming is greater than it could possibly be 
for timber production. Practically all of the timber has been re-
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moved from the southern counties, and there remain now only * 

scattering bodies of timber included in the woodlots of the va- 

rious farms. The northern part of the state, however, contains 

much true forest soil—soil that is too poor, rocky, or sandy to 

ever be successfully used for agriculture. In many of the in- 

termediate counties, however, the soil is suitable for agriculture 

and will undoubtedly be so utilized within the next few decades. 

But the country is comparatively unsettled as yet, and while 

awaiting the coming of farmers and the conversion of the land 

into farms, it can and should be used for the production of tim- 

ber. This applies to counties such as Price and Rusk, where 

practically the entire county contains excellent farming soil, but * 

where settlement is naturally slow, owing to the difficulty in = 

clearing the land for agriculture. In these counties the standing e 

timber will soon be exhausted, and the timberland owners are a 

now offering much of their land for sale to settlers. There are ‘ 

extensive areas in these counties, however, where the soil is too 

rocky and poor for farming, and such areas should be kept i 

timber growth. In the extreme northern counties where the soil 

is sandy it has no value except for forest growth. 

The general conclusions that may be drawn from this investi- 

gation are: 

1. The actual tax burdens imposed on forest lands of the same 3 

value are not uniform or proportionate, as the constitution and £ 

laws of the state require, either as between the different counties 

and towns or between the different taxpayers in the same town. 

2. The burden of taxation upon cut-over land is relatively 

much higher than upon timbered land, although the latter is bet- 

ter able to bear the heavier burden of taxation. 

3. The burden of taxation upon farm land is also relatively 

less than that upon cut-over land in the same towns, although its 

actual value is far greater. The ratio of the assessed to the 

true value of farm lands is practically the same as for timbered 

lands. 
4. In general, the laws regarding taxation have not been 

strictly enforced. That no strong objections have been raised 

to the taxes on forest land by timberland owners is due to the 

fact that timberlands have in the past been greatly underassessed, 

and while the tax rates have been extremely high in many cases, 

the burden of taxation upon the timberland is just beginning to 

be felt. :
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9. In the search for revenue to meet the financial necessities 
of the towns a strong tendency has recently developed to enforce 
the law more rigidly, and valuations have in many cases been 
greatly increased. This increase in valuations is more noticeable 
upon timbered land than upon cut-over or farming land. The 
cut-over land is already being assessed at practically its actual 
value, or even higher. 

6. The present law, granting total exemption for thirty years 
to farmers who have planted their land to timber, is not being 
taken advantage of to any extent, and there are no records of 
any advantage having been taken of the old law, now repealed, 
allowing bounties to farmers who planted shelterbelts. 

7. Owing to the great danger from forest fires in the state of 
Wisconsin, to the length of time required to secure returns from 
cut-over lands by waiting for a second cut, and to the cost of pro- 
tection in the meanwhile, forest management is not a particu- 
larly tempting investment for timberland owners, especially in 
view of the fact that cut-over land can be sold to settlers at a 
good price. For this reason it is believed that the state’s forest 
policy should be greatly extended and strengthened. 

8. The fire-patrol system at present in force in Wisconsin, 
while excellent as far as it goes, is not sufficient to successfully 
contend with forest fires during any particularly bad fire season. 
The fire patrol system should, therefore, be greatly strengthened, 
and non-residents employed as fire wardens if possible. 

The work upon which this report is based was confined prin- 
cipally to the northern portion of the state, since it was mani- 
festly impossible to go thoroughly over the entire area, More- 
over, the results of an investigation in every county would not 
have yielded any more complete or reliable data on the tax ques- 
tion than could be obtained by a selection of typicai counties. 
As has been already stated, the southern part of the state is a 
well-developed farming country, and the question of forest taxa- 
tion has little bearing there except in its application to farm 
woodlots. For this purpose one southern county, considered 
to be typical of many—Jefferson county, was selected, and an 
examination of that county was made to determine the effect, if 
any, of the present tax laws on woodlot conditions. For the rest 
the work was confined to the northern part of the state. Certain 
counties, however, such as Marathon, are well settled, and there 
are large areas of prosperous farms throughout. While it is
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probably true that a large proportion of this northern region con-. 

tains soil suitable for agriculture or that dairy farms will be 

established, yet there are large areas of soil too poor for farm- 

ing. On such soil timber growth will always be the best crop. 

For the purpose of this study ten counties considered typical 

of the northern part of the state were selected for detailed study. 

These were Bayfield, Douglas, Florence, Forest, Iron, Marinette, 

Price, Rusk, Sawyer and Vilas counties. While all the informa- 

tion possible was collected in the other counties of the state, the 

principal work was confined to these ten counties. 

Curt-oveR Lanp. 

About 60 per cent of Bayfield county, 95 per cent of Douglas © 

county, 50 per cent of Florence county, 20 per cent of Forest # 

county, 45 per cent of Iron county, 75 per cent of Marinette a 

county, 67 per cent of Price county, 78 per cent of Rusk county, . 

65 per cent of Sawyer county, and 78 per cent of Vilas county 

has been cut over. Or, to express it in another way, out of a 

total area of 6,518,560 acres for these counties, the timber has 

been cut from approximately 4,254,000 acres. A large part of the 

remainder, however, has also been more or less heavily culled 

over for pine. Much of this cut-over land is owned by land com- . 

panies who are trying to dispose of it to settlers at from $10 i 

to $18 per acre. In some of the counties, however, some of the * 

larger companies are not selling their cut-over land, although they 

are not holding it for a second crop. Presumably they are re- 

taining title to it in order to continue in control of the town gov- 

ernment, thereby making it possible to -keep the taxes on their 

timbered land at a minimum. Not until they have completed 

operations will these cut-over lands be placed upon the market. 

While it is not probable that any great amount of it can be sold 

to settlers, the lumber companies will have little trouble in dis- 

posing of it at from $2 to $4 per acre to land companies. 

The bringing into use of this great quantity of cut-over land, 

the bulk of which is now in a state of idleness and likely to con- 

tinue so under present conditions, is a problem of first import- 

- ance. Eventually much of it that is fit for agriculture will doubt- 

less be placed under cultivation. Its rapid appropriation for 

farming, however, is not probable. Through unfortunate lack 

of information many of the settlers purchase land that is so poor
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in soil that, even after valiant efforts, they fail to develop it, and 
finally are compelled to let it go. Not infrequently the land is 
sold to the poor but well-intentioned non-resident without his 
having had an opportunity to view it. Often, in such cases, the 
land that he has purchased is not fit for farming purposes, and 
the result is abandonment. These cases are cited merely to show 
some of the elements that are tending to defer the early develop- 
ment of that part of the cut-over area which is susceptible of 
cultivation. 

The most serious phase of the problem, however, is to bring 
about a utilization of the non-agricultural land. It is not worth- 
less land by any means, for it can be successfully used for grow- 
ing timber. It is essentially a forest soil and should unquestion- 
ably be kept under forest growth. At present the greater part 
of it is nothing more than waste, and what is worse, the owners 
could not profitably make it a timber-producing property even if 
they were so inclined. This ciass of land, as will be shown, is 
bearing the heaviest tax burden, and more than any c‘her is en- 

; titled to consideration in any plan for an equitable adjustment 
of taxation. It is this land that should furnish a good part of 
the future local timber supply, and in order that this may be 
made possible through private initiative, one of the first steps 
that should be taken is to provide a rational forest tax law. 

Awnuat Cur anp Importance or LumBer [npustry. 

From year to year, as the amount of standing timber is re- 
duced, the annual cut is being lessened. This reduction is slowly 
but surely wiping out the most important industry in these north- 
ern counties. The material welfare of many communities in this 
region has already suffered from the loss of wood-working in- 
dustries, and as the forest is further depleted, others must like- 
wise suffer. The present importance of this industry in the ten 
counties is shown by the 750,000,000 board feet of lumber cut 
during the year 1908. In addition to this, a large amount of 
timber was cut in these counties for transportation to mills out- 
side. For instance the mills in Marathon county, where more 
than 143,000,000 feet were sawn in 1908, depend in a large meas- 
ure on the more northern counties for their timber supply. 

If this important industry is to be even partially perpetuated 
it will be necessary in some way to encourage the growing of new
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forests, and a reform in the method of taxing forest land should 

play an important part in making it profitable for private own- 

ers to take up the work of reforesting their cut-over lands. 

ExampLes or Actuar TAXATION. 

The following are a few typical examples from a large num- 
ber of cases, comparing the assessed value with the actual value. 

On one forty in one of the northernmost counties an estimate 

of the timber shows 765,000 board feet of white pine and 85,000 

board feet of red pine, with a little scattering of hardwoods, 

mostly birch and maple. The value of the timber is easily $6,715, ' 

and the value of the land is placed at a little less than $4 per : 

_ acre, or $150 for the forty, making a total estimated value of ? 

$6,865. The assessed value in 1909 was placed at $3,450, or & 

practically 50 per cent of the true value. The tax rate in this : 

case was .0246. 

On another forty the estimated stand of timber is 810,000 

board feet of white pine and 90,000 board feet of red pine, with 

practically no hardwoods in mixture. The stumpage value of 

the timber is conservatively placed at $7,110 and the value of 

the land at $150, making an estimated true value for the forty of , 

$7,260. The assessed value in 1909 was $1,200 or 16 per cent ; 

of the true value. The tax rate in this case was .0242. ; 

A very large number of forties in this county are assessed at é 

a flat rate of $1,200, which makes a variation of from 16 to 60 

per cent of the estimated true value of the forty. 

The hardwood land is assessed at about the same ratio to its 

true value as the pine land. One forty, containing 100,000 board 

feet of hemlock, 10,000 board feet of basswood, and 160,000 

board feet of birch, is estimated to be worth $800 for the timber ~ 

alone. Adding $150 for the land gives a total value of $950. 
The assessed valus in 1909 was $260 or 27 per cent of the esti- 

mated true value. The tax rate in this case was .0338. 

One forty in another county has a stand of 540,000 board 

feet of white pine and 20,000 board feet of red pine. The tim- 
ber itself is worth $6,680 and the land about $80, making a total 
value of $6,760. The forty was assessed at $2,418 in 1909 or 

about 36 per cent of its true value. The tax rate was .044. 
Another forty contains 800,000 board feet of white pine which 

is worth $9,600. The land is worth about $2 per acre, making
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a total of $9,680. The assessed value is $2,780 or 28.7 per cent, 

and the tax rate was .044. 

A high assessment appears in another forty which has a stand 

of 110,000 board icet of white pine worth approximately $1,320. 

The timber and land together are worth $1,400 and were as- 

sessed in 1909 at $1,280, giving a ratio between assessed and true 

values of over 91 rer cent, and the tax rate was .044. 

A farm of 160 acres in the western part of the same county 

has 60 acres of cleared land. It is valued at about $35 per acre 

for cultivated land and $6 for unimproved land, which makes 
a total value of $2,700. The assessed value in 1909 was $840, 

or 31 per cent of the true value, and the tax rate was .044. 

| Much of the cut-over land in another county is assessed at $80 
a forty or $2 per acre. As low assessments as $60 a forty or ~ 

$1.50 an acre, are found. Such land as is assessed at this latter 

figure is usually swampy and of practically no value for forest 

growth when once cut over, owing to the difficulty of getting the 
land naturally restocked with trees. It is probable that the av- 

erage value of cut-over land in this county does not exceed $2.50 
an acre, and much of it is worth less. Therefore, an assessment 

of $80 a forty on cut-over land is practically at the ratio of 100 

per cent of its true value. There are large areas of cut-over 
land also that are assessed as high as $200 a forty, and in some 

cases individual assessments are found even higher. Such as- 
sessments are often in excess of the true value of the land. 
Timbered forties in the county are more or less uniformly as- 
sessed at an even figure of $200, $300, $360, $380, $400, $440, 

or $500. Five hundred dollars is practically the highest assess- 
ment on timbered land in the county. In certain townships a flat 
figure of $260, $340, or $400 a forty will be used for several 

sections of land. 

ASSESSMENT OF TIMBER LANDs. 

The following table illustrates how the taxes on timberland 
have increased during the past few years. The figures are taken 

for a number of forties in one of the northern counties. It is 
seen that a large percentage of increase in tax occurred each 
year during this period, 1904-1909, with the exception of the 

last, when a decrease of 77. per cent of the tax of 1908 took 
place. The increase during each preceding year is explained by
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several causes. Probably the increase in the actual value of the 

holdings through the rise in stumpage is of considerable im- 

portance, for assessors are usually quick to raise assessments 
wherever it is justified. Another factor, which often accounts 

for increased taxes, is the growth and improvements within the 
towns, which means greater expenditures and larger taxes to 

meet them. 

These factors operate on all classes of property alike. In the 

case of timber tracts, however, there has been a growing alarm 

that, with their depletion, the towns would be deprived of their 

largest source of revenue. There is everywhere, therefore, a ' 

growing tendency to obtain as much revenue as possible from the a 

timber before it is entirely removed. As a result of this policy 3 
the timber holder is being forced to stand a constantly heavier sh 

share of the community’s tax burden and to furnish improve- * 

ments for the future’s needs. Present taxes are thus being used ; 

frequently to provide for permanent improvements, the use of 
which will come mainly in the years to come. The local gov- 
ernments are usually convinced that timber is not taxed as high 

as it deserves, and, therefore, to provide against a future when 

there will be no timber to tax, they do not hesitate to raise grad- 

ually the tax on timberland. } 
It certainly can not be denied that there are extensive timber a 

holdings that are or long have been underassessed, and this is 7 
especially liable to be the case where the politics of a town have 

been controlled by the lumber companies operating within it 

and where, therefore, the assessments are made by the companies 

themselves. Rapid rises in taxes are very often attributable to 
the change from such a situation to one where the town gains 
control of its own politics. This is the case in many towns in 
Wisconsin which have freed themselves from the control of lum- 

ber companies. 
Some of the largest drops in taxes noted in the last column 

are probably due to the removal of the timber on the forty before 

the end of the 1908 tax year.
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Sersal | Amount of Taxes Paid per Forty Acres for Years. 
‘alue | |_|. 
1909. | 1904. | 1905. 1906. 1907. 1903. 1909. 

$705.00} $3.71} $4.80] $11.25} $82.90 $33.05] $28.40 
563.00 3.18 ! 3.90 6.75 14.85 24.04 17.16 
202.00 2.12 2.70 3.60 7.92 12.02 8.58 

1,042.00 | 6.36 | 7.30 20.10 31.35 42.07 30.03 
632.00 5.04 6.60 10.50 23.10 28.55 20.48 
310.00 4.24 | 5.40 8.70 14.85 18.08 12.87 

1,746.00 | 6.36 | 7.80 11. 63.00 72.12 51.48 
1406.00 5.01 | 6.60 15.80) 25.58 89.07 27.89 

376.00 | 3.70 | 4.80 4:0 | 26.90 33.66 93:79 
538.00 5.04 6.60 13.05 27.03 80.65, 21.84 
[985.00 6.36 7.80 16.50 8.71 45.08 82:18 

1,271.00 7.42 9.30 23.55 42.25, 49.58 35.30 
580.00 | 6.36 7:80 16.95 47.69 30.05 21.45 

1,681.00} 6.89] 8.70 25.65 45.71 69.12 49:37 
48.00| _:80 “90 5 185 1.50 198 

995.00 | 6.36 | 7.80 21.00 36.47 30.05 21.45 
| 1,086.00 6.36} 7.80 21.00 20.86 48.08 34.92 

1,308.00 6.36 | 7.80 21.00 52.97 54.09 38.61 
790.00 6.36! 7.80 21:00 49.67 48.08 84:92 
530.00 6.36 7.80 21.00 37.80 30.05 21.45 
848.00 7.08 | 9.60 9.45 21.45. 33.06 23.60 

1,088.00 6.36 8.10 21.00 49.50 42.07 82.03 
1,592.00 6.36 7.80 15.75 39.60 0.10 42.90 
ae 6.36} 7.80 21.00 94.88 84.14 7.20 
1,526.00 6.36 7.80 21.00 47.36 69.12 7.20 
1,639.00 6.36 7.80 21.00 47.03 69.12 7.20 
1,502.00 6.36 7.80 21.00 43.73 61.60 T20 
1,437.00 | 6.36 7.80 21.00 39.77 51.09 36.47 
1,113.00 6.26 7.80 21.00 46.70 57.10 40.78 
1,054.00 | 6.36 | 7.80 21.00 43.07 52.500 37.64 

317.00 , 6.38 7:80 13.95 31.35 80:05 70 
950.00 4.24 5.40 15.15 27.72 42.07 8.10 
a 6.38 70 | 15.75 21.29 82.45 23.40 

1,573.00 6.36 7.80 15.75 45.54 69.12 49.44 
781.00 6.36 | 7.80 | 15.75 27.89 35.45 25.35 
$3400| 6.85 7:80 1.75 16.34 35.54 18.38 

1,008.00 | 6.36 780 | 15.75 95.58 87.88 27.80 
813.00! 4351] 5.70 14:10 38.10 33.96 24:18 
64.0 | 4.24 | 5.49 9.45 24.50 82.75 23.40 
80.00} 1.08 1.50 2.5 TA8 1.50 198 

3,017.00] 4-24 | Bo 52150 $8.98} 160.77 114.63 
te re es PPL Par AL BEPC rae ESTE RE EP SS™ Mae & EFT amg Total goo Eno | $299.00) sex0.30 | $051.95 |. $1,456.69 | $1,890.47 | $1,01.49 
Average .... 1,028.00| | 5.51| " 6.88 16.14 35.50 44.40 24.18 
SSS es 

Mertnops or AssEssING TIMBERLANDS, 

Although the law very clearly states that “real property shall 
be valued by the assessor . . . at the full value which could 

ordinarily be obtained therefor at private sale,” the assessment 

of timberlands in practically all of the northern counties is made 

in a most arbitrary manner and with apparent disregard of the 
requirement of the law just quoted. In only a few of the towns 

is there anything approaching true valuation in the assessment of 
this class of property. Timberland as a rule is not only greatly 
undervalued, but, moreover, the variableness of the ratios of as- 

sessed to true values in many towns presents striking examples of 

inequality in assessment. While in a few towns there has been 

apparently an attempt to follow a given percentage or fraction 

of the true value, a close inspection shows a pronounced varia- 

tion from such percentage or fraction,
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The fixing of low values is not considered a violation of the 

law. Each assessor is likely to take the general figures of his 

predecessor. He knows also that other assessors adopt a uni- 

form value per acre for all farm and cut-over land and apply it 

throughout the assessment district, regardless of the land's ad- 

vantage or disadvantage of location. The assessor is elected to 

office by the people whose property he is to assess. Then again 
he may be in the employ of one of the largest property owners 

in the town, and in passing it should be said that the adminis- 

tration of many of the towns is virtually in the control of the 

principal property owner therein, and that the assessor is in the 

employ of such owner while not engaged in the performance of u 

his official duties. All of these conditions tend to encourage un- ¥" 

dervaluation, and it is believed they are in no small measure re- a4 

sponsible for it. *] 

The law also requires that in determining the value of real 7 
estate the assessor shall consider, as to each piece, the quantity : 

of standing timber. For an assessor to get a fair approximation 

of the true value of such standing timber, he must be able to 
estimate with some degree of accuracy and be familiar with tim- 
ber values. Many of the assessors do not have these qualifica- 

tions, and those who do are often prevented from exercising i 

them, except in a limited way, for the reason that the time al- i 
lowed for making up’ the assessment roll is not sufficient to en- ; 
able an assessor to cover as he should more than a part of his i 
assessment district. It should be said, however, that in a few 

towns they do attempt to see each timber description in at least 

one or two townships each year. The assessor is accompanied 

by a lineman to assist in locating the description, and the as- 

sessed value is determined at that time. In a strict sense no 

cruised estimate is made. Such assessments are made each year 

on lands not previously viewed by the assessor until the entire 

town has been covered. In other towns there is very little evi- 
dence of such systematic work being carried on, although occa- 

sionally it will be found that an effort is being made in that di- 
rection. 

Cut-over land is usually valued at a fixed rate throughout a 
town, varying only with a very rough classification of the soil 

as swamp, hardwood, or pine land. As a rule no attention is 

given to such important factors governing values as proximity 

to railroads, highways and water. Cut-over pine lands are sel-
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dom assessed for more than $2 per acre, while cut-over hardwood 
lands will rarely exceed $6 per acre. In the extreme northern 

counties both cut-over pine and hardwood lands may be assessed 
as low as $1 per acre. Cultivated land in some towns is assessed 
at the same values as cut-over land. Even in the more devel- 
oped farming communities the assessed value of cultivated lands 
seldom exceed $10 per acre, although the sale value in many 
cases is five times as great. 

Instead of an actual examination of timbered land there is 

more often merely an interview with the owner. In most of 

the hardwood regions the land is not considered separately. 

However, when any estimate is made, the land and trees are 

treated separately. For example, in the one county where prac- 
tically all the timber is estimated, a value of $2 per acre is always 

added to the assessed value of the timber. The county fust re- 
ferred to is the only one where it is known that cruises for esti- 
mating the timber for tax purposes have been made throughout 

the county. In some towns the cruised values of a considerable 
portion of the timbered area, are, of course, known to the as- 

sessor, who is either an officer or employe of one of the com- 

panies having extensive holdings in the town, but such cruised 
: values are evidently not used in making up the assessment roll. In 

such cases the assessor uniformly keeps the assessed value as 

low as possible, not only on the company’s holdings but also on 
all others. In adjoining towns, where the assessor is not so con- 

nected with a large owner, it will generally be found that as- 

sessed values are higher. 

Assessments are lowered when the owner reports that the tim- 

ber has been removed, and it is, therefore, classed as cut-over 

land and assessed at the prevailing rate for such land in the town 
where located. Generally, if not always, the assessor will accept 
such report as correct and make no investigation to determine 
whether or not the description has been entirely or oniy partly cut, 

with the result that if only partly cut, it is undervalued year after 

year. No doubt, in many instances descriptions are assessed 

without taking into account the standing timber thereon. At 

least a comparison of the assessed and estimated true value of 

many of the examples given herein would indicate that this is the 

case. So far as could be learned none of the assessors give any 

consideration to young growth in fixing values. 
While the practice of undervaluation prevails throughout most
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of that part of the state now being considered, it should not be 

understood that this condition is universal. In many localities 

a conscientious and fairly systematic effort is being made by as- 

sessing officers to conform to the law. In a large measure the 

importunities of the county supervisor of assessment have influ- 

enced the assessor in raising the valuation of this class of prop- 

erty; and in many cases, independent of such solicitations from 

supervisors of assessment, the assessor has endeavored to faith- 

fully comply with the tax laws regarding valuation. 

Tue Arritupe Towarp Fire. 

One of the most serious obstacles to the practice of forestry i 

by the lumber companies, and therefore, to the satisfactory work- 1" 

ing out of-any tax system designed to encourage timber growing ' 

is the absolute lack of popular appreciation of the damage 

wrought to a forest by fire and the callous disregard on the part 

of many settlers for the state’s fire laws. As a result the fire | 

damage throughout this whole region is simply enormous, and the 

injury to young growth, which is usually not considered, is al- 

most irreparable.. A representative of one of the large lumber 

companies in Price county gave it as his opinion that in this | 

county alone at least 20,000,000 board feet of lumber were annu- . 

ally ruined by fire. According to Mr. E. M. Griffith, State For- i 

ester of Wisconsin, the damage to mature timber and property ‘ 

from forest fires in 1908 amounted to fully $9,000,000. Conse- 

quently a most adverse feature of this fire situation is that no 

individual or company can consider forestry methods or hope to 

obtain reproduction on cut-over land until some adequate system 

of fire control has been tried and its efficiency amply demon- 

strated. Very little successs along this line can be expected until 

the state is willing to provide for a thorough fire patrol during all 

dangerously dry seasons. As clearly pointed out in the report of 

the State Forester of Wisconsin for 1908, the present system of fire 

wardens, while good as far as it goes, falls far short of meeting 

the actual needs of the situation. Under this system the fire 

wardens are all local men, and it is not strange that in a great 

many instances they should fail to take legal action against a 

neighbor who may have been guilty of breaking the fire law. 

But the most serious defect in the present law is its failure to 

provide for fire patrol, which is the one great need of this whole
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region. The lumbermen so fully appreciate the urgency for 

such measures for prevention of fires that they are willing in 
many cases to form a fire protective association to be maintained 

by levying an annual assessment on an acreage basis from each 

member, and having as its primary object an extensive system of 

fire patrol. Such a patrol should not cost over 2 cents per acre per 

year, and could be placed directly under the State Fire Warden, 

by whom the individual local patrols could be appointed and 

made regular fire wardens. A patrol system of this kind should 
extend to the other parts of the towns as well as to the holdings 

of the associated lumber companies, and the towns should be 

charged for patrol and fire-fighting service within their borders. 

At present it is left entirely to the discretion of the towns as to 

how much they shall pay for such services, whereas they should 

be compelled to settle all accounts for fire fighting or patrol sub- 

mitted by the wardens and audited and approved by the State 

Fire Warden. 

Another variation of this same plan may be suggested whereby 

the present town fire warden system should be maintained inde- 
pendently of the lumber companies’ patrol, but working in har- 

< mony with it under cooperative agreement between the state and 

the association. 1n any case it is quite obvious that very limited 
results can be looked for from tax reform until the fire risk is 

largely eliminated through adequate legislation and effective en- 

forcement of the same. 

CoNCLUSIONS. 

As is clearly brought out in the preceding tables, the present 

method of assessing forest lands is ridiculously uneven and in 
many cases unfair to the timberland owner. That it is not un- 

fair to the timberland owner in every case is no fault of the pres- 

ent law, but is due to the lax administration of the law by the 

assessors. While considerable cut-over land has been abandoned 
in the past on account of taxes, little or none is now being so 
abandoned. The reason for this is not decrease in taxes, because, 

as has been shown, taxes have increased, but the increased or ex- 

pectation value of the land itself for agriculture. While forests 
have in some cases been overtaxed, leading in a few cases to 

hastening the cut, taxation has not in the past greatly influenced 

logging operations in Wisconsin. But the fact that it has had little
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influence in the past does not mean that it will not have more in 

the future. The great increase in assessments on forest land 

in the last few years, coupled with the fact that assessments are 

still increasing and, more than this, with the fact that under the 

present tax law they can still increase, makes it inadvisable at pres- 

ent for a private owner to practice forestry on his lands. In 

such a long-term investment as forestry a private owner must 

know definitely what the annual charges against his business will 

be. Under the present system he has no means of knowing how 

great his taxes will be in 10, 15, or 20 years. In an investment 

covering such a long period as this, 50 or more years, where fire 

risk also has to be considered, it is important to know exactly it 

what taxes will have to be paid. Probably nothing discourages a 

investments more than uncertainty as to future costs. And what- 7 

ever can be said of the present system of taxation, there can be ; 

no question of its arbitrariness and uncertainty. If there is F 

added to risks from fire, from insects, from fluctuation in lumber i 

values, and other hazards of forestry, a further uncertainty as to 

what the taxes are going to be, private owners can not be blamed ' 

for some hesitation in starting on an investment that may have : 

to pay taxes for 50 or more years before returns can be realized. 1 

And the timberland owner cannot safely figure on the continu- : 

ance of the present lenient administration of the property tax. i 

As has been shown in this report, the tendency is toward a i 

stricter enforcement of the law, and consequently higher assess- 

ments. 

The possibility of the practice of forestry by private owners 

depends on two things—an equitable system of forest taxation 

and protection from forest fires. 

Admitting that the evidence gathered in connection with this 

study shows that, on the whole, owners are not now excessively 

burdened by the taxes on their standing timber, it does not neces+ 

sarily follow that the present method of taxing this class of prop- 

erty is satisfactory. We have seen that in the actual administra- 

tion of the law every rule of equality and uniformity has been 

violated, and that precision and certainty have been displaced by 

arbitrariness and uncertainty. Under these conditions owners can 

not manage their timber in accordance with approved methods 

of forestry with a view to holding for a second cut, for there 

would not be even a semblance of certainty as to what the tax 

burden of future years would be. On the other hand, if the pres- 

4
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ent tax laws were strictly enforced, thereby enabling an owner 
to determine with a fair approach to certainty the probable 
amount of taxes he would have to pay in future years, the burden 
would appear to be so prohibitive that no prudent man would 
attempt as an investment to protect and care for the young 
growth with a view to obtaining a second or future cut. 

In the past, probably the one thing that has prevented a more 
wasteful cutting than has actually taken place, and that has saved 
much of the remaining timber, is the fact that the lax enforce- 
ment of the tax laws has kept the burden on timber at a minimum. 

The evidence presented in this report has demonstrated that 
with respect to timbered land the general property tax is admin- 
istratively unworkable. The problem of forest taxation can 
never be satisfactorily worked out under it because the system is 
fundamentally wrong. It is believed that nothing short of a com- 
plete readjustment of the present method of taxing this class of 
property will make possible an equitable solution. Growing tim- 
ber is so essentially different from the great mass of real prop- 
erty that it deserves different treatment in the matter of taxation. 
Especially is this true if the state desires to encourage the per- 
petuation of forest growth and the practice of forestry on pri- 
vately owned lands. If possible the adjustment should:be so 
made as to promote an adherence to the essential principles of 
modern forestry among timber owners, and the care and protec- 
tion by them of young growth both before and after the removal 
of the mature timber in order that the land might be held for a 
second or future cut without making it necessary to resort to ar- 
tificial planting. 

It should be said, however, that it is not believed an adjustment 
of the tax laws, no matter how perfectly worked out and admin- 
istered,. will alone bring about the practice of forestry, except 
in a limited way, or the extensive growing of timber as an in- 
vestment, on privately-owned lands. Taxation is only one of 
the several important factors that at present make the growing of 
timber commercially unprofitable and consequently unattractive 
to investors or those,engaged in the timber business. The fire 
hazard, the length of time before returns on the investment com- 
mence to come in, stumpage values, and many other less impor- 
tant considerations are factors which many. regard equally as 
deterrent as taxes. While this may be true today, it may not be 
true to-morrow. The menace from fire is admittedly great, but
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the time must and surely will come when it will be reduced -to 

a minimum by the inauguration of more effective measures of 

prevention and control than now exist. It is to be hoped that 

the ever-recurring destruction of forest growth frcm fire will 

bring about the strictest possible enforcement of the fire laws 

now on the statute books, and if they are found to be inadequate, 

then the enactment and enforcement of laws that will reach and 

remedy this devastating evil. Undoubtedly much can also be 

done along educational lines toward correcting this evil. With 

few exceptions all forest fires originate from some agency within 

human control, and it is therefore reasonable to believe that those 

exercising such control can by thorough and systematic instruc- t 

tion be trained to exercise the utmost caution in building and * 

caring for fires that by chance are likely to spread to neighboring 3 

timber. 
Z 

The long period that must elapse before there is any substantial z 

return on the investment is, of course, a discouraging feature. ' 

Whether it will greatly retard the commercial growing of timber, 

if all other conditions are favorable, can only be conjectured. x 

Undoubtedly the increase in stumpage values that occurs as the . 

timber supply is gradually diminished will do much to make the j 

proposition more attractive as an investment than it appears to : 

be to-day. 
; 

While the introduction of a more equitable system of taxing 

growing timber may not in itself be a sufficient inducement to 

cause private owners to engage extensively in the growing of 

timber commercially, it would undoubtedly be a step in the right 

direction. That such an innovation would help immensely to 

stimulate this sort of enterprise and make it much more profit- 

able and attractive than it is at present can not be gainsaid. The 

change must come sooner or later if the state is to attempt to 

remedy existing conditions, and there is no apparent reason why 

decisive action with that end in view should not be taken now. 

The remedy can not, of course, affect the past or to any great ex- 

tent the present, but must necessarily be confined to the future. 

Its aim should be to encourage the growing and proper manage- 

ment of new forests. And although a change for the better in 

-existing conditions may do much to promote the growing of a fu- 

ture timber supply by private capital, it is firmly believed that if 

the supply is to be commensurate with the local needs, the great- 

est part of the burden in providing it must and will rest with the 

state.
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In the northern counties there is a great area of essentially 

forest soil, land that will probably never be susceptible to any use 

other than the growing of timber. In order to encourage the 

owners of such land to hold it as a forest property and to apply 

practical forestry to its management, the enactment of legisla- 
tion that will include the following provisions is recommended: 

1. That any land in the state suitable for timber growing and 

occupied by a natural or planted growth of trees, or both com- 

bined, may be separately classified for taxation, and that when so 
classified the land and the wood and timber thereon shall be taxed 
in accordance with the plan set forth in paragraphs 5 and 6. 

2. That the determination of the question as to whether or not 

any land is suitable for timber growing shall rest with the State 
Board of Forestry. 

38. That all applications to have land so classified shall be made 
to the State Board of Forestry, in manner and form to be pre- 
scribed by it, and shall be acompanied by a description and plat 
of the land and such other information as said Board may re- 
quire. 

4. That if the decision of the State Board of Forestry is in the 
affirmative, it shall submit to the owner a plan for the future 
management of the land and trees, and shall certify to the State 
Tax commission that the land has been separately classified for 

taxation in accordance with the provisions of the act. 

5. That when so classified the land shall be separately taxed 
annually; that in making the assessment the land shall not be 
valued at more than $1 per acre; and that in fixing the valuation 
the assessor shall in no case take into account the value of the 
growing timber. 

6. That whenever any timber or wood is cut from such land 
the owner shall be required to pay an amount equal to 10 per cent 
of the gross value on the stump of the wood and timber so cut. 

7. That the owner be required before the timber is removed 
from the land to file with the State Tax commission, a true and 
accurate return under oath or affirmation ofthe variety and 
gross amount and value of all material that has been cut. 

8. That the assessment and collection of such tax on the timber 
shall be in the absolute control of the state, leaving the tax on the 
land where it is now. 

9. That the management of lands so classified under the act 
shall be subject to such supervision as the State Board of For-
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estry may deem necessary to protect the public interest and to in- 

sure the proper management of such land and timber. 

10. That failure on the part of the owner to comply with any 

provision of the act or to carry out any instructions of the State 

Board of Forestry shall be sufficient cause to cancel the certificate 

diassifying the lands for taxation. 

41, That where a certificate separately classifying land is can- . 

celed for either of the causes mentioned in the preceding para- 

graph, the owner of the land covered by such canceled certificate 

shall be required to pay an amount equal to what the total taxes 

under the general property tax would have been for the period of 

time the land was so separately classified. £ 

42. That when there is reason to believe that a return is incor- - 

rect or where the owner has failed to make a return, the State 4 

Tax commission may require from the owner such further infor- 2 

mation as may be deemed necessary ; and for the purpose of as- 3 

certaining the correctness of such return or for the purpose of z 

making a return where none such has been made by the owner, z 

the State Tax commission shall be authorized to designate an ‘ 

agent to examine any books or papers bearing upon the matter s 

and to determine the actual amount and gross stumpage value of i 

the timber cut, which determination shalt be the basis for fixing a 

the amount of taxes the owner shall pay. i 

Conditions in Wisconsin indicate that a tax on the yield, to- 

gether with a nominal annual tax on the land, is superior to any 

of the various tax laws that have from time to time been pro- 

posed. It would be far more equitable, however, if no annual 

tax were levied on the land, or if levied, to allow the aggregate 

amount of such taxes, together with interest, to be deducted from 

the tax on the yield when it is levied. But if such tax were not 

collected annually, it is probable that the local revenues might be 

so reduced as to seriously interfere with the fiscal affairs of the 

community. It is not recommended that the annual tax with in- 

terest be deducted from the yield tax at the time it is levied, be- 

cause it would be simpler, administratively, to offset such annual 

tax by reducing the rate of the yield tax. 

The maximum value at which land shall be assessed is fixed at 

$1 per acre. In many of the towns cut-over lands are now as- 

sessed at that rate. However, in others the rate is much higher, 

and for that reason it may be preferable to increase the maxi- 

mum value to $2 per acre. The self-assessment feature of the
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proposed law is made with a view to lessening the cost of admin- 
istration. It would be far more desirable for the state authori- 
ties to check in every instance the return of the owner for the 
purpose of verifying the amount and value of the material cut, 
and it is recommended that this be done if the cost of such 
verification is not prohibitive. : 

If the foregoing plan for assessing woodlots and private forests 
is adopted, some provision should be made for returning all or 
a part of the revenues collected by the state authorities to the 
counties and towns entitled thereto. 

Wnuat THE Stare Suourp Do. 

Even though a satisfactory adjustment is made of the tax laws 
so far as they relate to timber, it is none too certain that it 
would result in promoting the growth of timber by private capital 
on a very extensive scale. Certainly such remedial legislation 
can not be expected to assure the future generation of a sufficient 
timber supply. While a consideration of state forest reserves 
may be somewhat aside from the subject of forest taxation, it 
nevertheless deserves mention here because it is believed that only 
through direct state action can there be a reasonable assurance of 
a sufficient supply of timber in the future. The state has already 
made a splendid start in the establishment of forest reserves, 
and it is to be hoped their extension will be rapidly carried for- 
ward. There are extensive tracts of land in the northern part of 
the state that are essentially forest lands, and it is feared that un- 
less the state takes up the work of reforesting them they will 
continue as they are now, unproductive wastes. 

Of the various plans that might be adopted for the acquire- 
ment of these lands by the state, the simplest, least expensive, 
and most effective method will be for the state to purchase them 
in the open market. The present plan for raising money with 
which to purchase forest reserve land, although an excellent one, 
has its limitations. It will hardly furnish all the funds that will 
be needed if the state is to do all that it can and should do in 
reclaiming these lands from their present idleness. By all means 
the state should immediately provide by appropriation such addi- 
tional funds as may be needed in carrying forward this impor- 
tant work. Not only should waste and cut-over lands be pur- 
chased, but also lands chiefly valuable for the growing of timber
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that contain a growth of young or partly mature trees. The pur- 

chase of restocked lands would make it possible for the state 

forest reserves to be revenue producers practically from the be- 

ginning. 
The perpetuation of a timber supply in the state is so funda- 

mentally important to the general welfare of the people as to 

make it necessary for the state to at once take affirmative action 

along the lines suggested, and not rely to any great extent upon 

private enterprise. At present the great tracts of land in the 

northern part of the state that are now unproductive, but that 

should be under forest cover, can be purchased by the state at a 

comparatively low figure. The longer they remain in their pres- t 

ent condition, the more difficult it will be to make them produc- 5 

tive as a forest property because the fires that are continually run- y 

ning over them are gradually but surely so impoverishing the soil 3 

as to make them eventually valueless for any purpose. 3 

: 

b 

' 
. 
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A SOIL SURVEY OF A PORTION OF THE FOREST 
: RESERVE. 

During the summer of 1910 at the request of the State Board 
of Forestry the College of Agriculture of the University of Wis- 
consin made a careful soil survey of seven townships within the 
forest reserve area in Oneida and Vilas counties. The area cov- 
ered included all of towns 38, 39 and 40, range 7 E. and portions 
of town 43, ranges 5, 6, 7 and 8 E., as it was thought that these 
townships were fairly typical and representative of the forest 

, reserve area in these counties. Mr. O. P. Bergh had charge of 
this work under the direction of Professor A. R. Whitson of the 
College of Agriculture. 

The main object of the survey was to determine definitely by 
means of a careful field examination by so'l experts whether the 
land within these townships was upon the whole suitable for agri- 
culture or whether it should remain as forest land and be included 
within the reserves. 

It was known before the survey that a certain percentage of 
fairly good agricultural land would be found but the point to be 
determined was the exact percentage of such land, its total acre- 
age and where located so that it could be determined whether the 
State Board of Forestry would be justified in inducing settlers to 
locate upon the land, or if the whole area should be held under 
forests. 

It was found in the survey that it was practicable to distinguish 
four types of soil in this region. The first is a loamy sand of 
rolling topography ; the second, sand to sandy loam with a rough 
topography and usually stony ; the third, jack pine plain sand; and 
the fourth, marsh or swamp land. This classification seemed to be 

a" the one that would be of the most value under the circumstances, 
inasmuch as it would distinguish between those areas that might 
be of considerable value for agricultural use and those that would 
have relatively little value for such a purpose. The results of 
the survey give the following approximate percentages for the 
four types: 

1. Loamy sand (possible agricultural land),..... -22% 
2. Sand to sandy loam (forest land),.0......... -12% 
3. Jack pine plain sand (poor agricultural land),.. 47 
4. Marsh or swamp land (forest land),.......... 2%
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Type 1. This loamy sand soil, which is classed as possible ag-" 
ricultural land, comprising about 22% of the total area, has a 

gravelly subsoil but is comparatively free from surface rock, and 

is adapted to truck crops, such as potatoes, and many garden 

vegetables. Grain crops would do fairly well, and possibly clover 

and alfalfa might be grown. On the whole, the areas of this 

type so far as the soil is concerned, are of moderately high agri- 

cultural value. 

Type 2. This comprises 72% of the total area and the soil 
varies from sand to sandy loam. The topography is so rough 
and broken that the land is unsuitable for farming purposes. 

Much of the land is also very stony and the few settlers who have t 

located upon this type of land are having very little success in 5 

their efforts to till the soil. 3 
Type 3. This includes all the jack pine plain sands which com- g 

prise about 4% of the total and are classed as poor agricultural E 
lands. The topography is level to gently rolling and the-soil, : 
which is a coarse sand, is free from stones, while the subsoil is * 

composed of stratified sand or gravel. It is typical sweet fern : 
and jack pine land. . 

One settler was attempting to farm this type of soil and the : 
fairly good appearance of his crops, in spite of the dry season, 2 

indicates what might be hoped for on this type generally, at least ; 

during the first few years after clearing off the timber, though 

it is highly probable that after a few years of further cropping, 
its fertility will, to a large extent, be exhausted. 

Potatoes, hardy vegetables, early corn and some other crops 
may be grown, although the very light character and looseness 

of the soil will make it necessary to use green manuring and other 

means of adding organic matter, and at best it can be considered 

of only moderate value for agricultural use. 

Type 4. This is marsh or swamp land which forms compara- 

tively small areas along the lakes, and is also found scattered 

through the other types of soil, and comprises about 2% of the 

total area. Many of these marshes are now covered with a good 
stand of tamarack and black spruce, but in time it may be found 

advisable to drain some of them for agricultural purposes. 

Summing up the four types we find that types 2, 3 and 4 ag- 
gregate 78% of the total area and are true forest land upon which 

the state should not encourage settlement. As stated it may in 
time appear advisable to drain some of the swamp land, but this
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type constitutes only 2%, and no drainage should be undertaken 

in this region until a caretul examination has been made to de- 
termine if possibly these swamps are not of more value as 
natural reservoirs, as they absorb an enormous amount of rain and 

snow water, giving it off very gradually during the dry summer 
. months and thus aid materially in maintaining a uniform stream 

flow. 
Type 1, or loamy sands, comprising 22%, are the only areas 

that at present ‘should be considered as even possible agricultural 

land. Such soil has a relatively small amount of organic matter 
and there is reason to believe that a chemical analysis would 

! show it to be exceptionally low in its content of minerai elements. 

As pointed out in this report, there are over 13,000,000 acres 

of land in northern Wisconsin awaiting development and much 
of it is the highest grade agricultural so:h There is therefore no 
excuse for encouraging settlers to locate upon ia2us .. -- 

the best type holds out only a fighting chance for meager success. 

If settlers should locate upon the 22% of possible, but poor, ag- 
ricultural land they would be doomed to comparative isolation, 

and would be deprived of good schools and the many advantages 
of a growing community. - 

Wisconsin is so rich in her wealth of undeveloped agricultural 

lands and the state has so much at stake in the prosperity and 

happiness of the settlers, that the state should direct such settle- 

ment into the proper channels. The settler who locates upon 

non-agricultural land and finds after years of hard work that he 
can make only a bare living naturally becomes very much dis- 

couraged and almost hopeless. He and his whole fam‘ly soon be- 
gin to degenerate and are a curse to themselves, their community 

and the state. Such conditions are only too common in many of 
the sterile sections in the older states, but there is no reason for 

their occurring in Wisconsin and they should not be allowed to. 
The soil survey of these seven townships in Oncida and Vilas 

counties proves that they should be permanently held within the 

forest reserve area. The forest rangers and their families will 

use a considerable portion of the areas that are possible agricul- 

tural land, but the state should not encourage any settlers to lo- 

cate in this region.
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URGENT NECESSITY FOR COMPLETING THE SOIL 

SURVEY. 

The best available estimates show that there is approximately 

13,000,000 acres of unimproved land in the twenty-two northern 

counties. Most of this land has a good soil, is free from rocks 

and is well adapted to farming, so that eventually probably 10,- t 

000,000 acres will be used in some form of agriculture, leaving = 

some 3,000,000 acres for forest growth. 7 

It should be understood that these figures are mere estimates, z 

based upon the best available figures, but they are probably ap- 2 

proximately correct in the proportion of agricultural to non-agri- F 

cultural land and give some idea of the situation. : 

It need not be feared that the State Board of Forestry will try . 

to class agricultural as forest land, for it is one of the main tenets . 

of forestry that timber should not be held upon land suited to i 

agriculture, as there is enough land in every country which is ° 

suited only to forest growth. However, although foresters re- 

ceive some training in soil analysis, they are not experts and 

should not attempt to finally classify lands, where the question is 

a close one to decide, as it is in so many sections of northern 

Wisconsin. 

The legislature of 1909 appropriated $10,000 a year, for two 

years, for a soil survey and the government put in an equal 

amount, so that $20,000 a year has been available for this work 

in 1909 and 1910. The work is being done under the direction of 

the College of Agriculture of the University and the State Geolo- 

gical Survey, and the field force examines each forty of land and 

maps the exact character of the soil. 

During the summer, at the request of the State Board of For- 

estry, one field party was sent to examine some typical townships 

in Oneida and Vilas counties, within the forest reserve area, and 

the results of their work will be found in the preceding chapter. 

In some townships, out of the total of 23,040 acres, perhaps 

from 1800 to 2000 acres would be found that was classed as poor 

agricultural land. It was just over the border line from being
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classed as true forest soil and the question arose as to whether 
the state should sell say 2000 acres to settlers when the balance 
of 21,000 acres in the township should be permanently held under 

:orests. The answer should be unquestionably No, for if settlers 
were encouraged or allowed to locate on such a small tract sur- 

rounded by lands to be held under forests, they would soon feel 
the lack of schools for their children and of the comforts and 

society of a well settled community. 

When the government created the first forest reserves in the 
West, the few settlers living in these reserves complained that 
they were cut off from neighbors, good schools, ete., and Con- 
gress, feeling that their complaint was a just one, passed a law 

allowing any settler within a forest reserve to relinquish his claim 
to the government and select an equal acreage of government land 
anywhere outside of a reserve. This is merely mentioned to 
show that the government soon found that homesteaders were 

not content to live on isolated tracts and thus to be deprived of 

many of the benefits and advantages of communities, and if Wis- 

consin should allow settlers to locate on small and remote tracts 
within the forest reserve area, it would be doing a great injustice 
to the settler and storing up trouble for the state. i 

It will readily be seen therefore that it is very important to se- 
cure an accurate and complete soil survey of the proposed per- 

manent forest reserve arca, just as soon as possible, so that it can 

be definitely known just which townships should be included with- 

in the reserves and which excluded. Fortunately very few set- 

tlers are located in this area and not one acre of state land should 

be sold until the survey is completed. 

The immediate need of a survey as far as the forestry work is 

concerned is in the forest reserves, but as has been stated, lumber 

and land companies and individual owners will not protect the 

young growth upon their lands until they know whether it is 

suitable for agriculture. Once they are certain it is valuable only 

for the growth of trees, they will either protect it themselves or 

sell it to some company or individual that will. It would seem 
that all roads lead to a soil survey, for in many parts of the state 
the protection of the forests is neglected on account of the feel- 
ing that possibly all of the land is valuable for farms, and while 
this doubt blocks forestry progress, the fires continue to destroy 
our forest wealth. The legislature should make generous appro- 
priations for the soil survey, for every year’s delay in its comple- 
tion means a heavy loss.
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THE FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY AND ITS 

WORK. 

The great conservation movement, in so far as it relates to 

forestry, has been attacked by some who claim that we of the 

present generation are spending too much of our own money and 

> emphasize too strongly the welfare of future generations, and are : Gi 

neglecting the problems of today which each and every one of = 

us must face. 3 

This criticism has been due largely to a common belief that g 

forestry consists solely in growing trees, and that we are spend- z 

ing large amounts of money in reforesting areas which will not z 

produce trees of any practical value for many years. There is, s 

however, avery practical and important way in which future gen- 

erations can be taken care of, and at the same time we can bene- ~ 

fit ourselves. This consists in our utilizing to better advantage the : 

timber that we now have. Anyone who is at all familiar with ° 

lumbering operations knows the enormous waste with which they 

are conducted. Experts have figured that this amounts to about 

50 per cent. In other words, we waste about 50 per cent of what 

we grow. Most of our large sawmills have huge burners in which 

they burn up a large amount of wood for which at present no 

means of utilization is known. 

In order to demonstrate the utilization of mill waste and show 

how allied matters can be more efficiently handled, the United 

States Forest Service has organied a branch of forestry the act- 

ivities of which consist solely in working on the problems of to- - 

day. Last June this branch of the Forest Service dedicated the 

Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, which labo- 

ratory is the largest of its kind in the world. The building is 

owned by the University of Wisconsin, and the university is also 

supplying the laboratory with the necessary heat and power in 

order to run the various machines. The Forest Service on its 

part maintains a corps of workers comprising about sixty peo- 

ple, and furnishes all the apparatus and material necessary for 

the various tests. The machinery already installed has cost over
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$50,000, and is the best obtainable. In addition, the Forest ex- 
perts give a course of lectures to the students of the university, 
describing in detail the properties of various American woods, 
how they can be identified, and methods by which they are util- 
ized. Although this course only began this fall about thirty- 
eight students are already enrolled. 

As the field of work investigated by this laboratory is exceed- 
ingly broad, comprising as it does all phases of the manufacture 
of wood products, it has been necessary for reasons of efficiency 
and economy to divide it into seven groups called sections, and 
to place in charge of each a man who is thoroughly familiar with 

| the work of that section. The investigations covered by these 
various sections can be considered briefly as follows: 

Timper TEsts. 

This section investigates the strength of various woods and 
determines their mechanical properties, which facts are in such 
great demand by architects and engineers. It is now working on 
the strength values of many hardwoods which grow in Wiscon- 
sin. These were donated for testing purposes by the Northern 
Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers’ association. As an illu- 
stration of the work of this section, the investigations on hickory 
might be cited. Manufacturers have always had a decided prej- 
udice against what is known as red hickory, claiming that it could 
not be utilized in high grade work for spokes, pick handles, etc. 
This section undertook to determine what difference there is in 
the strength of red and white hickory and found that for all 
practical purposes it is negligible. As a result, instead of throw- 
ing away the red hickory as was done heretofore, manufactur- 
ers are beginning to use it in the manufacture of spokes and other 
commodities, thereby economizing greatly in our consumption of 
white hickory. 

Considerable trouble has been experienced by certain lumber 
companies in that their boards have stained a bluish color while - 
seasoning, this stain depreciating their value. It has been found 
that dipping the boards in soda solutions retards such staining, but 
some consumers have objected to using the soda-dipped lumber, 
claiming that it was not as strong as the untreated wood. Tests 
are now under way to determine whether or not this claim is 
founded upon fact.
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These examples serve to illustrate the work being done by the 

section of timber tests. 

TimBeErR PHysIcs. 

Very little is known of how our American woods look under 

the microscope, and the section of timber physics is now prepar- 

ing a complete set of photographs showing the microscopic struc- 

ture of American woods.’ It is also collecting samples of all the 

important American timbers, which samples are being arranged 

in the form of an exhibit so that their various appearances can 

be easily determined. 5 

A considerable loss in lumbering is due to the fact that we do * 

not at present know how to dry certain kinds of wood without Z 

having them warp out of shape or check, and investigations are 2 

under way in the section of timber physics to find ways and z 

means whereby certain of our American woods can be kiln dried ci 

to better advantage. : 

DIsTILLATION. 

Quite an area in Wisconsin consists of stump land, and the d 

section of distillation is finding out among other things, just how , 

much turpentine can be extracted or distilled from such stumps, 

and also the quality of the product. If these stumps can be utilized 

to advantage, it will greatly assist the agricultural classes in 

clearing their stump land at a profit. 

Investigations are also being conducted to show the quality and 

_ quantity of turpentine that can be obtained by chipping wood into 

different sizes and using different steam pressures. 

Paper TESTS. 

The paper industry in Wisconsin has a very large amount of 9 

capital invested in it. All who are familiar with the state know 

that the supply of spruce has become practically exhausted and 

many of the large paper mills, employing a great number of peo- 

ple, are being forced to import spruce from other states. This 

naturally places them under a decided disadvantage when it comes 

to competing with other establishments more favorably located 

with regard to their supply of wood. 

The pulp section is cooperating with the American Paper and 

Pulp association in trying to find how common woods that are at
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present unused, such as jack pine, can be utilized in place of the 

more expensive and scarcer spruce wood. This work is of such 
great and immediate importance that a branch laboratory has 
been established at Wausau, Wis., the primary object of which 

is to determine the quality and quantity of pulp that can be made 
from inferior woods growing in the state, by what is known as 

. the mechanical process. If inferior woods like jack pine can be 
used in the manufacture of paper, the greater permanency of 

Wisconsin’s pulp mills will be assured. 

In addition to the investigations into the manufacture of pulp 

by mechanical means, tests are also being made in the laboratory 
| at Madison to determine the quality of paper made by what are 

known as the chemical processes which use soda and sulphite as 
a means of disintegrating the wood. : 

CHEMISTRY. 

Naturally there are a great many chemical problems connected 
with the work of an institution such as the Forest Products La- 
boratory, and in order to solve them an up-to-date chemical! labor- 

atory has been installed. This section analyzes the quality of 
various turpentines, determines the quantity and quality of tannin 
extracted from different barks and woods, and the properties of 

chemicals used in the treatment of wood products. 

PRESERVATION. 

All are familiar with the way wood rots when exposed to the 

weather. The loss from this cause is enormous. For example, . 
we use about 120 million cross ties every year in the United 

States. By giving them a proper treatment with chemicals it is 
possible to reduce our annual consumption of cioss ties to 50 
millions. The section of preservation therefore is attempting to 
find out the best means of prolonging the life of different kinds 
of wood. Experiments are under way to determine the possibil- 
ity of utilizing cheap woods like hemlock in place of cypress in 

the construction of silos. Treated hemlock and pine are now 

undergoing tests in a silo belonging to the University of Wis- 

consin. 

In addition, experiments are being made to determine what 

length of life can be obtained in fence posts cut from such timbers 
as jack pine, cottonwood, etc. Next year experimental street
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pavements vill be laid with blocks made of jack pine to determine 

their value for street paving purposes as compared with the more 

expensive woods such as longleaf pine. 

The Chicago, Miiwaukee & St. Paul railroad is aiding the !a- 

boratory in its determinations of the value of different woods not 

now used for cross ties, and ties made from jack pine are being 

treated and placed in the tracks of this company and records 

kept upon them. If it can be shown that these cheap and abun- 

dant woods, growing in Wisconsin, can be used to advantage when 

given a chemical treatment, it will greatly add to the permanency 

of a number of its present industries. # 
“ 

ENGINEERING. 5 

As much of the equipment used in the investigations described E 

above, is of original design and manufacture, a section of engi- Z 

neering has been created to do this work. This section is working a 

upon designs for different types of wood preserving plants, and . 

of apparatus for distilling turpentine, etc., the object being to 

make just as practical as possible the various discoveries that are : 

brought out from time to time. j 

* Bie * i 

This sketch reveals, in brief, how the Forest Products Labor- 

atory is working on problems that are bound to be of consider- 

able practical importance to the Commonwealth of Wisconsin ; . 

but in addition, it is carrying on a large number of investiga- 

tions that affect the United States as a whole. Any American 

citizen has a right to ask this laboratory for technical information 

relating to its work, and this information is given without any 

charge whatever. Moreover, the laboratory is always open for 

inspection, and those interested will be afforded a good opportu- 

nity to examine into its work just as closely as they may desire. 

5
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THE INTIMATE RELATION OF FOREST COVER TO 

STREAM FLOW. 

One of the most valuable of Wisconsin’s resources is her wa- 

ter powers. As the state has no deposits of coal, the great source 

of energy for manufactures, for transportation, for light and heat 

is in the many water powers that are well distributed over the 

state. It is of the greatest importance to the industrial interests 

of Wisconsin that these water powers be developed and utilized 

to their highest capacity and protected by the construction of res- 

ervoirs and the maintenance of a forest cover on all watersheds. 

A uniform stream flow is of the utmost importance to’ the 

proper utilization of water powers, as the usefulness of a power 

must be measured largely by its head at low water flow. 

It has been a common experience in Wisconsin for many years 

past, following upon the large lumbering operations in the state, 

that the thaws of spring have brought on more or less heavy 

floods and an enormous volume of water has been discharged 

through our stream channels within a comparatively short period 

of time and beside the inordinate waste of power and loss of 

water, a great deal of damage was done by erosion of the banks. 

By summer the same streams are reduced to a mere trickle and 

even our largest rivers but thinly cover their erosion-widened 

channels, while great clogging shoals of sand appear above the 

surface of the water. The great problem is to save the damaging 

flood waters of spring to supplement the summer flow. 

A great deal can be accomplished by the operation of artificial 

reservoirs but the maintenance of a forest cover upon the upper 

watersheds is necessary, even with artificial reservoirs; and with 

an adequate area under forest cover, artificial reservoirs might 

be dispensed with. 

Many peop'e do nec understand just how forests affect the re- 

gimen of streams. A comparison of conditions in the forest ard 

in the open will make this clearer. In the spring the snow in the 

open is melted rapidly by the sun and wasted rapidly by the 

winds, and although much of the moisture is dissipated by evap-
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oration, water is formed very rapidly by the melting snow and 
flows off all slopes without hindrance because the frozen ground 

has a hard impermeable surface. Even in summer there may he 

similar conditions in the open. The rain will flow quickly over 

the sunbaked ground, rushing into whatever natural channels are 

available, not finding permeable soil. 
In the forest on the contrary, and especially in the pine forest, 

the snow is sheltered from the sun’s rays and protected from the 

sweep of drying winds. It melts very slowly and gradually. In 

the cedar swamps the Indians find snow or ice for their sick far 

into the summer season. The water formed by the melting snow 2 

does not flow off over the surface. It is held by the thick layer a 
of leaves and twigs that forms the forest floor and sinks gradual- zi 

ly into the soil underneath, which is not only very permeable but EB 
contains an intricate network of rootlets and roots along which = 
the water finds its way downward deep into the earth, whence it * 

reappears long afterward through underground streams and a 

springs, forming the small streams that feed our rivers. The x 

summer rains also reach the forest soil gradually through the f 

dense mid-season foliage, which drips water for hours after a rain, ; 

and are received into the soil, which yields them up gradually to 

the stream channels, as they are needed. In the open, the rains ’ 

flow off rapidly over the ground surface and hard rains on bare 

ground beat the soil and wash it away, forming little gullies and 

then larger ones, and clogging the stream channels with detritus. 
The difference in the same soil in the open and under forest cover 

can be seen by: examining an unsheltered road through a forest 

and the soil on either side. After a rain the road will be muddy 

but no matter how saturated the forest soil, it will be porous and 

grainy and one can walk over it without getting his shoes muddy. 

Wisconsin has no mountains and therefore has no need to 
guard against sudden mountain torrents, with the accompanying 

loss of surface soil and the burying of fertile valleys under sand 

and gravel ; but the configuration of the state is sufficiently varied 

to conduce to the production of floods and very serious ones, and 

the creation of innumerable reservoirs alone could never prevent 

certain serious evils. Much water might be stored and saved, 
but reservoirs could never prevent the sudden melting of snow 
on frozen ground, nor the washing away of soil and the clogging 
of both stream channels and reservoirs with sand and detritus. 

The water that issues from forested watersheds and that flows
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in forest streams, is remarkably clear. The forest soil is not on- 

ly porous but it is bound together by the roots of trees and un- 

dergrowth and the v. ater filters through it instead of beating upon 

it and carrying portions of it away. Of course the erosive power 

of water, charged with sand and gravel, is very much greater 

than that of clear water. The Mississippi river is a tragic ex- 

ample of the evils of deforestation and the United States govern- 

ment has recognized the source of the evil in granting to the for- 

estry departments of both Minnesota and Wisconsin a tract of 

20,000 acres, so as to bring the upper headwaters of the river un- 

der forest cover. No amount of dredging will make a permanent 

deep water channel. The planting of trees has held the banks in- 

tact on limited areas but with the varying flow, sands are conti- 

nually shifting, channels widening and the level of the stream bed 

rising, while tons of soil are continually carried out through the 

mouth of the river. 

Our water power resources are not only incalculably benefited 

by a uniform stream flow, but they become of little value with a 

widely fluctuating flow and all its accompanying evils, and al- 

though the operation of reservoirs will mitigate the evils, it will 

not cure them. The almost immediate and always disastrous effect 

upon stream flow when forests upon the headwaters of rivers are 

destroyed has long been recognized in all parts of the world where 

forestry is practised, but as this beneficial effect of the forest has 

been denied by certain interests in Wisconsin, the following au- 

thorities are quoted and a few examples of the many which might 

be given. 

TuHEory. 

The theory of the relation of forest cover to stream flow and 

soil stability is as follows: 

Gifford Pinchot says: “Both wide experience and scientific in- 

vestigation have shown that there are two functions exercised by 

the forest in relation to stream flow. 

“1. Its tendency to reduce the difference between high and 

low water, an influence which is of the utmost importance in the 

distribution of flood crests, and in maintaining a steady flow of 

water during the different seasons of the year and during cycles 

of dry and wet years. G 

“2 Tts value as a surface protection against soil erosion, thus 

reducing the solid burden of storm waters, and decreasing the
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deposits of sand and silt, which are the causes of shallow and . 

changing channels. 
. 

“These two functions follow from the very nature of the for- 

est as a soil cover. The roots of trees penetrate through the soil 

to the underlying rock, where they fix themselves in the crevices, 

and in this way hold in place the Icose soil and prevent slipping 

and washing. The crowns of the trees break the force of the 

rain and also protect the soil from being carried away to the low- 

er valleys during heavy storms. The leaves and the branches al- 

low the rain to reach the ground but gradually; after a rain, water 

continues to drip from the crown for several hours, and the soil 

is thus enabled to absorb the greater part of it. Screened from = 

the rays of the sun and covered with a surface mulch of fallen ‘ 

leaves and humus, the soil remains loose and granular in struc- z 

ture and is therefore capable of imbibing and retaining water 3 

with sponge like capacity. It is strewn with fallen leaves, branch- z 

es and trunks, and traversed by a network of dead and live roots : 

which impede the superficial run-off of water after heavy storms. , 

This retardation of the superficial run-off allows more of it to % 

sink into the ground through the many channels left in the soil : 

by decayed roots. Surface run-off of rain water is wasteful and 

destructive, and unless artificially controlled serves as a rule no 

useful purpose and may inflict great loss. Sub-surface drainage 

makes the best use of the total precipitation that reaches the 

ground. It serves both for the sustenance of plant life and for 

the flow of streams. Accordingly the agency of the forest cover 

in increasing the seepage run-off at the expense of the surface 

run-off is the most important function which the forest performs 

in relation to the water supply. 

“4 common conception of the effect of forest destruction upon 

climate is that it reduces the amount of rainfall. Because 

springs become dry and streams shrink in a deforested region, it 

is assumed that less rain must fall. Whether or not there be any 

truth in this assumption (I believe there is), it is certain that 

the main cause of the observed facts is the profound effect which 

forest destruction has upon the course which the water takes after 

it reaches the ground. The greatest influence of the forest is not 

upon the amount of rain that falls, but on what becomes of the 

rain after it falls. The water that sinks into the ground passes 

for greatly varying distances beneath the surface before reap- 

pearing, and is thus drawn off gradually from the forested water-
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shed and supplies the brooks with pure water relatively free from 

detritus.” 

B. E. Fernow in “Economics of Forestry” says: 

“The philosophy of the influcnce on waterflow rests mainly 
upon the recognition that the rain and snow waters penetrate more 

readily a forest-covered soil than one that is bared of this protect- 

ive cover. The action here is of a threefold nature; first, the 

mechanical obstruction whch the foliage offers, reduces the a- 
mount of the water which reaches the soil and lengthens the time 
during which it can do so; the foliage, together with the loose 

litter of the forest floor, also reduces the compacting effect of 

, the raindrops and the drying effect of sun and wind, and keeps 

, the soil granular, so that the water can easily percolate, then the 

mechanical obstruction which the litter, underbrush, and trunks, 

and possibly here and there mess, offer to the rapid surface drain- 

age of waters, lengthens the time during which this percolation 

may take place; and thirdly, the network of deeply penetrating 

roots, live and decayed, offers additional channels for a change 

of surface drainage into sub-drainage...... Particular interest in 
this connection attaches to the influence of forest cover on the 

melting of snow masses, which gives rise to spring floods. In 
the dense forest, the snow is usualiy less deep, a part being in- 

tercepted by the crowns of trees and evaporated, and lies more 

uniformly, owing to the absenc: of drifting winds. It is a well- 

noted experience that it wi'l lie in the shade of the woods from 

one to two weeks longer, i. e. melt so much more slowly. Thes2 

elements of distribution in space and time must have an influence 
upon the rapidity of surface flow, and if the soil is not frozen, 

time is given for percolation and gradual removal........ This 

forest effect on the run-off of terrestrial waters is naturally 

greatest and most important in mountainous regions, where the 
water has the tendency to collect quickly and to be carried off 

rapidly, but it also exists in the level plain, where it has the ten- 

dency to elevate the general ground-water level and thereby make 
a reserve available during times of drouth.” 

EXAMPLES, 

The few following examples are given as showing the effect of 
forest cover on stream flow: 

“Mr. W. B. Greeley of the U. S. Forest Service made a care- 

ful investigation of two streams in the Catskills. One, Esopus
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creek, was well-timbered, having not more than 15 per cent of * 

cleared land upon its basin. The Wallkill had 85 per cent of 

cleared land and the remaining forest cover was confined to 

small scattered woodlots, but its topography was such that there 

could be water storage by natural reservoirs. The differences in 

the two streams were as follows :— 

“J, The slopes of the Esopus basins are twice as steep as 

those of the Wallkill. 

“2. The fall of the Esopus is six times as rapid as that of the 

Wallkill. 
“3. The topography of the Esopus basin is much more simple 

and direct than that of the Wallkill. 2 4 

“4. The Esopus kas no natural reservoirs, whereas a relative- : 

ly large percentage of the Wallkill basin consists of swamps and E 

ponds. 
i f 

“The question was whether forest cover on the one hand or : 

moderate topography, extensive natural reservoirs, aad favorable ; 

geological conditions on the other, exert the greater relative in- . 

fluence in storing precipitation and equalizing stream discharge. 

“Tt was found that the combined influence of the moderate 

topography, natural reservoirs, and favorable geological condi- 

tions of the Wallkill is somewhat stronger in promoting even- 

ness of stream flow than the ccmpact forest cove: of the Esopus 

basin. 

“At the seme time the margin of difference between the regu- 

larity of the two streams is so small as to establish beyond doubt 

that the forest cover of the Esopus does exert a strong conserv- 

ing and regulating influence upon the flow of that stream. This 

is especially true when we recall how unfavorable the other fac- 

tors of topography and geology upon that catchment area are to 

equable stream flow. The forest cover of the Esopus thus ap- 

pears to overcome to a large degree the unfavorable effects of 

steep topography, hard and dense surface rocks, and marked de- 

ficiency in natural storage facilities. It reduces the tlow of that 

mountain stream to a regularity almost equal to that of a low- 

land type of stream where exactly opposite topography condi- 

tions prevail.” 

Mr. C. C. Vermeule in the report of the State Geologist for 

New Jersey for 1895 says: 

“Tt js a matter of common observation that at such times rivers 

continue to flow when rainfall is very much less than the evap-
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oration, and indeed, for long periods when there is no rainfall 
at all. Any thing which tends to increase this amount of water 
held in the ground, and to regulate its discharge into the streams, 
‘tends to give a larger flow, and to shorten the periods of very 
low water in the streams during droughts, and with this in- 
creased capacity of the ground to absorb rain comes also less fre- 
quent floods. The more water that is drained out from the soil 
the more can be absorbed when the heavy rains come at the end 
of the droughts. Humus in the forest forms a great sponge, and 
of itself holds a large amount of water, while it and the inequal- 
ities caused by tree roots, etc., tend to prevent the water flowing 
over the surface and the roots of the trees provide channels by 
which the water percolates into the sub-soil readily. In this way 
the forest will easily absorb a larger amount of water than open 
lands. A high state of cultivation also has a tendency to increase 
the capacity of the ground to absorb water because of constant 
loosening of the surface and the facilities provided for ready 
drainage. In this way cultivation, like forests, tends to render 
floods less frequent, but the effect of the drainage of the soil is 
that the ground water absorbed is fed out more rapidly to the 
streams during the early months of a dry period than is the case 
in forests; consequently, the ground water is sooner exhausted, 
and the duration of the low stages of the rivers during protract- 
ed droughts is thereby lengthened. Barren water-sheds offer 
much less capacity for absorption of rainfall. There is no humus 
or other matter on the surface to retain the rain, and the ground 
becomes hard and resists free percolation. The difference be- 
tween forested and deforested water-sheds is very well illustrated 
by the Passaic and the Raritan respectively, while some of our 
small red sandstone water-sheds are good types of barren country. 
“We have, in the following table, contrasted these types, the 

data being obtained from the Report on Water-Supply. This 
table shows in inches of rainfall the amount of water which 
would flow off to the several streams from their water-sheds for 
each month, during a drought of such a character that all condi- 
tions from rainfall, or depletions from evaporation, to the ground 
water are suspended, the water here shown being entirely water 
of drainage. |
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YIELD OF SPRINGS ON VARIOUS TYPES OF WATER-SHEDS DURING DROUGHT, 
IN INCHES OF RAINFALL. 

ee 
Passaic Raritan Type , 

Month. ‘Type of forest of highly-culti- | Type of barren 
| water-shed. vated water-shed. | water-shed. 

Mirae sees nena sess 1.16 1.48 | 98 
Second 4.33. ee ot 64 233 
Mics 6. Se ee 40 4 28 
Wopieth Gees cles ccs acenoeced 133 185 120 
BRE ese ees coats nares 132 230 | 14 
imi cere ettscess Bl secs “31 ‘27 3B 
Seventh ......-...-ccceseeeeeeeee 50 B 10 
MATER coco Seen 29 | 2 -08 
RUE eco ines recente 238 2 207 

Mokal ecan toy avast tes 3.93 | 4.14 2.29 J 7 
————————— 

af 

‘ 4 
“Tt will be observed that while the Raritan and the Passaic 3 

shew nearly the same total amount of drainage, the Raritan # 

gives up this water faster in the early months, and therefore its 

springs become sconer exhausted and it runs lower toward the " 

last of the drought. The barren ground, having absorbed much | 

less water, has less flow from springs throughout. How im- ‘ 

portant this is upon the dry-season flow of these streams becomes 

apparent from the following table: 

FLOW IN GALLONS: DAILY PER SQUARE MILE DURING THE LAST EIGHT 
MONTHS OF THE DRIEST YEAR (1881). 

pa ei ed Matai he sete Ree Pe WO 2 Sah Be 

| Passaic. | Raritan. | Barren 
Forested. | Cultivated. | water-sheds. 

sagt crSsttcs osow seem sce nena < 597,000 754,000 | 631,000 
MSE ost crane 297,000 325,000 | 145,000 
TUNE... 2. ccccessevcccscncecceece 272,000 | 272,000 | 139,000 

JULY 0.2 cece cece cece ec cee cnet eee 207,000 | 124,00 | 22,000 

AUBUSt ..... 2. ee cee ee cece er ee eee 140,000 £9,000 22,00 

September .......--.-+cevereeees 139,000 87,000 23,000 

Oetober .......eeeeeeeee reer rece 129,000 } 84,000 | 22,000 

November .........2eeeeereeeeeee 127,000 93,000 23,000 

wo ee eee ee SS —————————e 

“The conditions here shown are believed to be illustrative of 

the effect of forests upon stream flow, and the ccmparat:ve ef- 

fects of cultivation and barrenness. We have found it a rule 

that_the heavier forested catchments furnish a steadier flow, bet- 

ter sustained during dry periods, and that while they ave subject 

once in a great while to severe floods, nevertheless floods not 

quite so severe are less frequent than upon deforested catch-
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ments not highly cultivated. Flood-flow, it must be remembered, 

however, is largely a matter of topography, and while floods are 

heavy and frequent upon the deforested Raritan and Neshaminy, 
the same is true of the well-forested Ramapo and Pequannock, 

while they are extremely light upon the lightly-wooded Pequest. 

The economic importance of the effect we have noted lies in the 

greater value of forested streams for water power, and the smaller 

storage reservoirs needed thereon to furnish a given daily 

supply of water to cities. Illustrat’ve of th’s, the Passaic will 

furnish for 9 months of the year from 100 square miles of 

watershed, 45-horse power on 10 feet fall, whereas the Raritan 

will furnish but 41 and the barren water-shed 28-horse power. 

During the other three months the Passaic wili turnish an 

average of 36, the Raritan 32 and the barren water-shed 

20-horse power. To collect 570,000 gallons per square mile of 

water-shed, we shall need storage reservoirs of the fo'lowing ca- 

pacity: Passaic, 84,000,000, Raritan, 110,000,000, and barren 

water-shed, 126,000,000 gallons. The difference in cest of collect- 

ing a supply at the above rate per square mile, therefore, upon the 

type of streams selected to represent the forested and those 

representing the barren condit’ons, would be about $8,400 per 

square mile. Both the Passaic and Raritan exceed 890 square 

miles in catchment. For this area the saving would be $6,720,000. 

“Taking the same area, we find the excess of water power of 

the forested stream would be for 100 feet fall, 1,360-horse power, 

the value of which, at a rental of $35 per horse power per an- 

num, would be $47,600 or the interest at 5 per cent on $952 000. 

“We do not advance these figures as exact measures of the 

value of forests, but they may be taken as indicative of the pos- 
sible financial loss which might result in stream flow alone from 

deforesting such of our water-sheds as are not adapted for cul- 
tivation. 

“Tt will also be seen how amply this effect of forests in in- 
creasing the stream-flow for 5 or 6 months during the latter part 

of a dry period justifies popular opinion as to a falling off of 

streams when the forests are cut off. Such effect is very much 
more likely to impress itself upon the popular mind than in- 

crease of evaporation, for this would tend to decrease the total 

run-off for the year without being very apparent to ordinary ob- 

servation. Being a much more enduring effect, it would also be 
more noticeable than any change in the very greatest or least rate 
of discharge. 3
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“Most of the portion of the state now in forest is not adapted 

to cultivation. It should remain in forest, because it will in no 

other way yield revenue; because it is needed to maintain the 

equable flow of-our streams, and bcause it renders beautiful what 

would otherwise be an unsightly waste. Unless the state is 
prepared to assume the ownership of forest lands, the continued 

good condition of the forests can only be secured by instructing 
the owners how they can improve this condition, and, at the same 

time, increase their revenues. It is especially important that our 

Highlands forests, for the future gathering-grounds for our city 

water supply, shall continue to be preserved and improved, as 

they undoubtedly have improved during the last quarter century.” 4 

Statements of Authorities. 3 

Says Mr. Charles A. Stone, of the firm of Stone & Webster, : 

Electrical Engineers, Boston, Mass. : 

“One of the most important features in the commercial develop- 4 

ment of a waterpower enterprise is the uniformity of flow of the 

stream on which the development is undertaken. Where streams 

are subject to severe droughts or great floods, commercial de- 

velopment is practically impossible. Nature has provided for the 

uniformity of flow by covering the water-sheds at tie headwaters 

of these streams with forests........ When these forests are cut 

off, conditions are entirely changed, and great freshets result.” 

Mr. Theophilus Parsons, a representative of the manufactur- 

ing interests of New England, says: 
“New England is largely dependent upon her factories run by 

water-power. The flow of the rivers furnishing this power is 

growing yearly more uncertain. Both floods and droughts are 

more frequent. It is plenty or famine. This situation is due to 

the pernicious cutting of woods along the headwaters of the New 

England rivers. 

“T have known the Connecticut for over thirty-six years. It 

drains an area of four thousand square miles. Until recently 

the wooded hills kept the flow of the river even. Now, in the 

spring, we have floods, while in the summer the water some- 

times will not run our mills. i 

“This is a question in which every manufacturer on the east- 

ern coast of the United States is interested.” 

In “Forest Influences” Mr. B. C. Fernow says, “Snow will lie
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in the forest more evenly and continuously than on the open, 

wind-swept areas. Thereby not only the amount finally remain- 

ing for drainage is increased, but the soil is prevented from freez- 

ing, and is kept open for percolation when the snow melts. The 

retardation of the melting has been determined by Biihler in 
Switzerland to be from eight to fourteen days.” 

Honorable Robert M. LaFollette said in his message as Gov- 

ernor of Wisconsin in 1905: 

“Probably not more than half a dozen states in the Union, are 
so abundantly supplied with natural waterpower as Wisconsin, 

and no state in the middle west is comparable to it in this re- 

spect. More than one thousand lakes, widely distributed within 
its borders, form natural reservoirs, furnishing sources of sup- 

ply to the streams which flow through every section of the state. 

“We have recently undertaken, at considerable expense, the 

establishment of a forestry commission with a view of preserving 
whatever remains of the forests upon state lands not suited to ag- 

riculture, and the reforesting of these, and such other lands as 
can most profitably be used for that purpose. The state forestry 

legislation, adopted two years ago, very defective in many re- 

specis, will, it is hoped, be so amended as to establish this im- 

portant work upon a permanent and efficient basis. It is referred 

to in this connection because the preservation of our forests and 
the reforesting of lands about the sources and along the head- 

waters of our principal streams, are absolutely essential to the 

; preservation of Wisconsin’s splendid waterpowers. The restora- 

tion of our forests, and the preservation of our waterpowers go 

hand in hand.” 

Governor James O. Davidson in his message in 1909, said: 

“Our forest reserve now comprises 300,000 acres of iand, situ- 

ated in seventeen counties of the state. During the past two 
years the state has purchased, through the department [of fores- 

try] about 34,000 acres of cut-over lands, as an addition to the 

reserves in Iron, Vilas and One'da counties, and has entered into 

a contract to purchase 14,000 more acres in Vilas county. These 

lands will, in time, ke of great value to the state in timber prod- 

uce, but their greatest value is in protecting the water powers 

thereon. The lands preserved by the state are not of value for 

agricultural purposes and have been purchased at a small outlay. 

The acquiring of other lands for forestry purposes, especially on 

or near the headwaters of our streams, should be encouraged,”
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The Governors of all the states, at the White House confer- 

ence in May, 1908, adopted the following declaration of princi- 

ples: 

“We urge the continuation and extension of forest policies 

adapted to secure the husbanding and renewal of our diminishing 
timber supply, the prevention of soil erosion, the protection of 

headwaters, and the maintenance of the purity and navigability of ‘ 

our streams. We recognize that the private ownership of forest 

lands entails responsibilities in the interests of all the people and 

we favor the enactment of laws looking to the protection and 
replacement of privately owned forests. r 

We recognize in our waters a most valuable asset of the people “a 

of the United States, and we recommend the enactment of laws F 

looking to the conservation of water resources for irrigation, 3 

water supply, power and navigation, to the end that navigable and "3 

source streams may be brought under complete control and fully i 

utilized for every purpose. We especially urge un the Federal a 

Congress the immediate adoption of a wise, active and thorough 2 

waterway policy, providing for the prompt improvement of our ‘ 

streams and the conservation of their watersheds required for 

the uses of commerce and the protection of the interests of our 

people.” 

The letter of President Roosevelt transmitting to Congress the 

report of the National Conservation commission contained the 

following passage: “I especially commend to the Congress the 

facts presented by the commission as to the relation between 

forests and stream flow in its bearing upon the importance of 

‘the forests lands in national ownership. Without an understand- 

ing of this intimate relation the conservation of both these nat- 

ural resources must largely fail.” 

The North American Conservation conference representing 

Canada, Mexico and the United States made a declaration of 

principles, which contained the following: 

“We recognize the forests as indispensable to civilization and 
public welfare. They furnish material for construction and 
manufacture, and promote the habitability of the earth. We re- 

gard the wise use, effective protection, especially from fire, and 

pronipt renewal of the forests on lands best adapted to such use, 

as a public necessity and hence a public duty devolving upon all 
forest owners alike, whether public, corporate or individual. 

“Forests are necessary to protect the sources of streams, mod-
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erate floods and equalize the flow of waters, temper the climate 
and protect the soil; and we agree that all forests necessary for 
these purposes should be amply safeguarded. We affirm the ab- 
solute need of holding for forests, or reforesting ali lands sup- 
plying the headwaters of streams, and we therefore favor the 
control or acquisition of such lands for the public.” 

It is estimated that Wisconsin is blessed with approximately 
1,000,000 horse power in hundreds of water powers widely dis- 
tributed over the state. Such a wealth of water powers which 
in a few years will all be harnessed and made to convey energy to 
nearly every city and town, means everything to the future of the 
state, provided that reasonable, common sense methods of stream 
conservation, which have been tried and long since proven in old 
countries, are adopted. The value of our streams for water 
power development will rest almost entirely upon the evenness 
and uniformity of their flow. Wisconsin is remarkably fortu- 
nate in having such a network of lakes and swamps at the head- 
waters of her important rivers, as these catch and hold the spring 
freshets and their capacity can be greatly enlarged by building 
dams. The lands draining into these lakes at the headwaters of 
the rivers should be included within the forest reserves and the 
forest growth protected. 

Fortunately most of these lands are not as valuable for agri- 
cultural crops as for timber, and therefore it will not be necessary 
to keep forests on lands which should be made into farms. 

>
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THE PRINCIPLES OF FORESTRY SHOULD BE f 
TAUGHT IN THE SCHOOLS. : 

The preservation of the forest resources of this country is 

such a great economic problem and one that must be solved so 

largely through educational channels so that all our people shall : 

clearly understand what ‘constitutes proper forest management, , 

that it would seem that the time has arrived when the funda- , ; 

mental principles of forestry should be taught in the public 5 

schools. Such instruction is especially important in the forest 3 

portions of the state as so many of the pupils will be engaged in 2 

some branch of the wood using industry or will locate upon the > 

farm where the proper management of the woodlot is of consid- . ‘a 

erable importance. . 

The enormous and unnecesary losses from forest fires should ] 

be especially emphasized, for Americans as a rule are criminally 

careless in the use of fires in the forests, but much of such care- 

lessness comes from ignorance and not stopping to think of the 
consequences, and the best time to drive home the lesson is when 

the man is a boy. Such instruction if properly given is not dry 

but can be made a real live interest to every boy and girl. Mr. 

Hugo A. Winkenwerder, author of Circular No. 130 of the For- 

est Service on “Forestry in the Public Schools,” says in his in- 

troduction : 
“Tt is not the object of this circular to advocate the addition of 

another study to the public school curriculum. In many cases it 

is already too cumbersome. But with the changes in our eco- 
nomic, political, and social conditions, and with the progress made 

in the sciences, it is necessary to adapt our present cdurses to the 

new conditions. Teachers often feel that their lot is a hard one 

because they are required to buy new books and to attend lectures 

and summer schools in order that they may keep up with the con- 

tinual changes. Though the teacher’s salary is often incommen- 

surate with the things required, it is very evident that teachers 

must keep alive to the new conditions to be of real service. 

“The progres of forestry and the forest movement in this coun-
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try must be numbered among these changes. Teachers are now 
interested in the subject of forestry, and a point has been reached 
where it deserves attention in pubtic school teaching. The text- 

books which should give a place to it are generally far behind the 
movement and revisions should remedy this as new editions come 

out. There is now but little reason for the appearance of geog- 

raphies, botanies, and certain other texts without a just share of 

the space devoted to forestry. On the other hand the energetic 

teacher will not wait for a new text, but will secure the necessary 

information and present it to the classes. 

“Forestry should not be taught in the public schools as a sepa- 

rate study, nor-should it take up technical details of the actual 

practice of forestry except to a limited extent in agricultural 

“high schools. Where, then, does it belong? The answer to this 

question should be sought in the ultimate object of all public 

school instruction. It is sometimes forgotten that the business of 

teaching is not the mere presentation of facts, but to train the 
mind and body in such a manner that the child can cope success- 

f fully with the problems, private and public, which later confront 

him in his daily life as a citizen. Teachers cannot accomplish 

this end unless they correlate the work of the school with the 

things going on in the world outside. 

“The child should be made to take an active interest in the im- 

portant problems before Americans as a people, and be set to 

4 thinking about these problems in connection with his school work 

If a teacher of history does not interest his pupils in the coming 

elections and cause them to apply their past instruction to the 
questions which should decide the vote, he fails to correlate the 
life of the school with that of the world. Likewise, if a teacher 

of geography, in discussing river and harbor improvements, does 

not create an active interest in any local improvements that may 

be under way, an opporunity is missed. Thus forestry should be 
taught as an integral part of related subjects. The work of the 
school should treat forestry as one of the important eco- 

nomic and public questions in the life of the world. 

: “Teachers are aware that there are now before the people many 

problems which are interwoven with forestry, and that our citi- 

zens are seeking information to enable them to act wisely when 
these problems confront them. 

“It is unfortunate that little is now taught in the public schools 
which the teacher can use as a foundation for inculcating right
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views concerning these problems. For example, suppose the 

teacher lives in a little town on the Ohio River—a town that is : 

being menaced by ever-increasing floods. The teacher of geog- 

raphy may tell pupils that these floods are due to the removal of 

the forests from the Appalachian Mountains, and that, as the for- 

ests are further removed, the floods will become worse and worse ; 

but the pupils have possibly not been taught anything about the 

influence of forests upon stream flow and so do not really under- ® 

stand the situation. They are told a bare external fact and that 

is the end of it. 

“But suppose they have been taught in their nature-study work ; 

to observe what becomes of rain water and snow water, how 3 

exposed soil is washed and gullied, and whither the muddy little - 

torrents transport their burden; how various kinds of vegetation e 

modify these effects; how gently the rain falls and how slowly = 

the snow melts in the woods, and how absorptive is the forest : 

soil—in other words, the every-day facts of erosion as they may 3 

be seen in every child’s dooryard. Can it be doubted that the ? 

lesson of the flood as related to forest destruction would come % 

home in terms of living experience.” i 

Those who are interested in this matter are referred to the 

above circular which explains just how forestry can be taught in 

connection with other courses and also gives a list. of reference 

pamphlets and reports, most of which can be secured from the 

Forest Service, Washington, D. C., free of cost. 

6 

/
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FOREST RESERVES AS INVESTMENTS. 

As explained in this report the state should acquire a forest 

reserve of approximately 2,000,000 acres in the wonderful lake 
region of northern Wisconsin, in order to protect the headwaters 
of our most important rivers, supply a portion of the timber that 

will be needed to retain our wood-using industries within the 

state, and to preserve this beautiful lake country as a great sum- 
mer resort for all the citizens of Wisconsin and of other states 
as well. The state will gain materially by securing the above re- 

sults. 

Protecting the headwaters of our rivers will mean that the 
stream flow will be more uniform, therefore more horse power 
will be developed in the water powers and bigger mills with a 
larger output will be the result. 

In time the timber that can be produced on 2,000,000 acres of 

land under forestry management will be a big factor in supplying : 

the wood-using industries with their raw material, and thereby 
saving these industries to the state. 

Our northern lake region, when it is included in a big forest 

reserve and protected, will bring tourists, campers, fishermen and 

hunters from all over the country and they will annually spend 

millions in the state, and largely in the northern portion where 

it is most needed. 

Thus it will be seen that the people of the whole state will 

indirectly gain very greatly by the proposed forest reserves, but 

what of the direct returns, or in other words, what revenue can 

the state hope to receive in time from the reserves, for it should 
always be remembered that the purchase of a forest reserve is an 
investment, that forestry is a business and not a fad, and that it 

must show a reasonable return upon the capital invested. 

If Wisconsin had been as wise as Minnesota and retained its 

timber lands instead of selling them, the forester would have a 

going concern and the timber would be his stock, which he would 

sell as it became mature, and thus be able to show a revenue at 

once. But Wisconsin chose in the past to sell its timber lands to
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anyone and everyone, at a fraction of what their present value 

would be, and therefore the state must buy back the timber lands 

that it sold, only now thousands of acres have been cut over and 

burned and hence it will be many years before there will be much 

merchantable timber to sell. However, the bright side is that much 

of the timber that was left is now, with increasing demands, be- 

coming valuable. It is very difficult to foretell what timber will ‘ 

be worth twenty-five or fifty years from today, but it is, at least, 

safe to say that it will be much higher. 

Taking into consideration the acreage of land within the forest 

reserves that is now fairly well timbered, and the acreage of cut- 7 

over land that contains only a small amount of timber and also ™ 

the land that must be planted, it is not probable that in twenty- ; 

five years the state would receive a net revenue of over $1.00 ss 

per acre, but at the end of fifty years, this should have risen to at 3 

least $2.00 per acre. It should be explained that the revenue B 

from firewood and all other forest products is included in this > 

estimate, also the revenues from leasing camp and cottage sites, - i 

which will be very considerable. If then the state acquires by 7 

purchase a forest reserve of 2,000,000 acres or 1,660,000 acres 

in addition to the 340,000 acres it now owns, it should be able 

to count on a net annual revenue of $2,000,000 after twenty-five 

years and of $4,000,000 after fifty years. 

In this connection the following facts in regard to “What For- 

estry Has Done,” taken from circular No. 140 of the Forest 

Service by Treadwell Cleveland, Jr., will be of interest: 

Many people in this country think that forestry had never been 

tried until the Government began to practice it upon the National 

Forests. Yet forestry is practiced by every civilized country in 

the world, except China and Turkey. It gets results which can 

be got in no other way, and which are necessary to the general 

welfare. Forestry is not a new thing. It was discussed two 

thousand years ago, and it has been studied and applied with in- 

creasing thoroughness ever since. 

The principles of forestry are everywhere the same. They 

rest on natural laws, which are at work everywhere and all the 

time. It is simply a question of how best to apply these laws to 

fit local needs and conditions. No matter how widely countries 

may differ in size, climate, population, industry, or government, 

provided only they have forests, all of them must come to for- 

_ estry some time as a matter of necessity.
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The more advanced and progressive countries arrive first and 
go farthest in forestry, as they do in other things. Indeed, we 
might almost take forestry as a yardstick with which to measure 

the height of a civilization. On the one hand, the nations which 
follow forestry most widely and systematically would be found 

to be the most enlightened nations. On the other hand, when 

we applied our yardstick to such countries as are without foresty, 

we could say with a good deal of assurance, by this test alone, 

“Here is a backward nation.” 

A singular and suggestive exception is England, which, though 

provided with mountain and heath lands capable of producing a 

large part of the wood for home consumption, has, with strange 

indifference, been leading all nations in volume of wood imports 

and depending mainly upon foreign sources for her supplies. 
England has hitherto been able to count with certainty upon out- 

side aid from such near neighbors as Norway and Sweden. This 
policy has seemed satisfactory to the people in spite of the ex- 

amples of a more provident policy afforded by rival nations al- 
: most at her door. The geographical and economic positions of 

the country have permitted the government, for the time at least 

to ignore measures found necessary for the public welfare in 

other countries of the same rank. : 

The countries of Europe and Asia, taken together, have passed 

through all the stages of forest history and applied all the known 

principles of forestry. They are rich in forest experience. The 

lessons of forestry were brought home to them by hard knocks. 

Their forest systems were built up gradually as the result of hard- 

ship. They did not first spin fine theories and then apply those 

theories by main force. On the contrary, they began by facing 

disagreeable facts. Every step of the way toward wise forest 

use, the world over, has been made at the sharp spur of want, 

suffering, or loss. As a result, the science of forestry is one of 
the most practical and most directly useful of all the sciences. It 

is a serious work, undertaken as a measure of relief, and con- 

tinued as a safeguard against future calamity. | 

Roughly, those countries which to-day manage their forests on 

sound principles have passed through four stages of forest ex- 

_ perience. At first the forests were so abundant as to be in the 
s way, and so they were either neglected or destroyed. Next, as 

settlements grew and the borders of the forest receded farther and 

farther from the places where wood was needed and used, the | 
} / 

/ 

|
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question of local wood supplies had to be faced, and the forest 

was spared or even protected. Third, the increasing need of 

wood, together with better knowledge of the forest and its growth, 

led to the recognition of the forest as a crop, like agricultural 

crops, which must be harvested and which should therefore be 

made to grow again. In this stage silviculture, or the manage- 

ment of the forest so as to encourage its continued best growth, 

was born. Finally, as natural and industrial progress led to ‘ 

measures for the general welfare, including a wiser and less 

wasteful use of natural resources, the forest was safeguarded 

and controlled so as to yield a constant maximum product year 

after year and from one generation to another. Systematic for- 7 

estry, therefore, applied by the nation for the benefit of the peo- “1 

ple and practiced increasingly by farsighted private citizens, ° 

comes when the last lesson in the school of forest experience is ¥ 

: thastered. 
3 

The United States, then, in attacking the problem of how best 2 

to use its great forest resources, is not in the position of a pioneer > 

in the field. It has the experience of all other countries to go us 

upon. There is no need for years of experiment with untried 7 

theories. The forest principles which hundreds of years of ac- 

tual practice have proved right are at its command. The only 

question is, how should these be modified or extended to best 

meet American conditions. In the management of the National 

Forests the Government is not workirg in the dark. Nor is it 

slavishly copying European countries. It is putting into practice, 

in America, and for Americans, principles tried and found cor- 

rect, which will insure to all the people alike the fullest and best 

use of all forest resources. 

In the following short history of what forestry has done in 

other countries, it will be possible to give only the chief facts. 

Yet even in this incomplete review two things stand out with 

striking clearness. One is that those countries which have gone 

farthest in the practice of forestry are the ones which to-day are 

most prosperous, which have the least proportion of waste land, 

and which ‘have the most promising futures. The other is that 

those countries which spend most upon their forests receive from 

them the greatest net returns.
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GERMANY. 

The German Empire has nearly 35,000,000 acres of forest, of 
which 31.9 per cent belongs to the State, 1.8 per cent to the 
Crown, 16.1 per cent to communities, 46.5 per cent to private per- 
sons, 1.6 per cent to corporations, and the remaineder to institu- 
tions and associations. There is a little over three-fifths of an acre 
of forest for each citizen, and though 53 cubic feet of wood to the 
acre is produced in a year, wood imports have increasingly ex- 
ceeded wood exports for over forty years, and 300,000,000 cubic 
feet, valued at $20,000,000, or over one-sixth of the home con- 
sumption is now imported each year. Germany’s drains on for- 
eign countries are in the following order: Austria-Hungary, 
19,750,000 tons; Russia and Finland, 18,000,000 tons ; Sweden, 
508,000 tons; the United States, 360,000 tons; Norway, 49,000 
tons.” 

German forestry is remarkable in three ways. It has always 
led in scientific thoroughness, and now it is working out results 
with an exactness almost equal to that of the laboratory; it has 
applied this scientific knowledge with the greatest technical 
success ; and it has solved the problem of securing through a long 
series of years an increasing forest output and increasing pfofits 
at the same time. 

Like other advanced European countries, Germany felt the 
pinch of wood shortage a hundred and fifty years ago, and though 
this shortage was relieved by the coming of the railroads, which 
opened up new forests, and by the use of coal, which substituted 
a new fuel for wood, the warning was heeded, and systematic 
State forestry was begun. After all, the scare was not a false 
one, for even to-day Germany is not independent as regards 
wood, since she has to import one-sixth of all she uses. 

In addition to the wood-supply question,Germany was’ forced 
to undertake forestry by the need of protecting agriculture and 
streem flow. The troubles which France was having with her 
mountain torrents opened the eyes of the Germans to the dangers 
from floods in their own land. As a result the maintenance of 
protective forests was provided for by Bavaria.in 1852, by Prus- 

sia 'n 1875, and by Wiirttemberg in 1879. 

i ‘According to the kind of wood, a ton is equivalent to 

from about 500 to about 1,000 board feet.
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Each State of the German federation administers its own for- 

ests. All of the States practice forestry with success. The re- 

sults obtained by Prussia and Saxony are particularly interest- 

ing, for they show how forests may be kept constantly improving 

under a system of management which yields a handsome profit. 

The Prussian forests, covering nearly 7,000,000 acres, are made 

up much as if we should ccmbine the pineries of the Southern 

States with the forests of some of our Middle Atlantic and Cen- i 

tral States. When forestry was begun a great part of them had 

been injured by mismanagement, much as our forests have been, 

and the Prussian foresters had to solve the problem of improv- 

ing the run-down forests out of the returns from those which 7 

were still in good condition. They solved it with striking suc- @ 

cess. Immense improvement has already taken place and is 5 

steadily going on. 
, 

The method of management adopted calls fora sustained yield— 3 

that is, no more wood is cut than the forest produces. Under 3 

this management the growth of the forest, and consequently the > 

amount cut, has risen sharply. In 1830 the yeild was 20 cubic ui 

feet per acre; in 1865, 24 cubic feet ; in 1890, 52 cubic feet, and in ; 

1904, 65 cubic feet. In other words, Prussian forest manage- 

ment has multiplied the rate of production threefold in seventy- 

five years. And the quality of the product has improved with the 

quantity. Between 1830 and 1904 the percentage of saw timber 

rose frem 19 per cent to 54 per cent. 

It is a striking fact in this connection that in the United States 

at the present time we are using about three times as much tim- 

ber as our forests grow. If we were everywhere practicing for- 

estry with a resulting improvement equal to that made in Prussia, 

our forests would be growing as much as we use. 

The financial returns in Prussia make an even better showing. 

Net returns per acre in 1850 were 28 cents. In 1865 they were 

72 cents ; in 1900, $1.58; and in 1904, $2.50. They are now nearly 

10 times what they were sixty years ago, and they are increasing 

more rapidly than ever. 

These results have been obta‘ned in Prussia along with almost 

ideal technical success. When what is wanted is a sustained 

yield from the forest year by year in the long run, it is clearly 

‘necessery to have always a certain number of trees ready to be 

cut; there must be a proper proportion of trees of all ages. This 

percentage has been secured and maintained with almost mathe- 

matical accuracy.
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In Saxony, which has about 430,000 acres.of State forests, the 

increase of cut under forest management, which always means 

also a corresponding increase in wood produced, has been nearly 

. as marked as in Prussia. The yield rose 55 per cent between 

1820 and 1904, and is now 93 cubic feet per acre—greater than 

that of the Prussian forests. Since the chief wood is spruce, 
which yields more saw timber than the average of trees making 
up the Prussian forests, the increase in the percentage of saw 

timber “1 Saxony naturally exceeds the increase in Prussia. It 
increased from 26 per cent in 1830 to 66 per cent in 1904. The 

net yearly revenue is $5.30 per acre. The yearly expense is $3 

per acre. 
These figures are in striking contrast with the corresponding 

ones for the Unitel States, given in the table on page 2). We 
spent on our National Forests last year 9 3-10 mills per acre, and 

out net revenue from them was less than % mill per acre. 

The rise in prices, felt everywhere, accounts only in part for 

the increased financ‘al returns from forestry in these two States. 

For while the prices have not quite trebled, the revenue has been 

multiplied tenfold. 

Other German States, smaller, and with better kinds of timber 

and better market facilities, secure even higher returns. The 

forests of Wiirttemberg yield a net annual revenue of nearly $6 

per acre, and those of several smaller administrations do even 

better. - 

A number of the private forests of Germany are managed with 
great success. As a result of a canvass of 15,600,000 acres of 

State, municipal, and private forests, it was found that the aver- 

age net revenue per acre, from good, bad, and indifferent land, 

was $2.40 a year. : 
What, then, has forestry done in Germany? Starting with for- 

ests which were in as bad shape as many of our own which have 

been recklessly cut over, it raised the average y'eld of wood per 

acre from 20 cubic feet in 1830 to 65 cubic feet in 1904. During 

the same period of time it trebled the proportion of saw timber 

got from the average cut, which means, in other words, that 

through the practice of forestry the timberlands of Germany are 

of three times better quality to-day than when no system was 

used. And in fifty-four years it increased the money returns 

‘ from an average acre of forest sevenfold. 

r Yet to-day the forests are in better condition than ever before,
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and under the present system of management it is possible for’ 

the German foresters to say with absolute certainty that the high 

yield and large returns which the forests now give will be con- 

tinued indefinitely into the future. 

FRANCE. 

France has not quite 18 per cent of forest—three-fifths of an ‘ 

acre per capita. This is enough to produce only one-third of the 

home demand. ‘lhe country imports annually $30,000,000 worth 

of wood, and pays $6,000,000 duty and $10,000,000 freight for it. 

This wood comes from Russia, Sweden, Norway, Austria-Hun- 7 

gary, Germany and America. Of the 23,500,000 acres of French « 

forests the State owns 2,707,000, and the Departments and com- ’ 

munes 3,472,000. Since 1827, when the forest code was passed, : 

the State and communal forests have been under management. i 

The State forests yield a clear profit of $4,737,250 a year, or » 

$1.75 per acre; $0.95 is spent for the management of each acre > 

every year. 
: 

The best managed State forests yield about 40 cubic feet per } 

acre a year, which is low compared with the yield of some other 

European forests, such as those of Prussia, Saxony, or Wiirttem- 

berg. 

The great achievement of France in forestry has been the es- 

tablishment of protective forests where much destruction had 

been caused by floods and winds. From various causes large 

areas were cleared of forests toward the close of the eighteenth 

century, and’only when it was too late was it realized that these 

lands were not fit for agriculture and should have been left in 

forest. To repair the mistake, a movement to reforest began in 

the nineteenth century. It was an exceedingly expensive mis- 

take. Down to tne present time, encouraged by wise laws, the 

State, the communes, and private landowners have restored to 

forest over 2,500,000 acres, and so saved them from ruin. In 

addition, the resulting forests return an excellent revenue. 

Two-thirds of the torrents of Europe are in France. In the 

Alps, the Cevennes, and the Pyrenees mountains there are 1,462 

brooks and mountain streams which are considered dangerous. 

Nearly a million acres of mountain slopes are exposed to erosion 

by these streams, to say nothing of the flat land below. 

As far back as the sixteenth century there were local restric-
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tions against clearing mountain sides, enforced by fines, confisca- 
tion, and corporal punishment. In the main these prevented 

ruinous stripping of hillsides, but with the French Revolution 

these restrictions were swept aside and the mountains were 

cleared at such a rate that disastrous effects were feit within ten 

years. By 1803 the people had become aroused to the folly of 

this cutting. Where useful brooks had been there now rushed 

torrents which flooded the fertile fields and covered them with 

sterile soil washed down from the mountains. The clearing con- 

tinued unchecked until some 800,000 acres of farm land had 

been ruined or seriously injured, and the population of eighteen 
Departments had been reduced to poverty and forced to emi- 

grate. By 1860 the State took up the problem, but in such a 

way that the burden of expense for reforestation was thrown upon 

the mountaineers, who, moreover, were deprived of much pas- 

turage. Complaints naturally arose. An attempt was made to 

check torrents by sodding instead of by forest planting. This, 
however, proved a failure, and recourse was again had to plant- 

ing, by the law of 1882, which provides that the State shall bear 

the costs. Since then the excellent results of planting have com- 

pletely changed public sent’ment. The mountaineers are most 

eager to have the work go on and are ready to offer their land 

for nothing to the forest department. In addition to lands se- 

cured by gift, the State acquires 25,000 or 30,000 acres a year. 

Over 500,000 acres have been acquired and more than one-half 

of this area has been planted. Already 163 of the torrents have 

been entirely controlled and 654 are beginning to show the con- 

trolling effects of the forest on their watersheds. Thirty-one of 

the torrents now entirely controlled were considered hopelessly 

bad half a century ago. 

It is expected that $50,000,000 will have been spent before the 

work of reforesting for protection is complete. 

The sand dunes on the coast of France, mainly in Gascony, 

which the winds drove farther and farther inland, wasting the 
vineyards, have now largely been fixed in place by forest planta- 

tions which were begun in 1793. Of the 350,000 acres of sand 

dunes 275,000 have been planted in forest, and the dunes, in- 

stead of being a constant menace to the neighboring farmers, 

now are growing crops of pine which produce valuable wood and 

resin. In all, about $2,000,000 was spent in the work and an 

additional $700,000 was laid out in bringing the forests under
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administration. Now, though about one-half of the lands have 

been acquired by private persons and the State retains only about 

125,000 acres, the State has received $120,000 above all expenses, 

and possesses a property worth $10,000,000, acquired virtually 

for nothing. 

Some 2,000,000 acres of shifting sands and marshes toward the 

interior of the country, a triangular territory known as_ the 

Landes, has been changed from a formerly worthless condition 3 

into a profitable forest valued at $100,000,000. Reforestation 

was begun about the middle of the last century. This work was 

done principally by the communes, aided and imitated by private ‘ 

owners, and encouraged by the State. The resulting forest pro- ¥ 

duces both pine timber and resin, upon the yield of which the * 

present valuation is based. 

La Sologne, in the central part of the country between the riv- of 

ers Loire and Cher, were once densely wooded, but was for two : 

centuries steadily deforested. By the beginning of the nine- : 

teenth century 1,250,000 acres had been utterly abandoned. Ow- i 

ing to the nature of the soil and subsoil, drainage was necessary : 

as a first step toward reclaiming this land with forest. About 

the middle of the nineteenth century a committee of private citi- 

zens, under the presidency of the director-general of forests, be 

gan the work of reclamation. A canal 25 miles long and 350 

miles of road were built, and 200,000 acres of non-agricultural 

land were planted with pine. In spite of the fact that one of the 

species planted proved a failure and another kind of pine had to 

be substituted, the reforestation work has resulted in a forest 

property worth $18,000,000, and land which could be bought for 

$4 an acre fifty years ago is now yielding $3 an acre net annual ; 

revenue. 
The arid limestone wastes of the province of Champagne have 

been partly reclaimed by forest planting. Two hundred thousand 

acres, planted at a cost of $10 per acre, have now risen in value 

from $4 to $40 per acre, with a total value of $10,000,000 and-a 

net annual revenue of $2 per acre. 

The private forests of France are being freely sold. Specu- 

lators buy them, strip them, and sell them for grazing purposes. 

In-this way hilltops and hillsides are being rapidly denuded. 

This threatens erosion and the silting of farm lands in the valleys 

by the washing down of infertile soil. The terribly destructive 

floods of the present year could not have been so violent had the 

hills of France been kept clothed in forest.
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In France, then, forestry has decreased the danger froin floods, 

which threatened to destroy vast areas of fertile farms, and in 

doing so has added many millions of dollars to the National 

wealth in new forests. It has removed the danger from sand 

dunes; and in their place has created a property worth many 

millions of dollars. Applied to the State forests, which are small 

in comparison with the National Forests of this country, it causes 

; them to yield each year a net revenue of more than $4,700,000, 

though the sum spent on each acre for management is over 100 

times greater than that spent on the forests of the United States. 

» France and Germany together have a population of 100,000,000, 

in round numbers, against our probable 85,000,000, and State for- 

: ests of 14,500,000 acres against our 160,000,000 acres of National 

Forests ; but France and Germany spend on their forests $11,000,- 

000 a year and get from them in net returns $30,000,000 a year, 

while the United States spent on the National Forests last year 

$1,400,000 and secured a net return of less than $130,000. 

SWITZERLAND. 

In Switzerland, which has 2,000,000 acres, or 20.6 per cent 

of its area, in forest, the communal forests are the largest, and 

make up 67 per cent of the total; the cantons own 4.5 per cent; 

and private persons own 28.6 per cent. The communal holdings 

5 are constantly growing by the purchase of private lands. The 

general government, or Bund, owns no forests. From $6,000,000 

to $8,000,000 worth of wood (300,000 tons) and wooden ware 

are annually imported. This comes mainly from Austria~-Hun- 

gary, southern Germany, and France. 

The State forests yield about 64 cubic feet per acre, the cor- 

poration forests 42 cubic feet; the average yield of both together 

is about 45 cubic feet. The average wood growth per acre has 

been estimated to be 50 cubic feet. In the State forests of Bern 

the figures show a growth of 50 cubic feet for the plateau coun- 

try, 73 cubic feet for the middle country, and 75 cubic feet in 

the Jura. Wood prices, which are higher than in Germany, have 

been rising for forty years. 

The expenditures in forest management vary greatly’ among 

the Cantons, ranging from $1.50 to $7 per acre. The net annual 

returns range from $3 per acre in the forests where least is ex- 

pended, to $8 or $9 per acre in the city forests, where most is 

expended.
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Forest regulations came very early in Switzerland. The first 

forest ordinance of Bern was issued 600 years ago. The city. 

forest of Ziirich, famous as theSihlwald, has been managed un- 

der a working plan since 1680, and is to-day one of the most 

perfectly managed and most profitable forests in the world. It 

yields, on the average, a clear annual profit of $12 an acre. From 

time to time, as the evidence shows, the Swiss people stood in 

dread of a timber famine. Ordinances were passed forbidding % 

the reduction of the forest area, the making of clearings, and the 

exportation of wood from one Canton to another. In the middle 

of the eighteenth century, as modern industrial life began, vari- 

ous Cantons sought to follow the examples which Bern and Zii- w 

rich had set in forestry. A severe flood in 1830 brought home : 

the need of more vigorous measures in guarding against torrents. . 

The floods of 1834 and 1868 further enforced the lesson. An in- a 

vestigation of Swiss forest conditions was ordered by the Bund i 

in 1857, and the same year provision was made for an annual y 

appropriation of $2,000 to the Swiss Forestry Association for , 

engineering and reforesting work in the Alps. In 1871 the Bun- ; 

desrath avas empowered to carry on this work, with an annual 

appropriation of $20,000. After the flood of 1868 $200,000 of 

the collections: made for the relief of the sufferers was devoted 

to reforestation. In 1876 the Bund’ assumed supervision of the 

water and forest police in the High Alps above a certain eleva- 

tion, and undertook to give aid in the work of engineering and 

reforesting for the control of the Alpine torrents. Since 1898 

the Bund has supervised all this work, and in 1902 the present 

forest policy was firmly fixed by a revision of the existing law. 

All the Swiss forests comprised in the Bund are now classified 

as protection and nonprotection forests. Whether public or pri- 

vate they are all controlled by the government. In protection 

forests all cuttings must be such as to preserve the protective 

value of the forest cover intact, and for this reason clean cutting 

is usually forbidden. In such forest stumpage sales are forbid- 

den, and all wood must be felled and measured under the direc- 

tion of a forest officer. Otherwise, privately-owned protection 

forests are supervised in the main as are those publicly owned. 

Nonprotection forests are also subject to a number of regula- 

tions. When they are in private hands clearings may be made 

only with consent of the Canton, logged areas must be reforested 

_ within three years, and existing forest pastures must be main- 

tained. :
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Where protection forests can be created by planting, this may 

be ordered, and where forests are converted to farming land or 

pasture an equal area may be ordered reforested. Where barren 
ground is required to be forested for protective purposes, the 

Bund assists by paying from 30 to 50 per cent of the cost. Be- 

tween 1876 and 1902 16,000 acres were reforested at a cost of 
$1,000,000, in round numbers, the Bund having paid one-half. 

Grazing has been regulated for centuries. In protection for- 

ests it is entirely prohibited; but on all the rest of the forests 

great success has attended the efforts of the forest service to 

safeguard both pasturage and the forest by supervision and range 

improvement. Despite differences in local conditions, the ex- 

perience of Switzerland in forest grazing is, therefore, strongly 

in support of the policies which are directing the efforts of our 

own Forest Service. Indeed, the experience of all Europe shows 

the necessity of controlling the public range. 
To sum up, forestry in Switzerland, where every foot of agri- 

cultural land is of the greatest value, has made it possible for the 

people to farm all land fit for crops, and so has assisted the coun- 

try to support a larger population, and one that is more prosper- 

ous, than would be the case if the valleys were sitbjected to de- 
structive floods. In a country, as small as Switzerland, and one 

which contains so many high and rugged mountains, this is a serv- 

ice the benefits of which can not be measured in dollars. It is 

in Switzerland also, in the Sihlwald, that forestry demonstrates 

beyond contradiction how great a yield in wood and money it may 

bring about if applied consistently for a number of years. 

Norway, SWEDEN AND DENMARK. 

Norway. 

On'y 21 per cent, or 20,000,000 acres, of Norway is in forest. 

The State owns less than 2,000,000 acres of th’s. Of the forest : 

region one-half has to import timber, one-fourth has sufficient for 

its nceds, and one-fourth is able to export over 1,000,000 tons, 

valued at $18,000,000 a year. Nearly two-thirds of the exports 

go to England and most of the rest is divided up between Bel- 

gium, Australia, France, Holland, Germany, and Denmark. The 

total annual cut, one-fifth of which is exported, is about 500,000,- 

000 cubic feet. It exceeds by 1,500,000 cubic feet the amount 

of wood grown by all the forest in the same time. In other
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words, the cut is far too heavy to last, so that a reduction of 

wood exports is inevitable. 

Forestry is on a low level. The various provisions for the bet- 

ter use and protection of the forests, which began three hundred 

years ago, have been of too half-hearted a nature to meet the situ- 

ation. There is a forest service, but the officers are few and un- 

derpaid, and the districts under their care—sometimes several 

million acres to each—are far too large for effective work. : 

Moreover, there are difficulties over the forest rights which were 

earlier granted to encourage the development of the country, but 

which are now greatly in the way of establishing property rights 

and organizing an admin’stration. 

Since 1860 the State has been buying cut-over lands in order : 

to plant them to forest where forest protection is needed, and 

from $15,000 to $20,000 a year has been spent in this way during * 

recent years. a 

The communal forests are supervised by the Government, and ¥ 

are usually managed by the foresters with a view simply to sup- j 

plying local needs. Sales outside the parishes are permitted only . 

where there is more than enough for these needs. 

SWEDEN. 

Sweden has nearly 50,000,000 acres of forest, covering nearly 

50 per cent of the total land area. Since the English import duties 

were abolished in 1866 the wood exports from Sweden have 

steadily increased, till now Sweden stands next to Russia, the 

world leader, in wood exports, with $54,000,000 worth a year, 

representing nearly 4,500,000 tons. England takes half of this, 

followed by France, Denmark, Germany, Holland, Cape Colony, 

Australia, and South America. The total cut from the forest is 

estimated to be near 1,000 million cubic feet. 

The State owns about 13,500,000 acres, or 33.2 per cent, and 

controls 4,000,000 acres more. The State lands are, in the ma‘n, 

of lesser commercial value, and this fact, together with the exis- 

tence of logging rights granted in the past, keeps the net income 

for the present down to 12 cents an acre. Nevertheless, since 

1820 the net revenue from the State forests has risen from $300,- 

000 to nearly $2,000,000 a year. 

Up to five hundred years ago Sweden was overburdened by 

forests, but by that time cutting and wasting had gone so far that
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the willful setting of forest fires was forbidden. In 1688 over- 

seers of communal forests were appointed in order to conserve 

supplies of wood for charcoal used in the iron industry. A gen- 

eral law followed in 1647, and a director of forests in the two 

southern districts was appointed in 1720. All through the eight- 

eenth century, restrictions upon forest use were in force. To- ji 

ward the close of the century there was, indeed, a2 premature 

scare over a possible timber famine. Yet, despite this legisla- 

tion, and much legislation which followed, waste continued to go 

on, While measures were being passed to conserve the forests, 

the communal forests and town forests were actually peing sold. 

It was not till the law of 1903, which went into effect in January, 

1905, that a satisfactory policy was secured. In general, this re- 

quires the practice of forestry. As in Russia, provincial forest 

protection committees have to approve the local felling plans. A 

diameter limit is set, below which trees may not be cut. Clear- 

ings are forbidden, and cleared land, unless used for other pur- 

poses, must be reforested. Pasturing is restricted where it would 

Go harm. 

In the past thirty-five years the State has increased its forest 

holdings by 45 per cent through the purchase and reforesting of 

wastes and sand dunes and by the settlement of disputed titles. 

The purchases amount to over 600,000 acres, for which an aver- 

age price of $5.30 an acre was paid. 

Lumbering is carried on much as it is in the United States. 

The State, as a rule, sells stumpage, and the timber Js removed 

by contractors. Management is by no means so detailed and in- 

tensive as in Germany or France. The trees which are to be cut 

are marked, but no attempt is ordinarily made to prepare com- 

plete working plans. Only a moderate amount of planting is 

done to secure the future crop, and natural reproduction is main- 

ly relied upon. 
Forest fires continue to do great damage, especially in the 

northern part of the country. A forest patrol is doing effective 

work, however, in checking the spread of fires. 

DENMARK. 

Denmark has about 600,000 acres under forest, of which the 

State owns over 23 per cent, or 142,000 acres. About 75,000 

acres of wastes are in process of reforestation,
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The need of wiser forest use was felt in the eighteenth cen- 

tury, and by 1781 the State forests were placed under administra- 

t‘on. But the clearing of the forest continued at such a rate that 

in 1805 it was provided that the still existing forests of beech and 

oak should be maintained forever. Further, provision was made 

. as to the selling of the peasants’ farms, so that they should not be 

accumulated in large holdings upon which the peasants would 

have to depend for their wood. ; 

Since 1820 the forest area has been increasing. At present re- 

foresting is adding to it very considerably. Nearly 200,000 acres 

of heath have been planted in the last forty years. To this work ‘ 

of reclamation the State contributes $40,000 a year. ' 

In State forests, as well as in the communal forests and the s 

farmer’s woodlots, forestry is carefully and profitably practiced. 

7 i 
D 

| i 
\
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FOREST RESERVES AS GAME PRESERVES. 

As Ex-President Roosevelt has so well pointed out, the Na- 

tional forests as well as the forest reserves maintained by the 

various states are intended for the fullest and best use consistent 
with their protection, and one of the most natural uses to which 
a portion of the reserves should be put is as game preserves for 

all kinds of wild game. 

As stated in this report the forest reserves in time should be 
used very extensively as a summer resort and by campers, hunt- 

ers and fishermen. Much of the attraction of the reserves will de- 
pend on whether there is good hunting and fishing, and if these 
are provided sportsmen and tourists will spend a large amount 

of money in the state. 
Wisconsin propagates through its fish hatcheries many kinds of 

fish to stock the waters but so far the state has done nothing out- 

side of enforcing the game laws towards maintaining or in- 
creasing the supply of wild game. Now that the state has a for- 

est reserve it would not entail a great expense to enclose, say, 

10,000 acres within a game proof wire fence and authorize the 

State Fish and Game Warden to use such funds as are available 
from time to time in stocking it.. The area to be enclosed should 
include lakes and forests so as to have favorable conditions for 

~ raising such valuable fur bearing animals as mink, beaver and 
otter, game birds such as partridge and pheasant, also white and 
black tailed deer and possibly in time moose, caribou and elk, 
As the game increased it should be distributed in all parts of the 

forest reserves and in other parts of the state where it would re- 

ceive adequate protection. The area of the game preserve could 

be increased when necessary and one or two forest rangers could 

easily look after the game and still be able to attend to a good 

deal of forest work. It is hoped that the legislature will author- 

ize the State Fish and Game Warden and the State Board of For- 

estry to co-operate in establishing and gradually stocking a game 

preserve,
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THE STATE WILL LEASE, CAMP AND COTTAGE SITES. 

The State Board of Forestry has adopted the policy of leasing 

camp and cottage sites upon the shores of the beautiful lakes 

within the forest reserve. Owning several thousand acres of land 

upon the shores of some of the most attractive lakes in Oneida and ; 

Vilas counties, the state is easily able to meet all present demands 

and can lease sites to suit almost any taste. 
- From ten to twenty acres will be leased to one person or family a 
and as much more to a club or association as they may really i 
need. Leases can be given for a period of twenty years with the ' 

privilege of renewal and the yearly rental will vary from $10 to j 

$50 according to the size of the lot required, its location and the F 

amount of timber upon it. The contract between the state and 

the lessee is very simple, merely providing that the lessee will cut 

only such timber as is marked for cutting by the forester, pay 

the local price for such logs as he may use in building, use all 

possible care in building fires, agree not to sell liquor on the - 

premises or to sublet without the consent of the Board. For a 

small additional sum, merely sufficient to cover the cost, the for- 

est rangers will look after a camp or cottage during the winter 

months, or while the owner is away. 

The Forestry Board however have no cottages to rent, nor can 
they build cottages or sell the building materials, except logs from 
the forest reserve. Cottage sites will be leased not only to res- 
idents of Wisconsin but of other states as well. 

The forest reserve region should become in time a great sum- 

mer resort for people throughout the entire Mississippi valley, as 
it has a fine, bracing dry climate, pine forests and sandy soil and 
is blessed with many of the finest chains of lakes in the entire 

country. Vilas county in particular has a greater area of water 

than land and long trips can be made by launch or canoe. There 

is plenty of sport both for hunters and fishermen and the resorts 
furnish good beds and excellent board at reasonable prices. 

The summer resort business in northern New York state 

amounts to approximately $10,000,000 a year, this amount being
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paid by the tourists, as they are called, in railroad fares, to hotels, 

boarding houses, and for guides, teams, boats, etc. New Hamp- 

shire does about as well and the summer business gives the old 

state of Maine nearly $20,000,000 a year. 

This shows that it will well pay Wisconsin to protect its beau- 

tiful northern lakes, but if the lake shores and surrounding for- 

ests are ruined by annually recurring fires they will cease to be 

attractive in any sense and the summer trade will go elsewhere. 

It would seem that there should be many families in the state 

who would like to avail themselves of this opportunity to secure 

an attractive site upon one of the lakes within the forest reserves. 

The Board is anxious to encourage the best utilization of the for- 

est reserves as far as possible, and it is believed that the forest 

reserve region especially in Oneida and Vilas counties is far more 

valuable for development as a great resort than for any other 

purpose, and if this area is protected and everything done to make 

it attractive, it will mean lasting prosperity for all the residents of 

that section. 
Those applying for cottage sites should specify the lake where 

they wish to build, or if they art not familiar with the lakes they 

should state whether they wish to be near the railroads and pub- 

lic resorts or farther back on some lake away from all the signs 

of civilization. 

The State Board of Forestry can supply maps showing the lo- 

cation of all state forest reserve lands on the lakes, and also de- 

tailed information as to any particular lot.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE FOREST RESERVE. 

Big Trout lake in Vilas county is in the heart of the forest re- 

serve and in many respects is so favorably located that the head- 

quarters camps will be established there. A small cabin has been 

built for the use of the rangers who have been employed in cut- 

ting fire lines and in clearing the site for the tree nursery. 

In the summer of 1911 it is planned to build a camp for the 

Assistant State Forester, who is in direct charge of the field work 

on the reserves; a larger camp for all the men who will be em- 

ployed at or near Trout lake, a tank to supply water to the nur- . 

series, and ice and boat houses. $ 

The state owns six miles of shore line around the lake, and al- , 

so a very fine growth of Norway pine which stands on a point i 

that extends into the lake from the east shore. Several fire lines i 

must be cut and cleared so that this pine will be absolutely pro- 

tected from fire; and much of the shore line of this most beauti- 

ful lake, which has been cut over and burned, must be planted 

with young pine. ? 

Just back of the camps a site will be cleared for a large tree 

nursery, as the state owns thousands of acres of cut-over lands 

in this region that must be planted just as soon as they can be 

protected from fire. 

The State Board of Forestry would not have been justified in 

planting its scattering lands, as it could not protect such tracts 

from fire, but has been compelled to wait until it could purchase 

the necessary lands to at least partially block up its holdings. 

The Board has been criticised for this apparent procrastination by 

those who did not understand the situation. 

Most of the young pines will be planted when two to three 

years old and it is oped that within this time the state will have 

acquired enough additional land so that the work of reforestation 

will not be further delayed. 

In addition to the nursery at Trout lake, at least two more 

iarge nurseries wili be requirel in order to avoid the heavy ex- 

pense or hauling the nursery stock long distances. One of these 

nurseries will probably be established on the south shore of 

Tomahawk lake and the other on or near Rest lake.
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RE-ESTABLISHING LINES AND CORNERS. 

The original government surveys in northern Oneida and Vilas 

counties in the heart of the present forest reserve area were done 

fairly well and the witness trees were plainly marked and the 

corners well established. Cutting out such corner or bearing trees 
should have been punished by a heavy fine, but unfortunately this 

has not been done and so many of the corners have been destroy- 

ed by cutting that they must be again established. 

. It is proposed to make the section corners and quarter posts 
out of concrete, and to color the concrete red so that they can be 

easily seen in the woods and quickly located. For most sections 
of the reverse the concrete posts can be made at the various ran- 

ger cabins and then hauled to where they are to be set up. Where 

this is too difficult or expensive, iron piping painted red and with 

a brass cap for the lettering, will be driven into the ground. 
The divisions of the forest reserves will be by blocks or com- 

partments, according to the topography, or the manner in which 

the reserves are naturally divided by rivers, laxes or fire lines, 

rather than by townships or sections. Still it is important while 

the location of many of the old corners is still known to re-estab- 

lish them, and as the state may find it necessary or expedient in 

future years to sell small tracts for farming or other purposes, it 

is very important that the original corners and lines should be re- 

tained. 

!
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RANGERS FOR 1 HE FOREST RESERVE. 

A very large amount of work must be done upon the forest re- 

serves in order to protect them from forest fires and also to place 

the forests, as.soon as possible, in such condition that they will 

begin to yield a steady and increasing revenue to the state. 

Since the establishment of this department in 1905 the main 

work of the Assistant State Forester and the cruisers has been the 

examination of the forest reserve lands that on account of being 

badly scattered or agricultural in character, should be sold, and the 

examination and appraisal of lands to be purchased and added to i 

the forest reserves. This has been a very large piece of work but i 

the examination of the lands to be sold is now practically com- { 

pleted and a large portion of the lands to be purchased have been | 

examined and appraised. By the purchase of lands some parts of 

the forest reserves have now been blocked up enough so that we 

are justified for the first time in cutting fire lines, clearing roads 

and trails, and starting our nurseries to reforest the lands that 

have been denuded by repeated fires in past years. 

The headquarters camp for our main work will be located at 

Trout lake in Vilas county, and here also we will lay out one of . 

our largest nurseries. At first only about twelve forest rangers 

will be employed but later on as the work develops, the force will 

be gradually increased. Cabins will be built for the rangers and 

their families to live in and they will be located at the most dan- 

| gerous fire points, so that if fires do occur we will have a trained 

fire fighter on the spot. 5 

All the ranger cabins will be connected with the headquarters 

camp by telephone so that when a fire breaks out in any one of 

the ranger districts, the forester in charge can call all his men 

together in the shortest possible time. Watch towers, or lookout 

stations will be built on high knolls, ridges, or other favorable 

points and in dangerously dry weather men equipped with tel- 

escopes will be stationed in them every day with instruc- 

tions to at once telephone information of any fire, or even smoke, 

‘to the nearest ranger and to the headquarters camp.
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Each ranger will be obliged to keep one or two saddle horses, 
as in this way they can cover their districts much more rapidly 
and save their strength and energy for the various kinds of hard 
work they will be called upon to do. Such work will consist in 

building roads, trails, fire lines, telephone lines, building their 

cabins and camps, burning brush and slash, marking mature tim- 
ber to be sold, laying out nurseries and planting denuded areas, 
and the hardest work of all, fighting fire. 

These rangers will be appointed after Civil Service examina- 
tions so practical in character that there should be no trouble in 
selecting men well equipped for the work and who can be taught 
the rudiments of forestry that it is essential that each ranger 
should know. The men must have tact, as they will come. in 
contact in their work with settlers, lumbermen, resort and cot- 
tage owners, campers, hunters, fishermen, etc., and must know 

how to treat them pleasantly and respectfully, and still strictly en- 
force the laws and regulations governing the forest reserves. 
They must be good woodsmen and good axemen, with a natural 
liking for the woods and the life of the pioneer. The men will 
be paid $50.00 to $90.00 per month and their promotion should 

depend absolutely upon’ their ability, energy and general fitness 
and not in the least upon their age or length of service.
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BUILDING FIRE LINES, ROADS AND TRAILS. 

Fire Lines. 

Fire lines, or fire lanes as they are sometimes called, are strips 

from 100 to 300 feet wide which are cut through the forest and 

cleared of all inflammable material, and as an additional safe- 

guard a strip is then plowed. The following account of the 

Michigan Forestry commission shows their opinion as to the value 

of such fire lines. 
u 

«__...The lines are first surveyed and brushed out, and are * 

then plowed with an ordinary breaking plow, the plowed strip ‘f 

varying from ¥4 to 1 rod in width. From the experience with | 

railway dumps, roads and abandoned fields it is evident that in 

these level sands, such lines are not readily effaced by the growth 

of brush and weeds, but remain bare and useful as fire lines for a 

considerable period, when they can readily and cheaply be fresh- 

ened up by a disc plow or harrow. The work of constructing 

these lines was begun in 1905. Over 30 miles of these lines have 

thus far been plowed out in the rough and the principal network 

of fire lines for District No. 1 is completed. On the ‘plains,’ the 

Jack pine and scrub oak lands with a sparse growth of timber 

and brush, these lines are as complete as is desired, the plow work 

being perfect in every detail. 

“Qn the cut and burned-over lands, where large pine stumps, 

together with brush and coppice growth of oak, etc., present a 

great variety of obstacles, the first plowing is rough and rather 

incomplete and the lines will require time and some further im- 

provement to be put in a perfectly satisfactory condition. Never- 

theless there is not a rod of these lines which would not stop 

without any help, any ordinary fire, unless a heavy wind, a hot 

fire and warm, mid-day conditions should conspire to make the : 

case especially difficult. In actual fighting of fire, these lines 

will prove of greatest value, and it is evident today that one-man 

with these lines, could do more than a hundred men without them 

and, what is equally important, do it with far more certainty. 

‘You are fighting fires before you have any,’ a workman correct-
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ly put this matter. As to cost of construction these lines vary 
within wide limits. On the ‘plains’ they can be brushed and 

plowed out for as low as $5.00 per acre, or $10.00 per mile, while 

in ‘brushy’ lands, with large stumps, and especially on sloping 

ground, the expenses rise to three and four times the above 

amount. 

“While summer is a good season for work of this kind, our ex- 

perience would indicate that early spring is better; the ground is 
more bare, the ground cover is crushed down by the winter’s 
snow, the soil is moist, the weather is cool and the horses suffer 

less from the ever present insect pest of the region. Single teams 

of heavy horses have proven more satisfactory than the employ- 

ment of four-horse teams, especialiy so in brush and stump 

lands.” 

In our reserves the fire lines will rarely be built along the sec- 

tion lines but rather so as to connect two lakes, or a lake or river 

with a swamp or road. There are so many lakes, rivers and 

streams within the reserves that by careful selection we can build 
comparatively short fire lines that will divide the reserves into 

blocks, so that if a fire does start it can be held to the block in 

which is originates and will do only a relatively small amount of 

damage. 
The very numerous lakes and streams, supplemented and 

joined together by broad fire lines kept clear of all inflammable 

material, should insure our forest reserves against the possibility 

of any general and widespread destruction by forest fires. This 

is a most fortunate situation and removes one of the greatest ob- 
stacles to the successful forestry management of large tracts of 

forest land. 

Roaps. 

In order to provide means of communication, so that all parts 

of the reserve can be reached quickly and easily, several hundred 
miles of roads and trails must be built. Fortunately most of the 

reserve already has many miles of old logging railroads and these 

with a comparatively small amount of work can be made into 

very fair wood roads, and as many of them are graded tliey will 
form important auxiliary fire lines. Not all of the old rights of 
way are located so that they can be used as roads but all of them 

will be cleared of brush and other inflammable material and their 

having been built through the forest reserve will save the state
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thousands of dollars in the construction of fire lines. Probably on- 

ly a few new roads will have to be cut and these only from the 

railroads to the nurseries and camps to which it will be necessary 

to haul heavy supplies. 

TRAILS. 

The foresters and rangers will be mounted on strong and tough | 

western horses so that they can cover their districts rapidly and get 

to fires with the least possible delay. However there is so much 

down timber, young growth and brush on most of the lands 

that it is practically impossible to travel advantageously on horse- 

back in most directicns unless plenty of good trails are built. 

It should be remembered that these trails are not simply of 

value as bridlepaths, but will also be extremely valuable in the v 

protection of the reserve as they will act as small fire lines and } 

will check thousands of surface fires. The trails will also be a 

built as far as possible so as to follow the ridges, as the rangers { 

can then see much more of the country as they ride over the 

trails.
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PROPOSED FOREST RANGER SCHOOL. 

There is a growing danger in this country that the number of 
! technically trained foresters who are being graduated in increas- 

ing numbers from the various forestry schools in the country 

will exceed the demand, for until lumber companies and timber- 

t land owners more generally adopt the principles of forestry in the 

management of their forests, the employment of foresters will 

be largely confined to government and state work. There is al- 
ways a danger in the early periods of any new profession of over- 

doing it and also a strong temptation to cut down the instruction 

t to as short a time as possible. 
It is felt that Wisconsin should not start a forestry school as 

| she can secure the foresters that will be needed from the well 

equipped schools at the Universities of Michigan and Minnesota. 

Through the establishment of the Forest Products Laboratory of 

the Forest Service at the University of Wisconsin, the University 

has an exceptional opportunity to train men in the best methods 

of utilizing all forms of forest waste. The university is now of- 
fering the first year’s courses in this study and it will have a very 
large and growing field to cover in this line of work. 

Wisconsin, however, needs a school for forest rangers, for the 

time has now come when the state requires the services of a num- 

ber of well trained rangers and there are a large number of lum- 
ber companies and timberland owners who will be only too glad 
to secure men who not only understand the practical details of 

lumbering, cruising and surveying, but who have had training in 

forestry methods as well. Young, strong men who have workec 

in the woods should be given the preference and the school should 

be located at a camp in the forest reserve as all the instruction in 
woods work should be practical and given in the field. It may 

also be found necessary to give the men some instruction at the 
University in connection with the work of the College of Agricul- 

ture, but if they spend two summers in the forest reserves and + 

one winter at the University they should be well fitted for their 

work,
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It is recommended that the State Board of Forestry be author- 

. ized to establish a forest ranger school in co-operation with the 

University and that while on the forest reserves the men should be 

given their board and lodging in the camps and $1.50 per day 

for the time they are actually working for the state and not re- 

ceiving instruction. 

u 

{
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COUNTY FOREST RESERVES. 

In nearly every county in the state there are areas that are not 

suitable for agriculture but that should be used for forests. 

Some counties contain only small tracts of such true forest land 

but in others such areas are very much larger and their proper 

utilization therefore becomes of great importance. It will be 

many years before the state can attempt the management of all 

such tracts and it is felt that in most cases it would be much bet- 

; ter for the counties to own and manage their own forest reserves. 

j Up to as late as 1900, thousands of acres were yearly forfeited 

to the northern counties for non-payment of taxes, for the lum- 

bermen in those days felt that when the timber was removed the 

land was of little if any value. The counties were anxious to get 

such lands back upon the tax rolls and therefore they auctioned 

them off and large tracts were sold for 20 to 25 cents per acre. 

If, however, the counties had retained all true forest land and 

protected the large amount of now valuable timber that was 

then left, they would now be receiving a very considerable reve- 

nue from such lands and could look forward to large future prof- 

its. At present very little land is being forfeited for non-pay- 

ment of taxes and therefore the counties have largely lost the 

opportunity that they had a few years ago of acquiring lands for 

nothing. 

The price of the agricultural land will advance as its value 

“becomes better known, but the speculative holders of non-agri- ~ 

cultural land will gradually let go of such holdings and the coun- 

ties will then be able to acquire them at their true values. Com- 

munal forests are very common in Germany, Switzerland and 

other European countries and those that are well managed pay 

net annual revenues of from $2 to $9 per acre, the average prob- 

ably being about $3. The result is that the citizens of many 

such communities are not obliged to pay taxes of any kind, the 

revenues from the forest being sufficient, and they also have the 

best possible schools and roads besides frequently receiving their 

fire wood free of cost. Many people will, doubtless, say that
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this is too socialistic, but forestry from the very fact that it is a 

long time investment can be more successfully carried on by the 

state or county than by the individual. Many counties in north- 

ern Wisconsin could now acquire tracts of true forest land at 

a very reasonable price which in a few years would produce a 

handsome annual revenue that could be applied to reducing taxes 

or providing better roads and other local improvements. Those 

counties will secure the greatest permanent prosperity that de- 

velop every acre to its truest and highest usefulness, and there- 

fore it is recommended that the counties be authorized by law to 

acquire forest reserves and that the State Board of Forestry, 

upon request, may co-operate with any county in the acqui- j 

sition, protection and management of such reserves. i 

Director Johan Hirsch, formerly president of the National 7 

Agricultural College of Norway, makes the following statements a 

in regard to the forests that are owned by the communes in Nor- ; 

way. (The commune is the smallest government subdivision, 

corresponding to our township system in Wisconsin. ) ! 

“Many of our communes buy timber lands. They receive as- 

sistance to do so from the state, which in most instances loans the 

district the necessary funds. Trysil commune has bought t.m- 

ber lands twice, first about ten years ago for about $70,000 and 

again last year for about $900,000. The first purchase has been 

paid for from the timber cut. On the tract last purchased there 

was cut last winter over $215,000 worth of timber and this winter 

a like quantity will be cut. It, has plainly proved a profitable . 

undertaking. 

“This commune, Faaberg, bought last year 8,000 maal of tim- 

ber lands (a little less than 2,000 acres) for which it paid about 

$21,000. This winter we will cut without any injury to the for- 

est about $8,000 worth of timber. The commune of Vardal has 

bought timber land for about $688,000.” 

The “Skandinaven,” Chicago, publishes a letter from its corre- 

spondent in the community of Trysil, dated November, 1910, 

which brings the condition of forestry in that district down to 

date. A translation of the article is as follows: 

“Trysil commune was the first commune in this country that 

bought forests on a large scale. In 1891 it bought 100,000 maal 

ffom an English company. Originally this forest was sold off 

from different farms in Trysil. The commune paid about $53,- 

000 for the timber. It was then appraised at about $60,000. 

Smaller parcels were added later.
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“When the commune in 1906 made its last purchase, the timber 

lands first bought had not been paid for entirely from the timber 
cut. As these lands had to be mortgaged in connection with the 

latest purchase, an appraisal was made of the lands bought in 

1891. This appraisal amounted to not less than $150,000, and 

even this was considered low by many men acquainted with local 

values. In 15 years, therefore, the forests had not only paid for 

themselves but increased in value nearly three times. It may 

easily be comprehended that Trysil was strongly in favor of new 
purchases in 1906. These new purchases had an area of 350,000 

maal. The entire forest now controlled by the commune is thus 

between four and five thousand maal, or from one-fourth to one- 

fifth of the entire forest area contained in the commune. (A 

maal slightly exceeds four acres in area.) Before closing the 

F deal the commune appraised the forest in question, which ap- 
; praisal amounted to about $950,000, not including the land fit for 

agriculture. The purchase price was about $840,000. 

“Lumbering has been going on in these forests for four years, 

resulting in a net profit of about $390,000, thus leaving the bal- 

ance of the purchase price on June 30th of this year about $580,- 

000. . . . Of the original loan in the Christiana Savings 

bank of $195,000 there now remain two payments of $50,000 

with interest which will presumably be paid through the cut of 

1910-1911. . . . The purchase of forests has been of great 

benefit to the community in many respects. The commune has 

been able to provide cheap lands to many new settlers, while the 

lumbering has been done by the people of the neighborhood, thus 

furnishing them steady work. It may also be mentioned that 
other work for the improvement of the forest has been under- 

taken. Thus ditches have been dug to the extent of 100,000 

metres (in the neighborhood of 63 miles). This has been par- 

ticularly fortunate for the laboring people in the summer time. 

“It may be stated also that the forests in the cut-over sections 
have not from the forester’s standpoint been cut too closely, but 
rather the contrary. The sections cut over have on the whole 

yielded very good results compared with the appraisals.”
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FOREST FIRES IN 1909 AND 1910. 

The forest fires of 1908 were the most extensive and destruc- 

tive that had occurred for many years, burning over 1,000,000 

acres and destroying merchantable timber and young growth val- 

ued at $9,000,000. In view of the widespread and lasting destruc- 

tion of the forests the State Board of Forestry strongly recom- 

mended that a forest fire patrol system should be organized to pre- { 

vent as far as possible the starting of forest fires. This recommen- 3 

dation was criticised in some quarters upon the ground that the / 

board was advocating a system to meet unusual conditions and 

that such destructive fires as swept the northern portion of Wis- { 

consin in 1908 would probably not occur again for many years. 

Such a delightfully easy way of doing practically nothing to 

check the fires and taking chances on the future was apparently 

endorsed in 1909, as the rains were frequent throughout the sum- 

mer and only 166,000 acres were burned over with a total loss of 

$104,000. However, the long and dangerously dry weather dur- 

ing the summer of 1910 caused forest fires to start in all direc- 

tions and as the year closes we find that 892,000 acres have been 

burned over with a loss of over $5,000,000. 

A wise man, or a wise state, should not need to be taught the 

same severe lesson more than twice in the course of three years. 

What our pleasantly optimistic friends call “unusual” years occur 

only too frequently, but the real reason why the forest fires in 

northern Wisconsin are so much more destructive than in the past 

is because the hemlock and hardwood forests, which formerly 

checked the fires, are now being cut so heavily that their value 

as “fire breaks” is being rapidly destroyed and therefore the fires 

are much more extensive and destructive. The urgent need of 

a well organized forets fire patrol to prevent fires is fully explained 

in this report. Following are summaries of the forest fires in 

1909 and 1910. 

8
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ee——————eeeeeOOOeeeae—eeeeoSsSSSaaaaoo0yyooTwa=sas cs 

| Number acres | Number acres | Number acres 
Fires Total merchantable second without, Merchantable | Value of 

Counties. since number acres timber growth timber timber. timber 
January 1. burned over. burned over. burned over. burned over, | destroyed (feet), destroyed. 

Ashland ee eae 6 1,785 163 80 1,542 480,000 $1,440 
BAITON ..ccsecccerccseeeesecnereesrees 8 1,020 See eeeeeeesseeeene 300 720 Je eceversececssseeslecsscecscseseces 
BIRVNOG: 6) ssusudecorsavedsusvevtetssess 18 8,76) 972 5,460 2,328 541,200 6,840 i 

PG MONIELE Giccssissesdias ces sssveye teens 4 11,170 800 2,270 8,600 105,000 275 g | 
QHIPPEWA .evseveeeseresereeeeeeereeees 16 460 220 120 120 seeseveerseccsoese 200 yg 
MINER Ec cenessccrssecsassecsulscuvees 27 10,440 230 7,580 2,580 12,000 243 } 
DOUgIAS .......ssseeseseseeeerseeserees 6 870 seeeeseeseereesees 200 670 seeeseneneuseeeseslereereecsenen oes 7 

DOC .....scsesssersvesevcsevssceoves| 5 6,000 stacrecerseseeeveelsereccecesesensoes 6,000 seeeeaseseccseeecs|senecessesvececes ° 
Eau Olaire .......seseseesseseeeevevees 82 3,500 500 1,500 1,500 daeeeevevervescenslecceesceresesenes 3 

FIOFence .......eseeeeeseseeeeerseeeees 1 100 seaeeeesecrsseneeeleceeeeseseenenens 100 seaereresseosseeeelecoseeccosssvoes 
FOreSt oc. cscseseccccesnssecesvecsevees 7 12,495 8,410 8,300 5,705 100,000 500 a 

HEDWSEHS iiss iVevvontrsiWe ss sneciered 7 1,251 51 350 850 300,000 600 g 
TACKBON co sececeeeeneeeeeenereeeveeees 32 34,340 100 4,540 29,700 100,000 200 a 

TUNCAU oo eseseseseeeeeneeeennceeenere 6 10,700 sseeseescercceeres 4,100 6,600 eeeereecessesseecelecsvoccessresees a 
Langlade .....sssesseseesserereereeees 2 145 ed 120 eho eeeececreeecees 10,000 600 

Lincoln .....secesesceveevenseseeceeees 16 1,529 373 599 boT 572,000 1,104 e 

Marathon ..ccccsccesseeeerrereeseneee 18 1,7 183 545 439 35,000 200 5 

Marinette .......sceeeeeseeeceeeeeeeees 2 8,526 400 7m 2,853 25,000 1,625 

MONTOC oo... ese seseceeeeneeeseeereneeee 2 760 80 300, 380 seeeecesegesserers 300 i>} 

COMO ..ccsesecesecereenreesereeeenees 19 2,500 805 1,208 987 530,000 1,625, ° 

OMEIdA .....ececereeeeeeeeeeceneereeees 13 3,208 207 1,305 1,786 135,000 650 £ 

POU cicsscseeeseneeeeteeeeeeenseeeeees, 3 2,445 1,000 300 1,145 seeeceecesesssceeeleseesscsssseccee RQ 

POTtAGe ..scsescseceeerseesneeeneers 18 2,726 142 580 2,004 130,000 860 A 

Price ..sesesesssevencevseeeseceeseoeees 19 15,678 221 7,202 8,255 553,000 1,210 a 

RUSK 20... eccseceseeeseecenscereeecnees 10 309 20 10 279 100,000 200 Pp 

SAWYEL ....:.sccececcrecncsccessecesse[eessvesscseaseceleaesssserscessesenleessesssaserstscelecsesensseseeeaeslsssesssasesacusssslesessassssresesassleeseseaeuaeat ees 

SHAWANO 0... .eceseeeeeeeeeentrereeee 8 4 a |eseeseeseeeseeeeee 2 2 seeeeeceesescreess[eeseeenrercceene 
TTAY]OT «1... .seseeseeeeeeneeeeeeeener wv 395 7 120 268 9,900 121 

VUAS oe ceeseseseseeesneeneeeeeseesenes 8 1,450 160 1,290 bee eeeesecseeeeees 400,000 2,400 

Washburn ....seceseeseeceeeeteeeeeees 16 5,085 1,665 1,220 2,150 10,000 400 

WAUPACA 0... .c cesses essence ecuseeeeleenerectcnsceessalesserseescsscnsuealeneaeeseseaceeseeleaesescsessseeceealensseccsescseassaslscuesecesarscseuselesaeeaeea ance eee 

WOO ..eceeeeecerecsserseeeeseeseceeeel 45 21,958 340 2,250 19,368 20,000 . 200 

—.§ ——— | | — ee Oe 

Totals idee 412 | 166,751 11,074 47,822 107,855 4,168,100 $21,798 

—————_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—__OOOO rr  ”?0O060RFRF>33> “<<
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4 
Expense 

Value of Total value Value of Value of Number of men | Number of men to towns Expense to 

young growth of all for- improvements live stock employed by employed by for fighting timber owners 

destroyed. est products. destroyed. killed. townsin | timber owners | fire, posting | for 

fighting fire. fighting fire. | notices, ete. fighting fire. 

aie eee 
ee eee ee ee 

ee 

8 2 $58.50 $40.00 

Ashland ...+s+0+0+++ $50 GLO levcscecnncpettrsralencontttecncoencualpsetea
stosgscseets 8 7.00 20.00 

Barron ..+s+eeeeeeee 500 500 Me cane segeneea asoenecensuasesen” 185 10 384.83 10.00 

Bayfield ....erseree+ 8,400 10,240 $1,005.00 |e eeererereeeeere 24 85 87.35 85.00 2 

Burnett ....eceeeee 500 3,140 BMG Tlctestaceecstecera|nrcscoasranaestar? 40 39.20 125.00 8 

Ohippewa ...eeseere| 150 525 180.00 seeeeneennceeeenes 108 62 295.75 | 100.50 } 

Clark veverseceevere 83,915 85,168 1,700.00 seenwereceeeeeeoes 46 36 76.20 2.00 yp 

Douglas EU NEN ra aganganconslurs sntagtigenters| ootzteszenrante ci: ste a Maran | 5 380 19.50 40.00 8 

DUNN .oeeeeserereere 100 100 50.00 seeecereegcoercees 5 soccceceeecscccees 5.00 eoeeececeecoconcs ° 

Dodge Reece Oct eg ON ere resets ere centaann [ce oe Leaane aetna (UL cae 88.70 Eicceanreapenaise a 

Eau ATH aaIaN Dace er MULES CUCU caves cia eaeiua ee auaaened|cetmucnetaabaced| cate
s) tg 2 050800 aR 11.50 ee Oe erential 

Phorence ...sseereeeefervererersegsseaee 
AB Voncsssseronssoesesfornneseronseceners 

30 128 101.20 485,00 a 

Forest ..seseeseseees 1,202 1,008 |iiccvasconescecseelensensenreosnenens a1 58 80.50 200.00 g 

Tron wosseeseoeseeess 8,400 42600 |.issscgegsaenecere|eoesecnensesnoeees 83 86 230.02 | 470.00 a 

JackSON «ssseereeeee 8,100 8,380 1,050.00 soeccereneccescres 69 | 43 298.82 85.00 2 

TUNEAU vo eeeerereeee 8,300 8,300 B'100,00  |ssssscssccseonees|svoereronneonneslrsssics
ccesreeens’ 10.85 [seeeereeesernoeee 3 

Langlade ......+-+++ 8,000 8800 Jose tgsaageen[ oo gdag VS scret eceness 97.05 50.00 5 

Lincoln ....eeseeeee 1,525 8,204 550.00 $150 bl 22 87.15 23.00 3 

Marathon ...+++++++ 1,065 1,885 2,704.00 40 81 é1 203.65 144.50 

Marinette .....+++++ 2,250 4,085 2,300.00 We ace ce ssaaeeesal uacatnss case sainngs 20 \ coaloseaieasaasoonferseveasensenss.se 
a 

MONTO@ sesereeeeeee 200 500 Pose cesesacessaareleenescaseneeanttes 
10 18 87.25 85.00 3 

Oconto ...eeeeeeee 1,25 = | 2,950 Th.00 | |. .sccereraneeeeees aT 10 262.89 50.00 g 

Oneida ...cerrrereee 140 1,870 100.00 ceeey weceasaolsacssasnaesannanat Henen
ene ttea henge 23.00 savenoeseesonaeee a 

Polk ..seseseeeeeeere 100 100 50.00 seeeeeeeeseereees oT 50 270.25 500.00 48 

Portage .ssseereeere 700 1,660 125.00 100 él 28 818.05 185.25 B 

Pric@ ceseeeeeeeerere 840 2,125 175.00 nerecccevoscreeeee 28 un 64.55 20.00 t 

Sawyer BEAUTY casa sanpumaans [acastiana Saiaattea ees taact natant etleneseteCat tN 27% 7 40 87.75 50.00 

Shawano «-seeeeeere 50 50 850.00 eoeereeesecesenens 2 56 354.11 6.00 

Taylor .+.+ereeeeee 16 492 wevevesbasetaenecs|sasscrnasanstesees 
8 snocesesereceences 100.00 seeeeeseeserocses 

Vilas cesses eeeeeeeee 1,000 8,400 86.50 neneeeveeoreceeses 58 9 18.80 50.00 

Washburn ...+.+++++ 1,300 2,800 Ns scelsecicereCamslovedaansammasenona|r
eceticanaancenanciaPanseresnnattels? 

5.00 pseereserscesnene 

‘Waupaca ROSSSESUALE (Le cee eetia lime aumaaamammnne itepaeenpeniant’t©(/St SOS AMibe Ue 250 182 387.80 187.00 

WO0d .seserereerere 1,100 1,800 1,068.00 soeeescesecoeceres 
| 

Wro0d veeccceeg OT 
ere 

| 

968, 868 $104,012 $13,648.50 9710 1,197 | 5 | $4,153.72 $2,818.25 si 

a 

————
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a 

ei | Nagios of you Rath ora forest to Wea ane ee eave destroyed. products. counties, 

eoaauea see | burned over. | destroyed (feet). destroyed. 

eee, mete 185,766 $947.61 
i i 583 27,617,000 | $82,851 $102,015 nee | pigt 

; 
38 we “agggaae| git 72,880 ee 

B  cersaisautaisisnnverscteains Cirmsiereeeeslinis 
ae oy seen 3 20,17 ii i oo ng ee : 

Bayfield sevesssaeeessesenneccennsnees ie e1t0 220,00 1,90 38 a aa g Chipper  sasseanussossstossucceusctaee u 520 thease daiensaes|eoseuecieeusbnaee ye oes ier 8.0 3 
Gireccccncnnnnnc) 26 gegae|| ae oe | te § eS sesatie ties : 71,996 9,400,000 | bd 18,675 18,900 43.91 i} 

MORON Vac sskiciccciait: sienna e 1s 00" io’ sme a - ; BR none roe % 200 cas eee a py Sie 2 ihe 
MER MHANO! Svsesebercesstovssesateonne a 1,080 9 ites 06 | 10,585 oe ne 2,0 3 
MOL aiesesvasseccscesinesetesssace 

z 7263 i! 000 32,000 eo 2800 aur i 
BOMMU ies vise y sess cisscessccsecesscssue = eon 4101, B00 ine 30 ae : 
MPOM Sys Vesesessiosvavestouscscicasvess 2 Be seseitatunntenan|sosseeeertonsees re ‘0 eo 
TACKBON ...ccseseceeed eect i 3°900 eee seein : 18.78 48,190 HES g BE ge a ae) a oe | ‘ee G 
Langla SEO e eee eee eeeeeeeenes ; @ i 9,430,000 " 20s 9 ea 
MAROON ST ecbie sees esseessaseustessseun = 26,581 508, Ae p | tee . 4 Marinette siiiviisniiieneiesccssers Be iosccgggeadieoigtae 

i, a MMOUTOR: ooseversbressatvovensesesones 
a ii its 10,070,000 | oh 28 20 ol 20 ie 8 

QOONED ..rcrcrrresrecccorcsevcrocces cee 8 50/650 7833,000 | 009 ; {mes a 4 
PoE naeitn % 14.218 oe Veitiele pang generics sat 
BOM a gsesesesssserssessnvsecenssceaes “4 BBE fossa sisted ig i io 5 
MPIEERRO’ Sesseecsecsseevessisesascecees ° 66/307 830, 00 | eS i we : ae Behan ‘ De gene aaa 34.9 
pee ceria nary 2 am i, i i ie te Leen UWRF sbbssssvercecsccoscsccuesaseve a Oe 1887 000 29,700 1 38 od LESS SHAWANO 20. .0crcesssoscsorcrecrsserses im 29/708 5,790,000 aM i 30 2a 20 148. 
Taylor sassesaseapeneesssserorecesens 

e eae erica aateeaaenae "0 810 sie eaaacggee Washburn Pe nteltnt ener 9 162 ee tiseesseseseneneneleeneenaretetetenafecserenenserserseal 
aan 

Waupaca Rik EDLC eruaoeetnert 42 20,087 |. = sapy i a LOaIBaB OOD $5,343,088 $43. 

DOU i ccieserssasticsecess a ae Tie Snr rc
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CAUSE OF FOREST FIRES. 

1909. 

Wingless oe yas accknancenacesrenestneesnsosentnesensosuacnonrnerenersesernnenTs 
15% per cent. 

Settlers clearing land..........--..sseeeceerecerescrerscesctseeterseeser 
sees ses 46 per cent 

Hunters and CAMPEeTs........-+.csceerrerscecetetceerscscsseseeesesser 
eres ees 6% per cent 

MIRGGILANEOUN; <5 con = conta snc cseasnosnennrnesnsesessostesqoresestewere rete 164 per cent 

Unknown I SS ais ad etac the cnneencnneanseoeicenseseeeaoaesea Poa De oom 

100 per cent 

, 3 
i 

CAUSE OF FOREST FIRES. 

‘1910. 

Engines ae 
eee per cent 

Settlers clearing land..........+.--cosercersercennseet ener tee eee 28% per cent 

Hunters and campers........-----eseecrcerserseccnrstessseesese 
ee eee 5lG per cent 

PIsneURDEOUE coo-cnas sss scinss0e-csmnanevososernannatensntrress 
<0 ‘TY per cent 

RipeDO WL ese ota ea ence essa cterssevsoorecenrmcesars, smmesneneeee TIS 37 «per cent 

100 per cent
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RAILROADS AND FOREST FIRES. : 

: As stated elsewhere in this report, our records show that from 

1904 to 1908 railroad locomotives caused only about 5% of the 

forest fires in Wisconsin, while the settlers in burning brush and 

clearing land were responsible for from 60 to 70%. In 1908, 

. however, the railroads were charged with 15% and this sudden 

t rise was accounted for by the fact that so little rain fell during 

a the summer months that the ground became like tinder and the 

* least spark from a locomotive would start a blaze. The summer 

t of 1910 was also very dry and in July and August the whole 

‘4 northern part of the state became so inflammable that the loco- 

j motives set hundreds of fires, many of which did an enormous 

amount of damage, and the reports of the fire wardens show that 

the number of railroad fires increased very largely over the rec- 

ord for the last few years, and that we must charge them in 1910 

with 21%. 
For over two years the State Board of Forestry has been work- 

ing with the railroads in Wisconsin to prevent the starting of 

forest fires by locomotives. An engineer was appointed to in- 

spect all the locomotives in use in the northern part of the state 

to determine if they were equipped with the most practicable net- 

ting to prevent the escape of sparks or cinders, as is provided 

by law. The inspector sometimes found holes in the front end 

nettings and ashpan nettings, and that the ashpan nettings are 

too light to stay down in place or hold their shape. 

The nettings are not the most serious matter, however, but 

rather the holes around the steam pipes, stand pipe, blower, pump 

exhaust and around the edges of the smoke box and deflector 

plate. After more than a year of inspection work we found that 

such holes formed so rapidly that no amount of the closest and 

best inspection would solve the problem, but that the thing to do 

was to find a spark arrester that would absolutely prevent the 

escape of sparks and still allow the engine to steam freely and 

pull its load. Our engineer, therefore, set to work to experiment 

with various spark arresters and he finally designed one that
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seemed to be a step in the right direction. The Chicago & North 

Western railfoad made .the castings in their Chicago shops and 

the arrester was thoroughly tried out on one of their freight en- 

gines. It proved to practically prevent the escape of all sparks, 

and the engine would steam freely and pull its full load provided 

the fireman fired frequently and evenly, but if he shoveled in a 

very large amount of coal at one time the engine would choke up 

and the steam guage would drop. It may be, however, that this 

difficulty can be overcome by a slight change in the arrester. 

During the summer of 1910 the American Spark Arrester 

company of Indianapolis have been carrying on some extensive 

tests at Purdue university, and although their success so far is 

very encouraging, certain details remain to be perfected. 

The Chicago & North Western railroad have worked out a head j 

end arrangement which with a little improvement promises great 

results. The writer lately rode behind an engine equipped with | 

this arrangement» which was hauling a time freight and steam- 

ing very freely and yet in a fifty-mile run only twenty-two sparks 

were seen to escape from the stack. 

It is a comparatively simple matter to get an arrester that will 

stop a locomotive from throwing sparks, but very difficult to find 

one that will also allow the engine to steam freely and pull its 

load. However, so many railroad companies, and other inter- 

ested parties are working to solve this problem, and the need for 

its solution is so great that success seems certain to come in time. 

The following address of Mr. R. H. Aishton, Vive-President 

Chicago & North Western railroad, delivered at the Lake States’ 

Conference at St. Paul, Minn., December 6, 1910, shows the di- 

rect financial interest of the railroads in this question. 

Interests oF RAILWAYS IN THE PROTECTION OF ForEsTSs. i 

I have been asked to prepare a paper on the interests of the 

railways in protecting forests. First, let us consider what are the : 

interests of the railways in these three states represented in the 

conference, and tHrough which these railways pass. In Minne- 

sota there are, approximately, 33,400,000 acres of forest area; 

in Wisconsin, approximately, 20,300,000 acres of forest area, and 

in Michigan, approximately, 24,300,000, making a total in the 

three great states of 78,000,000 acres of forest that we are here 

to try to protect. 

In Minnesota, located within the forest area alone, there are
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2,000 miles of railway; in Wisconsin there are 2,300 miles, and 

in Michigan there are 3,200 miles, or in the three great states 

7,500 miles, lying wholly within the forest area, and this does not 
include logging roads, double tracks, sidings, spurs or anything 
but main tracks. 

In the operation of these railways, and used exclusively within 

this forested area, there are, in the state of Minnesota, in regu- 

lar service, 350 locomotives ; in Wisconsin, 450, and in Michigan, 

530, or an approximate total of 1,330, employed regularly, and 
this does not take into account extra locomotives required for re- 

lief, shopping, or to meet emergencies or exigencies in business ; 

and it is safe to say that to perform the service in the forested 

area in these states there are employed each year—at some period 

of the year or other—approximately 1,800 locomotives. 

: The magnitude of the traffic through these districts can prob- 

ably be best indicated by the statements that in the forest area of 

Minnesota there are moving daily 126 passenger trains; in Wis- 
consin, 240, and in Michigan 230, or a total of 596 passenger 

trains daily moving through some part or other of this forest 

area. 
There are also operated daily through this forest area, in Min- 

nesota, 250 fre’ght trains; in Wisconsin, 340, and in Michigan, 
350, or a total of 940 freight trains daily, all of which move 

through this forest district. 

RaILRoaDs AS CONSUMERS. 

It is hardly necessary for me to call your attention to the fact 
that the railways are, and will be for years to come, the greatest 

single consumers of the products of this timber country, and 

furnish a ready market for the settlers, lumbermen, and for other 

interests, and they realize fully, I think, the benefits accruing to 

them through conservation of the remaining forest areas in these 
states lying right at their doors, and they also realize fully that for 

every dollar they pay for piling, posts, lumber or ties throughout 

this district a certain portion of it comes back to them necessa- 

rily through the cleaning up and cultivation of the country; the 
bringing in of an additional number of people who are capable 

of earning a livelihood, and for whom they must transport the 

necessaries of life, and to whom they must look for their support. 

From another standpoint: Minnesota, northern Wisconsin 

and Michigan forest country is today the most attractive fishing,
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hunting and summer resort territory left in this great country of 

ours and is tributary to the greatest centers of population in the 

country with the single exception of the Atlantic seaboard. The 

railways, more than anybody else, appreciate the possibilities of 

the proper conservation, care and development of these areas, 

and that where they now carry people by the hundreds to these 

resorts they will soon be carrying them by the thousands with 

resulting benefit both to themselves and to the communities re- 

siding within these districts. 

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS. 

We have heard a great deal lately about the cost of living. 

With the wiping out of the tie, post and lumber supply through i 

this northern lumber country, the effect on the maintenance cost j 

to the railways, about which we have heard so much in the rate 

hearings lately, would be particularly disastrous. 

We all remembez the day when the northern limit of agricul- 

‘ture was about at Green Bay, Wis. Today we find, bordering 

the lakes, successful agriculture carried on right up to and beyond 

Lake Superior, and where formerly the forest held sway we find | 

today prosperous and contented settlers improving the land, rais- 

ing crops and susta‘ning not only themselves but the large com- 

munities incident to that territory. Had this territory been de- 

forested through fires, the ability to get settlers to go in there 

would have been limited as, in a great many cases, even the soil 

itself is destroyed or rendered unfertile through fires passing 

over it, and the ability therefore to develop agriculturally is gone. 

The question now occurs, what, with all their varied interests 

in the prevention of forest fires, have the railways done to pre- 

vent them? I know what the general practice has been. 

First. Maintenance of a clean right of way, free from brush, 

stumps ‘and rubbish. 

Second. Co-operation with the fire wardens in keeping the 

right of way thoroughly cleaned up and burned off. 

Third. Absolutely prohibiting the setting of fires by section- 

men, or other employees, except during the winter months or 

under the direction or order of the fire warden. 

Fourth. Installation of the very ‘best and most approved net- 

ting in the front ends of locomotives, and constant investigation 

and experimenting into every new appliance that promises any
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relief from fire. In connection with this a very thorough system 
of inspection at terminals and record of the condition of netting, 
and arrangements for repairs of same when defective. 

Fifth. During particularly dry periods the abandonment of 

freight service during daylight hours. 
Sixth. When dry conditions prevail the establishment of patrol 

either behind trains moving through the district, or at points in 

close proximity to each other, to guard against fires starting on 

the right of way and all times maintaining section patrols. 

Seventh. By instructing train crews and engine crews on the 

importance of avoiding every possibility of setting fires, and di- 

recting them when fire is found on the right of way, to stop their 
trains wherever practical and put it out. Or in cases where their 

| own, or any other train, would be endangered by such steps, by 

leaving word with the first agent or section crew and having them 

start back all the help possible to put out the fire. 

What further can the railways do, I am very frank to say 

that I do not know. 

They believe that the protection of the forests now conserves 

the revenues of the railways in the future, and to many of the 

railways it means their future life and prosperity. 

They believe that the protection of the forests may be bettered 

by more efficient control by the officers of the states over all the 

interests engaged in business in the timber areas. 

They believe in taxation that will enable a well-trained and 

efficient force to be organized and maintained in each state, and 

endowed with police powers, for the protection of the forests. 

They believe the interests are so great and so identical that set- 

tlers, lumbermen, manufacturers and railways, and every other 

interest should unite in a plan to which all can work, which would 

be harmful to no interest but beneficial to all.
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FIRE AND THE YOUNG FOREST. 

It is a self evident fact that if any state expects to have forests 

in the future, it must see to it that the young forests of today are 

not destroyed, and yet it seems difficult to make the people of- 

Wisconsin appreciate this very simple truth. One reason is that 

people have naturally felt that much of the cut-over land that 

was covered with young timber was suitable for farms, and as 

this was the best possible use for it, that it made no particular 

difference whether the young timber was burned this year or 

cleared off a few years later in making the farms. Such reason- 

ing would be perfectly sound if all the cut-over lands were suit- 

able for agriculture, and while on the whole most of them un- } 

questionably are, still the aggregate of the lands that are too 

rocky or sandy to be fit for agriculture, is very large and it is : ! 

a serious loss to the whole state, which it will take many years to 

repair, to permit the destruction of forests upon such lands. 

This emphasizes the urgent need of completing the soil survey 

in northern Wisconsin as soon as possible, and the necessity for 

this is explained mcre fully under “Urgent Necessity for Com- 

pleting the Soil Survey.” hk 

The best economic development of the state demands that each 

acre of land should be put to its truest use and neither the state 

nor the individual should keep forests on lands that are better 

suited for growing agricultural crops. The very existence of 

our wood-using industries depends upon the protection of our 

young, growing forests and there is no question but that Wis- 

consin will lose nearly all of its wood-using industries within the 

next twenty-five years unless the present destruction of our for- 

ests by fire is stopped. Such a statement will probably be chal- 

lenged as exaggerated, but it is-based upon a recent investiga- 

tion of the forest resources of northern Wisconsin and the de- 

struction of young growth by fire. 

We are all more or les familiar with the plight of many towns 

and even cities, when suddenly the lumber industry, on which 

they largely depended, has come to an end. Many of these towns 

have established new industries and after a brave fight are slowly 

recovering, but the blow was a hard one and the results are more 

or less lasting. 
The effect upon the state of losing its wood-using industries 

will be the same, but the calamity will be much more widespread
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and will be felt much longer. Wisconsin is pre-eminently a lum- 

ber state and its magnificent network of rivers, with some 1,000,- 

000 horse power in water powers which are well distributed, 

make it one of the most favored states for the manufacture of 

the raw products of the forests. 

A forester is trained to a full appreciation of the value of 

young timber, for he is early taught the cost of growing timber 

and how long it requires to reach saw log size. On the other 

: hand a person who has not studied the subject is apt to feel that 

a fire on cut-over land has done little if any real and lasting 

damage, as he reasons that there was no merchantable timber 

to be destroyed. The real situation is that the young growth 

ay that is left after the logging operations consists in most cases 

| of a considerable proportion of valuable species which if pro- 

} tected would form as valuable a forest as that cut. 

Instead of being protected it is burned over and on the burned 

ground there grows up popple and bird cherry with possibly some 

white birch, all three being very inferior species with almost no 

present market value and generally considered mere fire weeds. 

The direct result of the‘fire then is that a valuable young growth 

is replaced by almost worthless species, which it will cost a great 

deal to destroy and replace by planting. 

; Then too, looking only at the immediate financial loss, we find 

that upon the average the young growth that is left upon the land 

after logging operations is worth about $15 per acre. That is, 

it would cost that much to plant as many trees of the same kind 

and pay interest and taxes until they reached the same size. This 

puts the matter in a different light and it is safe to say that when 

stumpage is worth what it should be, namely, the cost of growing 

the timber, there will not be any indifference on the part of the 

owner to the destruction of his young forests. 

Another point is that young timber when burned is soon blown 

over and forms a mass of inflammable material, which must be 

burned at very considerable expense if the land is to be planted, 

and the repeated burnings destroy most of the humus and thus 

the natural fertility in the soil. 

It cannot be stated too often that although merchantable timber 

when burned can frequently be cut and thus a large part of the 

value saved, young growth that is burned over is almost always a 

total loss and the reclamation of such lands costs large sums. 

Also a surface fire in merchantable timber may scorch the trees 

and yet not kill them, but young timber is very sensitive to fire 

and even the slightest surface fire usually means their destruction.
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LOPPING TOPS IN LUMBERING. 

This is a protective measure the same as piling and burning 

slash, the object in both cases being to destroy a large amount of 

inflammable material as soon as possible. The following article 

in regard to the compulsory “Jopping law” in New York state is 

taken from the American Lumberman of October 8, 1910: 

Lopping BRANCHES IN LUMBERING OPERATIONS. 

Under this title in the fifteenth annual report of the New York ' 

Forest, Fish and Game Commission, Forester John W. Stephen f 

makes an exceedingly interesting review of the first year’s work- 

ing of the New York siatute which requires that the limbs and 

branches shall be lopped in all lumbering operations in coniferous 

timber in the forest preserve counties. The law reads: 

Every person who shall, within the forest preserve coun- 

ties of the state, cut or cause to be cut, or allow to be cut 

any coniferous trees for sale or other purposes, shall cut off 

or lop or cause to be cut off or lopped from the said trees, 

at the time of cutting the said trees, all the limbs or branches 

thereof, unless the said trees be cut for sale and use with 

the branches thereon. Any person violating the provisions 

of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, 

upon conviction, be fined not more than twenty-five dollars 

or shall be imprisoned for not more than thirty days, or 

both, for each offence, and in addition thereto shall be liable 

to a penalty of two dollars for each and every coniferous 

tree felled from which he shall neglect to cut or lop off the 

branches. 

This regulation is one of the protective measures adopted by 

the state for the safety of the timber in the forest preserve. No 

timber is cut on the preserve, consequently the regulation applies 

entirely to lumbering operations on private lands in the forest 

preserve counties. 

A year is insufficient fully to determine the effectiveness of any 

regulation, but according to the report of Forester Stephen, who 

has carefully examined the results of lopping operations, the new 

law has so far been very satisfactory, as regards both cost and
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efficiency. The requirement that the branches of coniferous tim- 

ber shall be lopped is based upon the assumption that if through 

lopping the unused upper part of the tree and the branches are 

brought in close contact with the ground they soon will decay 

and cease to become a serious fire menace, also that the decaying 

tops and branches protect young seedlings, increase the humus in 

the soil and add to soil fertility. Observation shows that under 

New York conditions this assumption is well founded. Ten 

years ago a spruce lumbering operation was carried on at Nehas- 

ane park. The tops were cut to a 10-inch diameter limit and the 

branches were lopped to reduce fire danger. Wherever the lop- 

ping was done thoroughly the tops have almost entirely disap- 

peared and little material is left that will burn. On the other 

i hand, wherever a top was not lopped it still remains supported 

. above the ground by dry, hard branches and will be a source of 

/ fire danger for many years. The illustrations which accompany 

the report bring out these two conditions in most striking fashion. 

Contrary to expectations the cost of lopping the branches, as 

required by the recent law, is not heavy. It is said that 3 cents 

a standard and 10 cents a cord of pulpwood is average cost under 

ordinary circumstances, if the lopping is done to the best advan- 

P tage. In a number of cases lopping has resulted in actual gain 

to the lumbermen. Where branches are lopped, skidding and 

road making are facilitated greatly. Lopping also leads to closer 

utilization of timber, especially when pulpwood is taken out. 

One operator reports that through the decreased labor required 

in skidding, and the occasional logs saved, he believes that the 

actual cost of lopping-does not exceed 5 cents a thousand feet of 

timber. Another operator who cut spruce saw logs did still bet- 

ter. The report says: 
He left the lopping until after the logs were removed and 

then went through lopping the branches and taking the tim- 

ber out of the tops for pulpwood. In this operation, with 

a force of eight men and a horse employed six days, ninety- 

seven cords of pulpwood were obtained that would bring 

him $7 a cord delivered at the mill. This is an average of 

two cords a man a day, making a very profitable operation. 

The Adirondack patrolmen have found also that fires are much 

easier to handle in lopped timber, because such fires are closer to 

the ground and men can get near enough to fight them more 

effectively. .
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The present New York law requires that only the branches of 

coniferous timber shall be lopped, since softwood slash is as- 

sumed to be the more dangerous. The indications are, however, 

that a similar requirement for hardwoods would give good re- 

sults. Hardwood slash is less durable than softwood slash, and 

if lopped it would decay in a few years. This is made evident 

by the condition of the land which has been cut over to obtain 

wood for the acid plants in New York. These plants take small 

sized wood so that the remaining slash lies close to the ground 

and is left in good condition to decay. It is said that three or 

four years after cutting of acid wood the fire danger is nearly 

over with. In the cutting of hardwood saw timber there is nearly 

as much need for lopping the branches as in softwoods. } 

In conclusion the report sums up the case for lopping branches / 

as follows: 
f 

First—Danger from fire is probably lessened from the first 

by the form in which the brush is left, easier to clear away 

and not high in the air where it will throw sparks and start 

crown fires. At any rate, the lopped brush lying close to 

the ground rots very much faster than unlopped tops. In 

a few years it is incorporated with the soil and then ceases 

to be fuel for fire. 

Second—As a rule, it would appear that in the Adirondack 

forests reproduction is promoted. 

Third—In most operations some wood is saved that would 

otherwise go to waste. In some cases it has far more than 

paid for the cost of the work. 

Fourth—The labor of guttering and skidding is lessened 

to some extent. 

Fifth—It is to be noted that hardwood tops decay much 

faster than softwoods, also that the closer the utilization 

of timber the shorter the time required for the debris to dis- 

appear. Thus, in the case of hardwood operations for acid 

or cordwood, the debris left is of such small size and gets 

down so close to the ground that special fire danger is pretty 

well over in three or four years. 

The results of one year’s operation under the present law 

are such that it certainly should be retained. 

The above dispassionate and careful report should be of much 

value to lumbermen in the lake states at the present time, where
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the heavy fire losses of this year and the much greater losses of 

two years ago have made it evident that thorough going measures 

of fire prevention and control must be adopted. The burning 

of pine slash is said to have worked fairly well in Minnesota, but 

a proposed compulsory burning of hardwood slash in Wiscon- 

sin two years ago aroused so much opposition from the lumber- 

men because of its cost and possible inefficiency that a sim’lar 

measure is not likely to be propesed again. Timber in the lake 

states and New York is of much the same character. Moisture 

conditions are also similar. If lopping the branches proves to be 

a cheap and effective aid to forest fire control in New York the 

same method should be given a thorough trial in Michigan, Wis- 

: consin and Minnesota. 

; In reference to the above article it should be said that the 

burning of pine slash upon the National forest in Minnesota and 

j the Indian reservations in both Minnesota and Wisconsin has 

worked extremely well and the cost upon the average has not ex- 

ceeded twenty-five cents per thousand feet of logs cut. The For- 

est Service, also, compels the piling and burning of slash upon 

most of the National forests in the west and it has proved a 

most effective method of forest protection. Pine slash can easily, 

and should nearly always, be burned as the cutting proceeds, the 

smaller limbs and all branches simply being thrown on the fire. 

If the forest is mixed pine and hardwoods, the pine slash makes 

a very hot fire and the smaller hardwood limbs and branches will 

be readily consumed, but if the forest is only hardwood, and 

material to start hot fires is lacking, the hardwood brush must 

be piled and left to dry out before it can be burned. 

Many lumbermen have a mistaken idea and think that the for- 

esters wish to compel them by law to burn all that portion of the 

tree that is left in the woods. This is not true as it is not at ail 

necessary in most cases to burn the big trunk or bole of the tree 

that is left in the top, but merely the smaller limbs and branches, 

which are highly inflammable when thoroughly dry. 

The lumbermen of the Lake states are opposed to any general 

slash burning law but are willing to allow state commissions to 

say when and where slash is so dangerous that it becomes a pub- 

lic menace and must be destroyed. Lumbermen in order to pro- 

tect their property, especially the young timber on their cut-over 

lands, and the property of others, should either burn their slash 

or lop it so that it will decay rapidly, for when forest fires get 

started jn a heavy slash an army of men is almost powerless.
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APPRAISAL AND CLASSIFICATION OF FOREST RE- 

SERVE LANDS TO BE SOLD. 

Chapter 264, Laws 1905, which is the present forestry law, 

provides that all state lands north of town 33 shall constitute the 

forest reserve, but that scattering and agricultural lands may be 

sold and that the proceeds of such sales shall go into the “Forest 

Reserve Fund” and that this fund shall be used to purchase lands 

to add to the forest reserve, and for their improvement and pro- 

tection. The object of the law was to dispose of the agricultural f 

lands so that farms could be made, to sell the small tracts of 

isolated lands, which were badly scattered through seventeen of 

the northern counties, and to use the proceeds to purchase lands 

suitable for forestry, mainly in Oneida, Vilas and Iron counties, 

so as to block up the reserves in that section and thus make for- 

estry management possible. This law is a most excellent one 

and without direct appropriations from the treasury has given the 

State Board of Forestry funds with which to start the work of 

building up an adequate forest reserve. ; 

The old appraisals of state lands in many cases were found | 

upon examination in the field to be so inaccurate, and the old 

prices both for land and timber were often so low as compared 

with prevailing prices that it was absolutely necessary to have 

all the lands that it was intended to sell examined and appraised 

by cruisers. It has taken a long time and hard work to examine 

and appraise all the lands to be sold, but the resulting increases 

in appraisals and closer classification has proved that this work 

had to be done and that the expense was amply justified. 

The cruisers reports are very complete and are on each forty 

separately, showing the amount of timber of each kind, and its 

siumpage value, the character of the land, whether rolling, hilly 

or flat, and if stony; the soil is shown as loam, clay, sand or 

more definitely described if necessary ; if swampy, whether it can 

be drained, also character and amount of young growth. If the 

description is a lot and adjoins a river or lake, this is of course 

shown on the plat and if the cruiser finds that there has been any 

9
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fire or timber trespass, the amount of the timber thus lost or 

destroyed is scaled and full notes made so that the trespass can 

be collected or burned timber sold. 

During 1910 all the state lands within the following counties 

were offered for sale: 

Ashland Polk 

Bayfield Price 

Burnett Rusk 

Florence Sawyer 

Langlade Washburn 

Lincoln 

Also, all the lands in Douglas county were offered for sale, ex- 

cept those along the Brule river where the state has a small for- 

est reserve, and in Price and Iron counties all except those within 

the main forest reserve area. None of the lands in Forest, 

Oneida or Vilas counties are for sale. The state lands that are 

for sale have now been examined and appraised in all the coun- 

ties except Marinette and it is expected that this work will be 

done during the summer of 1911.
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LANDS THAT ARE FOR SALE. 

As is fully explained elsewhere in this report, the State Board 

of Forestry is authorized to sell the scattering and agricultural 

lands noth of town 33, the proceeds of such sales to be used in 

extending the area of the permanent forest reserves and in their 

protection and improvement. All of the lands that it proved 

advisable to sell, with the exception of some tracts in Marinette 

county, have been examined, appraised and offered for sale at 

public auction, as provided by law, and those that remain can 

now be purchased through the State Land Office at Madison. 

The following table shows approximately the amount of land on 

the market north of town 33, that remained unsold on January 

1, 1931: 

County Acres. Bangiade .2..5.2.. , 2500 

Ashland ........... 5,377 Lincoln ....:.:..... 2463 

Bayfield ........... 3,183 elke Wore cncae nea 1,961 

Burnett tgs 5o2 3...  LOOEZ Price 2..ci2-+--252 19232 

Dotighs 2... 260.20: - 2,645 RUSK Wcjnciccew niente 2, 04F 

Plorence 2.4.24...) 23,068 Sawyer ....-1..0-. 15,400 

FeO onc scescenenas S200 Washburn ......... 9,009 

Many of the above lands are suitable for agriculture and in fix- 

ing the appraisal of each forty, the value of the land and of the 

timber was figured separately. Those who are desirous of pur- 

chasing lands in any of these counties can secure lists showing 

the appraised value of each forty of state land, and a detailed 

statement showing the character of the land and the amount of 

timber of each kind can be supplied for any specified description. 

Each forty has been carefully cruised, proper deductions being 

made for any timber that has been cut or damaged by fire and it 

it felt that the appraisals are fair and reasonable. Under the law 

the full amount of the appraisal must be paid at the time of 

sale, and 50 cents should be added to cover the cost of the patent 

fee, for each section in which one or more descriptions are pur- 

chased. Requests for information in regard to these lands should 

be addressed to the State Board of Forestry, Madison, Wis.
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LANDS PURCHASED AND SOLD. 
Se =e 

! | 
| Acreage 
| _ Acreage Acreage Acreage Reverted Acreage 
i 1, 1909. | Sold. Purchased. | to State. | Jan.1, 1911. 

Ashland .............] 6,258.97 DESO coneces 78.15 5,401.20 
Bayfield ............. 5,543.32 DBBE TT J ocacsccccesces|essoeeses soon 8,161.21 Burnett .............| 21,566.75 Sees 120. 19,073.96 
Douglas ............ 9,995.66 520. stteterecererelecseeeseneeees 9,475.66 
Florence ............| 3,802.86 PAB.T0 |. ..c.crecececelecececcereseee| 8,500.16 
FOFESt ......2200-0000] 85 yA27.B4 |... seceereeseefeceesersccsccefossscccsccccss| 85,497.84 
ZEON ....-2.2-ce00202.| 20,575.84 2,794.97 8,119.69 |......eeee0e-| 29,910.06 
Langlade ............ 2,740.29 GIO! Poon o ssc ncsesalescsssesessccs! 2,209.40 
ee 4,742.21 2,285.35 |...scecceseeee, 1. 2,477.86 
Marinette ........... 4,534.21 40. seevceseveccceleceeccencccens 4,494.21 Oneida .........0...| 58,080.68 |..........000- 280. steececeeeeeee| 58,810.68 
BONE eos ssrseeen 2,120.74 160. le ccccccccccccelscccccccrceces| 1,960.74 
PTI) <--cecerceses---| 29,800 12 2,082.02 |......cce0cs0e) 66.35 27,474.45 
BRM cece eens ooee | 3,362.87 MAM non eeneanectlesssesceoceces 2,804.47 
Sawyer ..............| 14,209.65 650.51 |..............|--.0.0.0s0000-] 18,500.14 Vilas | .....-eeecee002] 36,171.86 |....2..2002.4.| 28,784.09 |o.....2ccse..| 50,986.05 
Washburn ..........{ 12,051.77 SOOB AT Wien soos erences fembecesncenees 8,988.30 

Total ............| 274,608.09 18,620.13 27,184.38 265.50 283,423.84 

lll 
s Note.—The above table does not include the state lands within the Indian Reserva- 

ions.
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TIMBER TRESPASS. 

The government and state practically encouraged timber tres- 

pass upon public lands for so many years by allowing trespassers 

to settle by simply paying the value of the timber taken, that it 

has been very difficult to stop the practice at once and to make 

such people understand that illegal cutting of timber is nothing 

more nor less than common stealing. 

In 1905 the law was strengthened so that the civil liability for 

forest trespass is now double the amount of damages suffered 

and under criminal action the fine is not less than $25, nor more 

than $1,000, or imprisonment not less than fifteen days nor more 

than three years, or both fine and imprisonment. The result of 

this law has been to largely put a stop to all forms of trespass 

upon state lands, as it does not pay to cut timber illegally when 

‘one is obliged to pay double the value of the timber taken, plus 

all the costs of examination and survey. 

Public opinion in northern Wisconsin, however, has not yet 

‘een educated to support a jail sentence for a trespasser, unless 

in the case of an old offender and when the trespass has been 

glaringly flagrant and willful. This is especially true in the case 

‘of a poor man with a family, as the jury seems to reason that if 

‘the man is sent to jail, his family will become a charge upon the 

county or town. After years of “rubber forties” and practical 

encouragement, the law cannot suddenly be made too drastic and 

still meet with public support. 

However, the double stumpage law has been in operation for 

over five years, and it is now recommended that it is time to still 

further strengthen this law. The law of New York state pro- 

vides a penalty of $10 for every tree cut on state lands but so 

drastic a law in Wisconsin at the present time would probably 

defeat its own ends. It is recommended that the civil liability 

for timber trespass be increased from double to triple the value 

Hs of the timber taken, plus all the costs of examination and survey. 

Both the state and private timberland owners: have been put to 

considerable trouble and loss in past years by Christmas. tree tres- 

pass. Large firms in Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Panl and other
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nearby cities make contracts with small jobbers or settlers to 

furnish a large number of Christmas trees. These contractors. 
have been in the habit of going upon any land where there was. 
a fine growth of young pine and cutting it all off in a few days’ 

time. Many such trespassers are not residents of Wisconsin and 

they can cut, load and ship these small trees so rapidly that it 
is very difficult to detect them until the trees have been shipped. 
and then the offenders are outside the jurisdiction of the state. 

However, timberland owners have dealt with such cases as se- 

verely as possible by imposing heavy fines, confiscating the trees 

cut and also bringing criminal action, so that this business is being 

largely discouraged and the dealers are compelled to buy the 

young trees from those who are willing to have them cut. The 

state has only suffered to a slight extent from such operators, as 

our lands are watched closely as Christmas approaches and we 

have been able to detect nearly all such cutting in time. The 
: children and grown-ups need not fear that there will be any 

shortage of Christmas trees in the future or that foresters will 

discourage this old custom. 

Upon lands that are protected from fire thousands of young 

; pines will come up to the acre, and if left to themselves to follow 
out nature’s law there will be a fierce struggle for existence, so 

that only a small percentage will survive. These will be the 
strongest and best developed but by far the greater number will 

gradually die and fall to the ground. Even the strongest young 
trees that survive are checked in their growth during the years 
of their fiercest struggle for existence and the forester can aid 
nature by cutting out the less promising trees and thereby allow- 

ing the stronger to shoot ahead free from the struggle. 

Such cuttings are called “improvement thinnings” and are an 
important part of forestry work in all foreign countries where 

there is a ready market for the young trees that are thinned out. 
In this country the forester as a rule has not been able to make 

improvement thinnings as there has been no market for such 

young trees, but the demand for Christmas trees promises to fur- 
nish the market to a considerable extent and therefore the for- 

ester hopes that more Christmas trees will be used and not: less. 

However, he wants such young trees cut out under a system that 

will hasten the rate of growth and improve the future forest and * 

does not want to have every tree cut by a person who is politely 
called a trespasser while in fact he is nothing less than a common 
thief. :
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TIMBER SALES. 

The very severe and widespread forest fires of 1908 and 1910 

killed a considerable amount of timber upon the scattering forest 

reserve lands, especially in the western part of the state. It 

has been impossible to protect all the forest reserve lands, as they 

comprise approximately 340,000 acres, and are scattered through 

17 counties. Such losses will continue until the forest patrol 

system is established and the main reserves are blocked up and ; 

protected by means of fire lines, roads, trails, telephones, etc., and 

a well organized force of forest rangers. The burned timber is 

advertised for sale in the local papers, to the highest bidder 

shortly after the fires have occurred and the tracts have been 

looked over by one of our cruisers. 

Frequently the timber is thus sold at once, but sometimes the 

bids are too low to be considered and the timber must be held 

until a favorable bid is received. Nearly all of the burned tim- 

ber has been disposed of but some of it is so remote that no sales 

can be made and in such cases the timber will probably be a total 

loss. 

This brings up a point that many of the lumber journals of the 

country seem to overlook. They frequently state in mentioning 

fires in various parts of the country that the loss in timber will 

be practically nothing, as the lumbermen will cut the timber and 

thus save it. True the lumber company owning a fairly solid 

body of timber, with a railroad to promptly haul the burned tim- 

ber and a mill to cut it, can save much, although fires nearly 

always increase the cost of operation, and the fires of 1908 and 

1910 have thrown a lot of lumber on a market that was already 

rather sick from overproduction. 

But what of the scattered forties that the lumber companies 

own and the thousands of small tracts of from 40 acres to 600 

acres, owned by settlers or men in the various cities and towns? . 

Such owners, and their holdings are very large in the aggregate, 

are nearly always non-operators, and if they are fortunate enough 

to sell their burned timber at all, it is always at a big discount
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from stumpage prices for green timber, and hence at a great loss, 
and much of such timber canuot be sold before it spoils and so ‘s 
a total loss. i 

This greatly mistaken ida of some people that all burned tim- 
ber is cut and saved is mentioned because such articles appearing 
in the lumber journals lead the general public, who are not posted 
in the matter, to naturally feel that the agitation in regard to the 
fearful economic losses trom forest fires is all bosh and buncombe 
if the timber is cut and saved, and that there is no loss. 

The apparently stoical indifference of the American people as 
a whole to forest fires is a blot on our civilization and to tell them 
there is no loss is a strange way to bring about reform and gain 
their active assistance in the hard work that must be done to stop- 
the fearful destruction of our forests by fire.
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